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Inventing 1phigeneia?
On Euripides and the Cultic Construction of Brauron*
The sanctuary of Artemis at Brauron on the east coast of Attica has long been
thought ta house a hero-cult, that of Iphigeneia. 1 She has been connected with this
site on the basis of literary evidence, which in its turn has led ta the identification of
certain structures as the tomb or the beroon of Iphigeneia and sections of other
buildings as adapted ta the particular needs of her cult.
The first aim of this paper is ta evaluate the nature of Iphigeneia's presence at
Brauron. It can be said from the outset that her cult at this site is not as clearly
evidencecl as is usuaIly assumed. It is, in fact, possible ta question ta what extent
Iphigeneia was a recipient of cult at this site altogether. Secondly, the wider
methodological issue will also be of interest in this paper, namely the treatment and
evaluation of literary versus archaeological eviclence as source material for the study
of Greek religion, in particular in the case of the identification and understanding of
what a hero-cult is and how we are ta recognize it. The notion of a cult of Iphigeneia
at Brauron rests ta a large extent on a passage in Euripicles' Ipbigeneia among tbe
Taurians (1462-1467). What foIlows here can be seen as an attempt ta evaluate the
validity of Euripides' statements. Instead of taking Euripicles as confirming the
eviclence of an ancient cult of Iphigeneia at the site, it will be proposed that he may,
in fact, have been the one who located her in Brauron in the first place.
The existence of a sanctuary at Brauron is weIl known from the ancient sources
and the location of the site was identifiecl as early as the late 19th century.2
1 wish to thank Susanne Berndt-Ersoz, Kerstin Silfwerbrand, At1l1-Louise Schallin and Berit
\'i1ells for valuable comments on earlier versions of this paper. Some of the aspects considererd
here were presented at the Secolld Nordic symposium 011 wOII/ell's lives ill alltiquity: Gellde/;
culture alld religioll ill alltiquity at Helsinki, 20-22 October 2000, and at the Eigbtb illtel'llatiollal
cOllferellce o/gallized by tbe C.J.E.R.G.A. 011 Rbodes, 25-29 May 2001.
1 Whether Iphigeneia is to be regarded as a heroine or as a (faded) goddess, see below, n. 96.
Such a classification seems to be more a question of modern definitions than a reflection of the
ancient circumstances. She is usually included in surveys of hero-cult sites, see; for example, Iv!.
DEOLlDt, Heroellkulte ill bOll/eriscber Zeit, Oxford, 1999 (BAR 15, 806), p. 70-71; H. ABRAMSON, Greek
beJ'O-sbrilles, Ph.D. Diss., University of California, Berkeley, 1978, p. 183-185. Here, 1 have followed
the definition of a hero outlined in G. EKROTH, Tbe sacri/icial rituals of Greek beru-cuIts ill tbe
Arcbaic ta tbe early Hel1ellistic periods, Liège, 2002 (Kel'llos, suppl. 12), p. 20-22.
2 HDT., IV, 145; VI, 138; PALIS., 1, 23, 9; 1, 33, 1; PHOT., s.v. BpaUpOlyia CTheodoridis, B 264). Later
sources use the name Brauron when referring to the whole deme, not just the sanctuary Ce.g.
POMPONlUS MELA, II, 46). The Classical deme, in which the sanctuary of Brauron was located, was
Philaïdai, see D. WHITEHEAD, Tbe demes o/Altica 508/7 - ca. 250 Be. A political alld social StU(()I,
Princeton, 1986, p. 24, Il. 83; R. OSBORNE, Demos: Tbe discove/)' cl Classical Altica, Cambridge, 1985,
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Excavations were begun in 1948 uncler John Papaclimitriou ancl continuecl until his
cleath in 1963. During this periocl, annual reports appearecl in Ergon ancl BCH ancl the
excavator coverecl the excavation until 1959 in Pmktika. 3 He also wrote an extensive
article, which appearecl in Scientific American in 1963.4 Charalambos Bouras
published the late-5th-century stoa in 1967.5 Parts of the ceramic material and the
terracottas, as weil as one major relief, have since been discussecl by Lily Kahi1.6 Of
particular interest are the inscriptions recoverecl from the site. Certain of these were
briefly mentioned in Papaclimitriou's reports and have also been commentecl upon by
Dina Peppas-Delmousou, but they remain virtually unpublishecl. 7 Some of the
inscriptions, however, are saiel to be iclentical with texts deriving from the sanctuary
of Artemis Brauronia on the Athenian Acropolis and these inscriptions, founcl in
Athens and publishec1 in the fG, can therefore be used in the stuc1y of Brauron.8 In ail,
however, it has to be emphasizec1 that dealing with Brauron entails proceecling with
great care, since the excavation is still to a large extent known only from preliminary
reports. The following cliscussion of Brauron ancl the cult of Iphigeneia may therefore
be subject to many changes once the final publication of the site appears.
p. 193 and 215, fig. 12. For the earliest modern identifications of the sanctuary, see 1. Ross,
Arcbaologiscbe Allfsatze, vol. 1, Criecbiscbe Craber. AlIsgrabungsbericbte aus Atben. Zur Kunst-
gescbtcbte und Topograpbie von Atben und Allika, Leipzig, 1855, p. 222-229; A. MILCHOFER,
"Antikenbericht aus Attika" , MDAJ(A) 12 (1887), p. 291-292; cf PAAH 1945-48, p. 81-84.
3 See Ergon 1955, p. 33-34; 1956, p. 25-31; 1957, p. 20-22; 1958, p. 30-39; 1959, p. 13-20; 1960, p. 21-
30; 1961, p. 20-37; 1962, p. 25-39; BCH73 (1949), p. 527; 74 (1950), p. 298-300; 75 (1951), p. 110-111; 80
(1956), p. 247; 81 (1957), p. 519-521; 82 (1958), p. 674-678; 83 (1959), p. 589-596; 84 (1960), p. 666-671;
85 (1961), p. 638-641; 86 (1962), p. 664-683; 87 (1963), p. 704-715; PAAH 1945-48 (pl'. 1949), p. 81-90;
1949 (pl'. 1951), p. 75-90; 1950 (pl'. 1951), p. 173-187; 1955 (pl'. 1960), p. 119-120; 1956 (pl'. 1961), p. 73-
89; 1957 (pl'. 1962), p. 42-47; 1958 (pl'. 1965), p. 27; 1959 (pl'. 1965), p. 19-20. See also]. TRAvLOs,
Bildlexikon zur Topograpbie des antiken Atlika, Tübingen, 1988, p. 55-80; J.D. KONDIS, ,'" AP1EfllÇ
Bpaupwvia", AD 22 (1967), A, p. 156-206. The study by M. GIUMAN, La dea, la vergine, il sangue:
Arcbaeologta di un culto femminile, Milan, 1999 (Biblioteca di arciJeologia), reached me too late ta
be incorporated in this paper.
4 ]. PAPADIMITRIOU, "The sanctuary of Artemis at Brauron", SC/Am 208:6 (1963), p. 110-120.
Ch. BouRAs, 'H avacmjÀwalç ûjç aroaç ûjç Bpavpwvoç. Tà apxmoK'TOV1Kà 'fijç Trpof3Àljpma, Athens,
1967 (!l1]plOaEVpam roû 'APXaIOÀoY1KOÛ LlEÀ'f{OV, 11); see also the review by Ch. BORKER, Cnomon 41
(1969), p. 802-806.
6 1. KAHIL, "Quelques vases du sanctuaire d'Artémis à Brauron", in Neue Ausgrabungen in
Criecbenland, Olten, 1963 (AK BeiiJejt, 1), p. 5-29; Ead., "Autour de l'Artémis attique", AK 8 (1965),
p. 20-33; Ead., "L'Artémis de Brauron: Rites et mystère", AK 20 (1977), p. 86-98; Ead., "Artemis",
LIMC 2:1 (1984), p. 618-753; Ead., "Le relief des dieux du sanctuaire d'Artémis à Brauron. Essai
d'interprétation", in ].-P. DESCŒUDRES (ed.), EYMOYIIA: Ceramic and iconograpbic studies in
bonour ofAlexander Cambitoglou, Sydney, 1990 (Mediterranean Arcbaeology, suppl. 1), p. 113-117.
7 PAPADIMITRIOU, l.c. (n. 4), p. 118-120; Ergon 1958, p. 37; 1961, p. 21 and 24-26; PAAH 1949,
p. 84-85; P.G. THEMELIs, "Bpaupwv. H (HOa 1WV a.PK'I:WV", in IIpaKTlKà B' ElflaflUlOvlKijç aVVaVfI)Œl]ç N.A.
'ATTlK/)Ç, Kalyvia, 1986, p. 228-232; SEC 37 (1987), nos. 30-31, 34-35 and 89; D. PEPPAS-DELMOUSOU,
"Autour des inventaires de Brauron", in D. KNOEPFLER & N. QUELLET (eds.), Comptes et inveiltaires
dans la cité grecque: Actes du colloque intel'llational d'épigrapbie tenu à Neuchâtel du 23 au 26
septembre 1986 en l'honneur de Jacques Trébeux, Neuchâtel & Geneva, 1988 (Université de
Neucbâtel: Recueil de tmvaux publiés pal' la Faculté des Lettres, 40), p. 323-346; A.I. ANTONIOU,
Bpavpwv. Ivpf30Mi arT)\' iarop{a roû iEPOÛ ûjç f3pavpwv{aç 'Aprépd50ç, Athens, 1990, p. 279-281, nos. 1-4.
8 See JC Il2 , 1514-1525 and 1528-1531; PAAH 1949, p. 84-85; 1956, p. 75-76; Ergon 1956, p. 28; BCH
81 (957), p. 521; 82 (1958), p. 300; T. LINDERS, Studies in tbe treasure records ofA rtemis Brauronta
found in Athens, Stockholm, 1972 (ActaAth-4°, 19), passim.
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Iphigeneia at Bt'aut'on
Myth clearly ties Iphigeneia to Aulis, where she was sacrificeel by her father
Agamemnon in oreler to procure favourable winels for the Greek fleet leaving for
Troy.9 This story was toIel alreaely in the 7th-century-BC Kypria by Stasinos anel,
accoreling to the extant summalY of the contents by proldos as preserveel in Photios,
Artemis saveel Iphigeneia, transporteel her to Tauris anel maele her immortal (à8ava:wv
lW1Et), 10 In the Hesioelic Catalogue of lUomen, the girl was calleel Iphimeele anel after
having been sacrificeel anel saveel, she was given immortality anel transformeel into
Artemis of the crossroaels, Le. Hekate. ll Both Aischylos anel Sophokles mention the
sacrifice of Iphigeneia at Aulis, but the story was partieularly elaborateel on by
Euripieles in the Ipbigeneia at Aulis. 12
Her specifie connection with Brauron is, however, less weIl elocumenteel. The
most explicit source, which is also the earliest, is, in fact, Euripieles. In his play
Iphigeneia among tbe Taurians, Athena outlines the future relations of Iphigeneia
anel Orestes to two cuIts on the east coast of Attica. Orestes is to bring the cult image
of Artemis Taurica back to Halai Araphenieles anel there to founel a sanctuary of
Artemis Tauropolos (IT, 1442-1461). Iphigeneia, for her part, is to be the priestess of
Artemis at Brauron, where she is also to be burieel after her eleath anel receive as an
offering the clothes of women who have elieel giving birth.
<JÈ 0' allCPt <JEllvaç, 'IcplyÉVWX, [ÀdllaKO'.ç]
Bpaupooviaç OEt 'tnOE KÀnOOUXEtV SEl?:'
oÙ Kat 'tESa\jfn Kœ,Savoû<Ja, Kat 1tÉ1tÀOOV
1465 &yaÀlla <JOI S11<JOU<J1V ｅｕＱｴｾｖｏｕ￧ iJcpaç,
aç av yuVatKEç EV 't6K01Ç \jfuxoppaYEtç
Ài1too<J' EV olKolç.
And you, Iphigeneia, in the holy meadows of Brauron must selve this goddess as
her temple warder. When you die, you will lie buried here, and they will dedicate for
your delight the rinely woven garments which women who die in childbirth leave
behind in their houses. 13
9 For a summary and discussion of the sources, see F. JOUAN (ed.), Euripide. TOII/e VIII.
!pbigéllie à Aulis, Paris, 1983 (Collectioll des ulliversités de Fra Ilce), p. 9-52; M.B. HOLLlNSHEAD,
"Against Iphigeneia's adytoll in three mainland temples", AJA 89 (985), p. 420-430; P. BRULÉ, Lafille
d'Atbèlles. La rellgioll des filles à Atbènes à l'époque classique. Mytbes, cultes et société, Paris, 1987
(Celltre de recbercbes d'bistoire allcielllle, 76), p. 180-203; K. DOWDEN, Deatb alld tbe II/aidell:
Girls' illitiatioll rites ill Greek II/ytbology, London & New York, 1989, p. 10-24; S. ARETZ, Die Opferullg
der !pbigelleia ill Aulis. Die Rezeptioll des ｊ ｬ ｾ Ｉ Ｇ ｦ ｢ ｯ ｳ ill alltikell ulld II/odemell Drall/ell, Stuttgart &
Leipzig, 1999 (Beitrage zur AltertulI/skullde, 131), p. 47-229.
10 PROKLOS, Cbrestolllatbia (Allen, p. 104, 12-20); cf ARETZ, O.C. (n. 9), p. 47-51.
11 Fr. 23a, 17-26 and 23b (J'vlerkelbach & West); cf STESICHOROS, fr. 215 (PMG). See also
HOLLINSHEAD, l.c. (n. 9), p. 421, n. 5; BRULÉ, o.c. (n. 9), p. 182; ARETZ, O.c. (n. 9), p. 60-61.
12 AEscH., Ag., 228-247; SOPH., Ef., 537, 545 and 575-576; cf JOUAN, O.c. (n. 9), p. 12-14; AnETZ, O.c.
(n. 9), p. 62-86. At the beginning of the IT 0-31), Euripides gives a sumlmuy of Iphigeneia's raIe at
Aulis. On the c1ifficulties in the text of the lA in which the sacrifice of Iphigeneia is outlined, see
JOUAN, o.c. (n.9), p.26-28; Id., "Autour du sacrifice d'Iphigénie", in Texte et ill/Clge: Actes du
colloque il1fematiollal de CbCllltil()1 (13 ClU 15 octobre 1982), Paris, 1984 (Cel1fre de recbercbes de
l'Ulliversité de Paris X), p. 61-74; ARETZ, o.c. (n. 9), p. 110-114.
13 EUR.,IT, 1462-1467, translation by D. KOVACS, Euripides, Trojall l/IolI/en. Ipbigellia (/II/Ollg tbe
Tau l'iCi IlS. 1011, Cambridge, Mass., & London, 1999 (Loeb Classical LibrCIIY). For the conjecture (line
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The rest of the information concerning Iphigeneia's presence at Brauron is to be
founcl in the scholia to the Leiclen MS of Aristophanes' Lysistmta. 14
645a apKwç Bpaupwviotç: apK10v /-!t/-!ou/-!Evm 1à ＯＭＡｵ｡Ｑｾｰｴｯｖ EÇE1ÉÂOUV. a.t apK1Euo/-!Evm oÈ 1ft
8Ei!> KpOKW1àv 11/-!qltÉVVUVW. Kat aUVE1ÉÂoUV Ｑｾｖ 8uaÎav 1ft Bpaupwvi<t 'Ap1É/-!tOt Kat 1ft
MOUVIXi<t E1ttÂEYo/-!Evm 1tap8Évot oihE Ｑ ｴ ｰ ｅ ｡ ｾ ｕ Ｑ ｅ ｰ ｭ oÉKa E1i.OV 01J1E EÂaHouç 1tÉV1E.
E1tE1ÉÂOUV oÈ dlV 8uaiav at KOpa.t EK/-!EtÂtaaO/-!Evm Ｑ ｾ ｖ 8EOV, ｅＱｴｅｴｏｾ Ât/-!i!>
1tEpt1tE1t1roKaatV Ot 'A81lvalot apKWV iWÉpav aVllP11K01EÇ 1ft Ｘ ｅ ｾ Ｎ Ot oÈ 1tEpt Ｑｾｖ
'IqltyÉvEtaV EV Bpaupi.Ovi qlaatv, OUK EV AuÂÎot. EUqlopÎwv'
ayxiaÂov Bpaupi.Ova, ｋ ｅ ｖ ｾ ｰ ｴ ｯ ｖ 'IqltYEvEiaç
645b OOKEl Ｇａｹ｡ｾｬ￉ＯＭＡｶｷｖ aqlaytaam Ｑ ｾ ｖ '[qltyÉVEtaV EV Bpaupi.Ovt, OUK EV AuÂÎot, Kat apK10v
aV1' ｡ ｕ Ｑ ｾ ￧ Ｌ OUK ËÂaqlov ｯＰＸｾｶｭＮ 08EV ＯＭＡｵ｡Ｑｾｰｴｯｖ ayouatv a,u1ft.
The main content of the scholion 645a-c concerns the cult of Artemis. At the encl
of 645a, however, it is statecl that "what they say about Iphigeneia took place at
Brauron, not at Aulis", Le. referring to the story of her being sacrificed. As a support
for this version, presumab1y, the scholiast quotes a line from the 3rd-century-BC
writer Euphorion: "Brauron near the sea, the cenotaph of Iphigeneia",15 The next
section of the scholion on the same line (645b) a1so exp1ains that Agamemnon killecl
Iphigeneia at Brauron ancl not at Aulis ancl adcls that she was replaced by a bear ancl
not by a c1eer. Furthermore, a mysterion is ce1ebratecl to her there (Le. to Iphigeneia at
Brauron).
This is the extant eviclence for Iphigeneia's presence at Brauron as given in the
literalY sources. The main prob1em concerns to what extent the information in the
scholia, inclucling the quotation from Euphorion, is to be regardecl as providing
evidence independent1y of Euripides, and therefore corroborating him, or whether
these sources may have been influencecl or inspired by the IT. 16 The information
found in the various sources is not only of various dates and qualities but is a1so not
entirely consistent, particu1arly when it comes to exp1aining why Iphigeneia was
present at Brauron ancl what happened to her there.
However, the evidence for Iphigeneia's connection with Brauron is a little more
complicated. Brauron was the seat of a ritua1 callecl the arkteia, probab1y performecl
on a penteteric basis ancl serving as an initiation into womanhoocl, during which
young, Athenian girls stayed at the sanctuary.17 The aitia of the arkteia are comp1ex
1462) ￀ Ｎ ､ ｾ ｬ ｏ Ｚ ｋ ｏ Ｚ ￇ (meadows) instead of ｋ ￀ Ｎ ｩ ｾ ｬ ｏ Ｚ ｋ ｏ Ｚ ￇ (stairs), see KOND/S, I.c. (n. 3), p. 165-166; KOVACS,
o.c', p. 307.
14 Schol. AR., Lys., 645a-b (Hangard). This scholion is not preserved in the other i'vISS of the
Lysistrata; for discussion and evidence, see \'(1. SALE, "The temple-legends of the Arkteia", Rbil1118
(975), p. 265-284. The passage in Aristophanes concerns the chorus, describing its good
educational background (Lys., 641-648) as a participant in various religious rites, among which was
the Brauronia.
15 B.A. VAN GRONINGEN, ElIpborion, Amsterdam, 1977, no. 95. This line is also quoted by
NONNOS, Dion. XIII, 186.
16 For Euripides' invention of cuIts or aspects of cuIts giving rise to a literary tradition in later
sources rather than the later sources confirming Euripides' account, see S. SCULLlON, "Tradition
and invention in Euripidean aitiology", lCS 24-25 0999-2000), p. 222-223.
17 On the arkteia, see, for example, KAHIL (965), I.c. (n. 6), p. 25-26; A. BRELlCH, Paides e
pal'tbenoi, Rome, 1969 (Inclinabilla graecae, 36), p. 240-279; Ch. SOURVINOU, "Aristophanes,
Lysistrata, 641-647", CQ 65 (971), p. 339-342; KAHIL (977), I.c. (n. 6), p. 86-98; A. HENRICHS, "Human
sacrifice in Greek religion: Three case studies", in J. RUDHARDT & O. REVERDIN (eds.), Le sacrifice
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but can be saiei to concern the expiation for the killing of a bear sacrecl to Artemis. 18
The goclcless punishecl the Athenians with a plague, which was liftecl by the
execution of the instructions from Delphi to the Athenians to "sacrifice" their
claughters to Artemis. This sacrifice was accomplishecl by letting the girls spencl a
periocl of time, probably less than a year, at her sanctuary.19 The culmination of this
ritual has been suggestecl to have taken place cluring the Brauronia festiva1. 2o
What is the link between Iphigeneia ancl the a r/i!,teia , if any? There is, in fact,
surprisingly little information on Iphigeneia's connection with this ritual at Brauran. It
is interesting to note that Euripicles seems to make no reference to the arkteia in the
IT, when he oudines Iphigeneia's raIe at Brauran as a recipient of cult after her cleath.
More explicit are the scholia to the Leiclen MS of the Lysistrata which comment that
a mysterion was performecl to her. 21 This mysterion has been taken to refer to the
arkteia in some sense, since there are other testimonia speaking of the arkteia in
similar terms. 22 Still, it cannot be rulecl out that the connection macle in the scholion
dans l'antiquité, Geneva, 1981 (Entretiells sur l'alltiquité classique, 27), p. 207-208; H. LLOYD-JONES,
"Artemis and Iphigeneia", JHS 103 (1983), p. 92-93 ane! 97-98; P. PERLMAN, "Plato Laws 833C-834D
and the bears of Brauron", GRES 24 (1983), p. 115-130; HOLLINSHEAD, I.e. (n. 9), p. 426-427; OSBORNE,
o.c. (n. 2), p. 162-172; BRULÉ, o.c. (n. 9), p. 179-222; Ch. SOURVINOU-INWOOD, Studies ill girls'
/ransi/iolls: A,pec/s of the arlJ/eia alld age represelltatiolls ill Attic ico/70gmphy, Athens, 1988,
passill/; DOWDEN, o.c. (n. 9), p. 25-32; R. HAMILTON, "Alkman ane! the Athenian arkteia", Hesperia 58
(1989), p. 449-472, esp. 459-462; Ch. SOURVINOU-INWOOD, "Lire l'arkteia - lire les images, les textes,
l'animalité", DHA 16:2 (1990), p.45-60; Ch. SOURVINOU-INWOOD, "Ancient rites and moe!ern
constructs: On the Brauronian bears again", BICS 37 (1990), p. 1-14; P. BONNECHERE, Le sacr!l/ce
hUlI/aill ell Grèce allGielllle, Athens & Liège, 1994 (Ker/70s, suppl. 3), p. 27-38.
18 SOURVINOU-INWOOD (1988), o.c. (n. 17); SALE, I.e. (n. 14); HOLLINSHEAD, I.e. (n. 9), p. 426-427.
19 For discussions on the age of the ark/oi, suggestions ranging between five ane! ten years of
age or ten to fourteen or fifteen, see SOURVINOU-INWOOD (1988), o.c. (n. 17), p. 15 ane! 59-67;
SOURVINOU (1971), I.e. (n. 17), p. 339-342; T.C.\'(!. STINTON, "Iphigeneia ane! the bears of Brauron", CQ
70 (1976), p. 11-13; PERLMAN, I.e. (n. 17), p. 115-130; HOLLINSHEAD, I.e. (n. 9), p. 427; DOWDEN, o.c.
(n. 9), p. 28-31.
20 For the Brauronia, see Ath. pol., 54.6; AR., Pac., 873-874; schol. AR., Pac., 874b (Holwere!a). On
its Iink with the arkteia, see 1. DEUBNER, Attische Feste, Berlin, 1932, p. 207-208; SOURVINOU-INWOOD
(1988), o.c. (n. 17), p. 21; E. SIMON, Festivals of Attica: Ali archaeological COlI/mentCII)', Madison,
1983 (Wiscollsill S/udies ill Classics) , p. 83-88; 1. BODsoN, "L'initiation artémisiaque", in]. RIES &
H. LIMET (edsJ, Les ri/es d'illitiation: Ac/es du colloque de Liège et de Louvain-la-Neuve, 20-21
novembre 1984, Louvain-la-Neuve, 1986 (Homo religiosus, 13), p. 300-302; DOWDEN, o.c. (n. 9), p. 31;
HAMILTON, I.e. (n. 17), p. 459-460.
21 The II/ysterion in the scholion presumably must be connectee! with Iphigeneia, although in
the first part of the scholion (645a) a mysterion is said to be performed to Artemis.
22 For example, HESYCH., S.V. à,PKTdu; HARP., S.V. OEKUTEUEIV; see also S.G. COLE, "The social
function of rituals of maturation: The koureion and the arkteia", ZPE 55 (1984), p. 240; BRULÉ, o.c.
(n. 9), p. 184; cf OSBORNE, o.e. (n. 2), p. 164-165; SOURVINOU-INWOOD (BICS 1990), I.e. (n. 17), p. 10-12.
The mys/erioll is thought to be depictee! on a red-figure kmteriskos of the type connected with the
arlJ/eia. The scene shows Artemis and Apollon ane! a man ane! a woman with bear's heae!s or
masks, taken by KAHIL ([1977] I.e. ln. 6J, p. 86-98) to be the priestess and the priest at Brauron or a
priestess and an acolyte; see Ead., "Le sanctuaire de I3rauron et la religion grecque", CRAI 1988,
p. 799-813. Others suggest that the scene shows the myth of Kallisto and Arkas (SIMON, o.c. [no 20],
p. 87-88; BRULÉ, O.C. [no 9], p. 255). To actually depict the central theme or action of a II/ysterion
seems, however, to go against the whole idea of the secret character of such a ritual. Furthermore,
there is no evidence for a priest of Artemis at Brauron. The inscriptions used to support such a
notion (see, for example, B. JORDAN, Servallts of the gods: A stUCZ)! in the religion, bistol)' and
litemture off!lih-cen/ul)' Athens, G6ttingen, 1979 [HYPoll/nemata, 55), p. 33-34, and R.S.]. GARLAND,
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between the mysterion celebrated ta Iphigeneia ancl the arkteia is a seconclalY
clevelopment. These later sources may actually have conflated the arkteia ancl
Euripicles' version of the Iphigeneia legend.
The replacement of Iphigeneia by a bear instead of a deer at her sacrifice by
Agamemnon has also been seen as a link between her and the arktoi of the arkteia. 23
This variant of the stOlY is, however, at the earliest eviclenced in a post-Euripiclean
source and, more importantly, is there described as taking place at Aulis and not at
Brauron. 24
A further connection between Iphigeneia and the arkteia has been arguecl from
language usecl in the description of her cleath at Aulis in the Agamemnon by
Aischylos. Here, Iphigeneia is saiel ta let her saffran-coloured clress Clzrokotos) slip ta
the graund before her being sacrificecl, an action believecl ta echo the bears shedding
the krokotos as part of the arkteia, as described in the Lysistrate by Aristophanes. 25
The language usecl by bath Aischylos and Aristophanes has been suggested ta
depencl on rituallanguage and in the case of the Agamemnon ta refer ta Iphigeneia's
raie in the arkteia. 26 However, since the krokotos was a bridai veil, it is possible that
in Aischylos' play Iphigeneia was wearing the !z/"Okotos as a part of her preparation for
the presumed marriage ta Achilles. Aischylos may simply be applying the ritual
terminalogy of the arkteia in order ta allucle ta a ritual centring on the preparation of
young girls for marriage without this necessarily implying that Iphigeneia actually
fonned part of this ritual at Brauran.
Finally, the most frequently evoked argument for Iphigeneia belonging ta the
arkteia has been ta consider the structure of the Iphigeneia story as being paralleled
by the ait/a for the arkteia and therefore this ritual has been taken as an indication
of Iphigeneia's presence at Brauran. 27 On a generallevel, the expiation of the killing
of the bear by the "sacrifice" of young girls can be saiel ta be a counterpart ta the
stOlY of Iphigeneia being sacrificecl by her father in orcler ta placate Artemis ancl ta
"Religious authority in Archaic and Classical Athens", AB5A 79 (984), p. 88-89), have been shown
by LINDERS (D.C. [no 8], p. 6) not actually to concern Brauron; cf BODSON, I.c. (n. 20), p. 308.
23 OSBOHNE, D.C. (n. 2), p. 164; BRULÉ, D.C. (n. 9), p. 191-206; Ch. WOLFF, "Euripides' Iphigeneia
amDng the Tallrians: Aetiology, l'HuaI, and myth", elAllt 11 (992), p. 322-323.
24 See the 4th-century-BC writer PHANODEMOS, FCrHist, 325, F 14 (ap. Et.l'm. Magll., S.V.
Tuupo1toÂ.ov); cf schol. AR., Lys., 645b (Hangard). The EtymDIDgiclIm Magllllm also states that there
was a third version of this sto1')', in which Iphigeneia was replaced by a bull. Bears are occasionally
found as votive gifts in sanctuaries, but they were not exclusively dedicated to Artemis, as is shown
by examples from the Argive Heraion and the sanctuary of Athena Alea at Tegea, see E. BEVAN,
"The goddess Artemis, and the dedication of bears in sanctllaries", AB5A 82 (987), p. 17-21.
25 AESCH., Ag., 239, KpOKOU ｾ｡ｬｰ￙Ｎｓ 0' ÈK 1tÉVOOVOE XEua.cr'; AR., Lys., 645, KaTUXÉOUcru làv KpoKûHàv
apKlos ｾ BpuupwvlolS, see SOURVINOU (971), I.c. (n. 17), p, 341; SOURVINOU-INWOOD (988), D.C.
(n. 17), p. 132; OSBORNE, D.C. (n. 2), p. 164. For an alternative interpretation of the AgamemnDIl
passage, see N.B. BOOTH, "A fllrther note on KpOKOU ｾ｡＼ｰ｡ｳ in Aeschylus Ag. 239", EranDS 85 (987),
p.64-65.
26 SOURVINOU-INWOOD (988), D.C. (n. 17), p. 132-133; cf D.D. HUGHES, HlImall sacrijlce ill
allcient Creece, London & New York, 1991, p. 84.
27 SOURVINOU-INWOOD (988), D.C. (n. 17), p. 132; Eac!. (DHA 1990), I.e. (n. 17), p. 52-53; BRULÉ,
D.C. (n. 9), p. 179-222 and 249; HENRICHS, I.c. (n. 17), p. 198-208; LLOYD-JONES, I.c. (n. 17), p. 91-96;
BRELICH, D.C. (n. 17), p. 242-246 and 277; OSBOHNE, D,C. (n. 2), p. 162-169; DowDEN, D.C. (n. 9), p. 9-47;
L. KAHIL, "Iphigeneia", LIMe 5:1 (990), p. 718-719; HUGHES, D.C. (n. 26), p. 83-85; WOLFF, I.c. (n. 23),
p. 323; BONNECHERE, D.C. (n. 17), p. 31-35; SCULLION, I.c. (n. 16), p. 228; ARETZ, D.C. (n. 9), p. 41-46, and
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procure the desired winds. Although the replacement of the young girl by an animal
victim occupies a central place in both stories, there are substantial differences. In the
aetiological myths of the arkteia, the young girl interacts with the bear, presumably
provoking it, and subsequently gets hurt, which leads to the bear being killed by her
father, brothers or male members of the community, causing the anger of the
goddess. In the case of Iphigeneia, she personally has no part in releasing the wrath
of Artemis and she has no contact with any animal sacred to the goddess. It is
Agamemnon who causes the divine hostility, either by acting with hubris or by killing
a sacred animal. Furthermore, on a more concrete level, there is a great distinction
between what the young girls did at the arkteia and what happened to Iphigeneia.
The arkteia aimed at transforming the girls into marriageable young women and
subsequently gynai, a process which can be said to be completed only when they
had given birth to their first child. 28 Though the pretext for Iphigeneia being brought
to Aulis was marriage, her status at Brauron, as described by Euripides, the principal
source of her presence at that site, was to serve the goddess, unmarried and without
any children, at the sanctua1Y until her death. 29 Therefore, it is difficult to perceive
Iphigeneia as the direct prototype of the bears.30
One further problem in using the arkteia as an argument for Iphigeneia receiving
a cult at Brauron is the fact that the ritual was not exclusively confined to this site but
definitely also took place at the sanctuary of Artemis Mounychia in the Peiraieus,
perhaps on a yearly basis,31 At Mounychia, the aitia for the ritual show many
similarities to the aitia for the arkteia at Brauron and the stories are likely to have
some connection, even though any certainty as to which one affected the other
seems impossible.32 Of great interest in this context is a particular class of pottery
considered to be connected with the arlilteia: small, black-figure krateriskoi dated to
the 6th and the 5th centuries Be. They are decorated with scenes of running girls,
altars and palm trees and are thought to show certain elements of the ritual. The
function of the vases is unlmown, but a red-figure sherd (c. 440-430 Be) found at
Brauron shows an altar with a tumbling krateriskos in front of it, a scene which has
been taken as evidence for these vessels being used for libations at the altar.33 A small
number of krateriskoi show traces of ash inside and may perhaps have served as
tbymiateria. In any case, the krateriskoi were probably used for different purposes.
Quite a few krateriskoi have been found at Brauron and at Mounychia but they
are also known from the sanctuary of Artemis Brauronia on the Athenian Acropolis,
28 DOWDEN, a.c. (n. 9), p. 201-202.
29 The aitia outlining the background of the arkteia does not comment upon the fate of the
girl who was attacked by the bear.
30 On the distinctions between the arktai and Iphigeneia, see SOURVINOU-INWOOD (1988), a.c.
(n. 17), p. 52-54; E. KEARNS, "The nature of heroines" in S. BLUNDELL & M. WILLIAMSON (eds.), 77Je
sacred al1d t!Je femil1il1e il1 al1cient Greece, London & New York, 1998, p. 101. Iphigeneia being a
prototype for the priestesses of Artemis at Brauron is also questionable, sinee some of these
actually had children, see OSBORNE, a.c. (n. 2), p. 160-161; BRULÉ, a.c. (n. 9), p. 209.
31 On the arkteia at Brauron and JVlounychia, respectively, see SALE, l.c. (n. 14), p. 265-284;
DEUBNER, a.c. (n. 20), p. 204-208; E. KEARNS, 77Je !Jeroes afAttica, London, 1989 (BICS, suppl. 57),
p. 29-32; cf BRELICH, a.c. (n. 17), p. 245-256; ARETZ, a.c. (n. 9), p. 44-45.
32 For possible lines of developl11ent, see SALE, l.c. (n. 14), p. 265-284; HENRICHS, l.c. (n. 17),
p. 199-203; BRULÉ, a.c. (n. 9), p. 182-186; DO\'i'DEN, a.c. (n. 9), p. 20-23.
33 KAHIL (1963), l.c. (n. 6), p. 25-26, no. 56 and pl. 14:3; Ead. (1977), l.c. (n. 6), p. 88; Ead., l.c.
(n. 22), p. 806; SOURVINOU-INWOOD (BICS 1990), l.c. (n. 17), p. 13.
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the sanctuary of Artemis Agrotera at Athens, the Athenian Agora and the cave of Pan
and the Nymphs at Eleusis, though only in small numbers. 34 The sanctualY of Artemis
at Halai Araphenides seems ta have yielclecl more of this particular kincl of pottery.35
The spread of this class of pottery has been taken as an inclication of the arkteia
being wiclely practised.36 The differences in the quantities of krateriskoi founcl at
Brauron and Mounychia, on the one hand, and at the other sites, on the other, are
significant. Therefore, it seems more plausible ta assume that, while the ritual was
actually practisecl at Brauron and Mounychia, finclings of krateriskoi at other
sanctuaries may be seen as cleclications commemorating the participation in the
arkteia at either of these two former sites or simply as dedications marking that the
arkteia age had passecl. 37 In any case, the distribution of the krateriskoi at such a
number of sanctuaries actually weakens the Hnk between Iphigeneia ancl the arkteia,
since none of the other fincl-spots can be shawn ta have hacl any certain cultic
connectian with her. 38
Most importantly, there is no connection between Iphigeneia ancl the sanctualY
of Artemis at Mounychia. Even though the killing of a bear and a young girl either
being hurt or sacrificecl are part of the myth, bath at Mounychia and at Brauron, that
is not enough ta postulate Iphigeneia's presence also at Mounychia. It has been
suggested that the Mounychia arkteia may have been taken over from Brauron, but,
if Iphigeneia formed part of this ritual, we then have ta assume that she got lost on
the way.39 Altogether, however, it seems equally possible that Iphigeneia was not a
34 Brauron and general: KAHIL (1965), f.c. (n. 6), p. 20-33, Ead., f.c. (n. 22), p. 804-805, ail black-
figure examples; (i BRULÉ, o.c. (n. 9), p. 250-256; DOWDEN, o.c. (n. 9), p. 31-34; HAMILTON, f.c. (n. 17),
p. 449-472. The Athenian Acropolis and the Agora: L. KAHIL, "Le 'cratérisque' d'Artémis et le
Brauronion de l'Acropole", Hesperia 50 (1981), p. 253-263. Mounychia: L. PALAIOKRASSA, "Neue
Befunde aus dem Heiligtum der Artemis Munichia", AM 104 (1989), p. 1-40; L. PALAIOKRASSA, Tà iepà
rijç 'ApTéJ1d50ç MovvIx{aç, Athens, 1991 (Bl{3À,lOfHp<'1) rijç èv 'A8ryvazç 'APXalOÀ,0Y110)Ç 'Eralpefaç, 115),
p. 74-82 and 147-162; HAMILTON, f.c. (n. 17), p. 449-472. Three red-figure krateriskoi of unknown
provenience showing ritual scenes are also known; see KAHIL (1977), f.c. (n. 6), p. 86-98.
35 The krateriskoi were found in connection with a small building with a porch and a back
room c. 200 m to the south of the main temple. Recovered were also figurines, jewellery and
Geometrie pottelY; see K. EUSTRATIOU, "0 vû-oç rl'\ç Taup01t6Àou Ap'tÉI.1l00Ç (HI'\ Aouwa", ApXalOÀ,oy{a 39
(1991), p. 73.
36 COLE, f.c. (n. 22), p. 242. SIMON (o.c. [no 201, p. 86) thinks that ail sanctuaries with /Jra/eriskoi
also housed the ark/eia, since ail are sanctuaries of Artemis. She "fails" to mention the cave of Pan,
however.
37 See SOURVINOU-INWOOD (1988), O.C. (n. 17), p. 116, who also argues that these sanctuaries are
too disparate for ail of them to have been the seats of the arkteia. If the krateriskoi were
commemorative dedieations, their spread and use can be seen as similar to that of Panathenaie
prize amphorai.
38 A cult of Iphigeneia at Halai has been argued by]. TRAVLOS, "TpElç vaol rTjç 'Ap'tÉJ.lIOoç; AÙÀlo(aç,
Taup01t6Àou KO'.1 Bpauprov(aç", in U. ]ANTZEN (ed.), Nelle Forscbllngen im griecbiscben Hefigtûmern:
Interna/iona/en Symposion in Olympia uom 10. bis 12. O/a/ober 1974 anfâssicb der
Hlindertjal1/feier der Abteifllng Atben IInd der delltscben Alisgrablingen in Ofympia, Tübingen,
1976, p. 197-205; KAHIL (1977), f.c. (n. 6), p. 96; BRULÉ, D.C. (n. 9), p. 192-200. See, however, the
arguments against this suggestion presented by HOLLINSHEAD, f.c. (n. 9), p. 427-428 and 435-438.
39 On Iphigeneia being absent from the cult of Artemis Nlounychia, see L. KAHIL, "Artémis et
Iphigénie: Artémis, les enfants et les animaux", in Tranqllifitas: l11éfanges en f'bonnetll' de Tran tam
Tinb, Quebec, 1994 (Coffec/ion Hier pOlir at(jollrd'blli, 7), p. 284. For suggestions as to how the
traditions at Brauron, Mounychia and Aulis may have developed and affected each other, see SALE,
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basie component of the al'kteia. We may, in fact, be dealing with an early aition for
the ritual consisting of a young girl and a bear, onto whieh at Brauron the Iphigeneia
story has been grafted, since certain similarities in the stories facilitated such a
match. 40
On the basis of the evidence outlined above, and chiefly Euripides, the excavator of
Brauron, John Papadimitriou, identified a series of structures in a cave or deft to the
south-east of the temple of Artemis as the tomb or !Jeroon of Iphigeneia (Fig. l, no.
7, and Figs. 2-3),41 The roof of this cave collapsed in the mid-5th century Be and the
structures within were subsequently replaced by a small building at the north-
western entrance of the former cave (Fig. l, no. 6, and Fig. 3). Papadimitriou's two
main arguments for locating the tomb of Iphigeneia on this spot were the finding of
four graves in the area, interpreted as the burials of later priestesses of Artemis, and
his daim that a cave was partieularly suitable for Iphigeneia, since heroes were often
saiel to receive worship in caves. 42
In the Ip!Jigeneia among t!Je Taul'ians, Euripides further stated that Iphigeneia
was to be given the dothes of women who had cliee! in childbirth.43 A shallow stoa
situated along an open courtyard in the northern section of the great stoa at Brauron
has been suggested to have housed these textile offerings, displayed on wooden
boards placed in stone bases (Fig. l, no. 12, and Figs. 4_5).44 This back part of the
stoa, where the dothes allegedly were housed, only communieatee! with the central
part of the sanctuary by a narrow passage, an arrangement suggested to be
appropriate for the apotropaic character of these offerings, as weIl as for the negative
and death-associated cult of Iphigeneia, whieh was separatee! from the more positive
ane! life-embracing cult of Artemis. 45
Iphigeneia's presence has also been recognized in the layout of the temple of
Artemis (Fig. l, no. 1). The cella of the temple had an adyton, a feature whieh has
been consideree! as characteristie of the worship of a chthonian divinity, whose cult
hae! to be set off and separatee! from the more public sphere of the rest of the
sanctuary.46
I.e. (n. 14); DOWDEN, o.c. (n.9), p. 20-24. There is, however, neither literary nor archaeological
eviclence for a cult of Iphigeneia at Aulis; see HOLLINSHEAD, I.e. (n. 9), p. 423-424.
40 On ar/illeia being an olel ritual, see OSBORNE, O.C. (n. 2), p. 163; K. DOWDEN, "Ivlyth: Brauron
ancl beyoncl", DHA 16:2 (1990), p. 33-36 ancl 42; cf Id., o.c. (n. 9), p. 194-197.
41 PAAH 1955, p. 118-119; PAAH 1956, p. 75-77; PAAH 1957, p. 42-45; Ergoll 1956, p. 25-28; Ergoll
1957, p. 20-22; PAPADIMITRIOU, I.e. (n. 4), p. 113-115.
42 See PAAH 1955, p. 118-119 and pl. 38 a; PAAH 1956, p. 76-77 ancl pl. 19 g; Ergoll 1956, p. 27;
Ergoll 1957, p. 22; PAPADIMITRIOU, I.e. (n.4), p. 115; for the buriais, see further below, p. 77-78.
Papadimitriou provicled no evidence to support his assertion of the connection between heroes
and caves.
43 EUR., Fr, 1464-1467.
44 Ergoll 1961, p. 29; KONDlS, I.e. (n. 3), p. 173-175; BOUMS, o.c. (n. 5), p. 122 and 182; COLE, I.c.
(n. 22), p. 239; cf TRAVLOS, O.c. (n. 3), p. 55.
45 KONDlS, I.e. (n. 3), p. 161-162 ancl 174-175.
46 TRAVLOS, I.e. (n. 38), p. 197-205; cf 1. KAHlL, "La cléesse Artémis: Mythologie et icono-
graphie", in ].N. COLDSTREAM & M.A.R. COLLEDGE (eds.), Greece alld Italy /11 tbe Classical wor/d:
Acta of tbe X/tb IlItemaliollal COllgress 0/ Classical Arcbaeology. LOlldon, 3-9 September 1978,
London, 1979, p. 77; Ead. (1977), I.e. (n. 6), p. 95-96; BRULÉ, o.c. (n. 9), p. 193-195; DOWDEN, o.c.
(n. 9), p. 38; KAHIL, I.e. (n. 27), p. 716; H. LOHMANN, "Brauron", Nelle Pailly 2 (1997), p. 763.
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Fig. 1. Plan of the sanctuary of Artemis at Brauron (including both Archaic and Classical phases).
From BOURAS, Q.C. (n. 5), fig. 1.
1. Temple of Artemis; 2. Spring; 3. Western terrace; 4. Rock-eut terrace; 5. Chapel of Ag. Georgios;
6. "Snmll Temple"; 7. Buildings within the cave area; 8. "Sacred House"; 9. Eastern building;
10. Polygonal terrace; 11. Great stoa; 12. Northern section of the stoa; 13. Bridge.
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It is interesting to note that the linking of these archaeological remains with
Iphigeneia is based not only on the written sources but also on the argument that
she, as a heroine, had a chthonian character distinct from that of Artemis, who
belonged to the Olympian sphere. What the literaIY sources tell us about the cult and
rituals of Iphigeneia at Brauron has been interpreted along the lines of what is
commonly assumed in the scholarly literature to be typical of a chthonian divinity
and from this fol1ows the assumption that the cult of chthonian divinities took
certain expressions and that these are traceable in the archaeological record.
The division of Greek religion into an Olympian and a chthonian sphere is an
approach which has gradually come to be questioned, most of aIl, since what
constitutes the Olympian and the chthonian respectively seems to be more of a
literalY construct, both ancient and modern, than a basic feature of practised, ancient
Greek cult. 47 A further complication is the fact that many of the typically chthonian
traits seem to be absent from the archaeological record.48 This should be kept in mind
when studying the cult of Iphigeneia at Brauron.
The at'Chaeology of Iphigeneia
The identification of the cave and its structures with the burial place of Iphigeneia
mentioned by Euripides and of the northern section of the stoa and the adyton as
connected with her cult have been more or less unanimously accepted among
scholars. 49 And is there, in fact, any reason for doubt? The starting-point in this
identification has been to apply the literalY sources to the archaeological evidence.
To base the evaluation of Iphigeneia chiefly on the literary sources may seem to be
the only course of action, since the archaeological material is still to a large extent
only accessible from preliminary reports. so On the other hand, the archaeological
47 See, for example, R. SCHLESIER, "Olymplan versus Chthonian religion", SCI11 (1991-92), p. 38-
51; F.T. VAN STRATEN, Hierà kahi. Images of animal sacri/lce in Archaic and Classical Greece,
Leiden, 1995 (ReligIons in the Graeco-Roman world, 127), p. 165-167; K. CLINTON, "A new lex sacra
l'rom Selinus: Kindly Zeuses, Eumenides, impure and pure Tritopatores, and elasteroi", CPh 91
(1996), p. 159-179; EKROTH, O.C. (n. 1), passim. See also S. SCULLlON, "Olympian and chthonian",
ClAnt 13 (1994), p. 75-119.
48 See, for example, the use and meaning of the terms eschara and bothl'Os discussed in
EKROTH, o.c. (n. 1), p. 23-74; Ead., "Altars in Greek hero-cuIts: A review of the archaeological
evidence", in R. HiiGG (ed.), Ancient Greek cult-practice j;"Om the archaeological euidence.
Proceedings of the Fourth International Seminal' on ancient Greela cult, organized by the Swedish
Insti/ute at Athens, 22-24 October 1993, Stockholm, 1998 (ActaAth-8°, 15), p. 117-130; Ead, "Altars
on Attic vases: The identification of bomos and escham", in Ch. SCHEFFER (ee!.) , Cemmics in
context: Proceedings of the Intel'l1ordic col1oquium on ancient pottel)' held at Stockholm, 13-15
June 1997, Stockholm, 2001 (Stockholm Studies in Classical Archaeology, 12), p. 115-126.
49 KONDIS, I.c. (n. 3), p. 166; P.G. THmIELlS, Braul'On: Führer durch das Heiligtum und das
Museum, Athens, 1974, p. 24-26; Id., "Zayopâ. nÔÀ1Ç ｾ VEKpÔTCOÀ1Ç;", ArchEph 1975, p. 251; Id.,
Frühgriechische Grabbauten, Mainz am Rhein, 1976, p. 53; ABRAMSON, o.c. (n. 1), p. 183-185; KAHIL
(1977), I.c. (n. 6), p. 96; Ead., "Mythological repertoire of Brauron", in \V.G. MOON (ed.), Ancient
Greela art and iconography, Madison & London, 1983 (Wisconsin Studies in Classics) , p. 232;
OSBORNE, o.c. (n. 2), p. 156 and 164; TRAvLOs, I.c. (n. 38), p. 198; GARLAND, I.c. (n. 22), p. 88-89;
BODSON, I.e. (n. 20), p. 306; BRULÉ, o.c. (n. 9), p. 179; TRAVLOS, o.c. (n. 3), p. 55; DOWDEN, o.c. (n. 9),
p. 25, 38 and 45; HUGHES, o.c. (n. 26), p. 83.
50 For a certain scepticism towards the litenuy sources, see HOLLINSHEAD, I.e. (n. 9), p. 425;
J. MYLONOPOULOS & F. BUBENHEIMER, "Beitriige zur Topographie des Artemision von Brauron", AA
1996, p. 15-16; DEOUDI, o.c. (n. 1), p. 70-71.
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material so far known from Brauron offers such a variety of evidence (architectural
remains, sculpture, pottelY and other votive objects) that it seems fruitful at least to
attempt the opposite procedure, namely to see whether archaeology can throw any
light on the litera l'y sources. Furthermore, it is also of interest to evaluate the
archaeological material on its own conditions within its own particular context, both
in relation to Brauron itself and in relation to Greek sanctuaries at large.
Are, in fact, the role and function ascribed to Iphigeneia on the basis of the
literalY sources reaIly reflected in the archaeological material? A closer look at the
evidence reveals that there are a number of problems, both in connection with
Iphigeneia's presence at Brauron and with the identification of the cave area, the
northern, bac!<: section of the stoa and the adyton of the temple as related to her cult.
Most of aIl, if these areas and structures were connected with Iphigeneia, she must be
considered to have been a major recipient of worship at the site. As such, she would
be expected to be highly visible in the l'est of the material record recovered from
Brauron, such as votive offerings, inscriptions and iconography, and not only in the
architecture. This, however, does not seem to be the case.
First of aIl, as far as we can tell today from the material known from BraUl'on,
there is not a single mention of her name on any object found at the site. 51 Even
though the finds and the inscriptions remain largely unpublished, a number of
dedications to Artemis are known on pottery, bronze objects and statue bases. 52
Many of the unpublished stone inscriptions from Brauron seem to comprise of lists of
offerings, mainly of clothes and jewellery. In the 4th century Be, copies of these
inscriptions were housed in the sanctualY of Artemis Brauronia on the Acropolis and
in these texts, published in the IG, Iphigeneia does not figure either. There are,
however, a number of mentions of Artemis. 53 It is, of course, possible that Iphigeneia
will surface once the material is fully published, but it seems strange that, if she had
been mentioned in any of the inscriptions or on any of the votives, Papadimitriou
would have failed to comment that this was the case. 54
Recently Sarah Johnston has argued that offerings to Iphigeneia are, in fact, to be
found in the inventory inscriptions, though Iphigeneia herself is not named. Among
the votive gifts, these texts list unfinished clothes and those are to be identified with
the dedications from the dead women mentioned by Euripides. Johnston suggests
that, when the women died, theil' unfinished weavings still in the loom would be
dedicated at Brauron.55 This is an interesting proposaI, but there is no evidence in
51 HOLLINSHEAD, l.c. (n. 9), p. 425.
52 Inscribee! bronze mirror: Ergon 1961, p. 33 and 28, fig. 28; BGH 86 (962), p. 676 ane! 679, fig.
11 (with Daux's corrections of the inscription); SEC 37 (987), no. 45. Two stone pillars: R. OSBORNE,
Glassical landscape witb figures. Tbe ancient Creek city and its counfl)'side, Lone!on, 1987, p. 82,
fig. 25; SEC 37 (987), no. 137. Dee!ication on a stone base: BGH 83 (959), p. 596 ane! 597, fig. 29.
Pottery: PAAH 1949, p. 90.
53 See, for example, ICII2 , 1514,40-41 (= 1515, 26-28; 1516, 13-14); 1514,40-41,69 ane!52-53. Il is
also interesting to note that Apollon is mentionee! in one of the inscriptions recoveree! at Brauron,
see Ergon 1958, p. 37; PEPPAS-DELMOUSOU, l.c. (n. 7), p. 330-334; SEC 37 (987), nos. 30 ane! 31.
54 Particularly 50, since he mentions e!ee!ications to Artemis, see supra, n. 52. \';Then
Papadimitriou occasionally speaks of offerings or inscriptions to Artemis-Iphigeneia this is not to
be taken as an ine!ication of her name occurring at the site, sinee he consideree! Artemis to be
ie!entified with Iphigeneia at Brauron Cl.c. ln. 4], p. 113).
55 S. ]OHNSTON, Restless dead: Encounters between tbe living and tbe dead in ancient Creece,
Berkeley, 1999, p. 238-241; cl COLE, l.c. (n. 22), p. 239; BRULÉ, o.c. (n. 9), p. 230. Dedications
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Euripides' text that the clothes he speaks of were unfinished. The poet simply states
that the clothes are those that the women left behind in their houses: there is no
mention of any looms or the actual weaving of clotho Johnston states that Iphigeneia
will receive as her aga/ma "fine-textured weavings, which women who die in
childbed have left behind in their homes" .56 This translation fails to account far the
ward 1tÉ1tÂ,cov, "garments" Cline 1464), and therefore gives the impression that
Euripides was speaking of clothes still in the making, Le. weavings. However, the
expression 1tÉ1tÂ,cov ... ｅ￙ＱｴｾｖｏＧｬｊ￧ ù<pâç does not seem to carry any connotations of the
object in question being "unfinished", at least not in Euripides. The same wording is
found also elsewhere in the same drama, where it refers to Pylades using his pep/on
eupenos bypbas to shield Orestes from an attack by armed herdsmen. 57 It seems
strange that the tenns used to describe a garment strong enough to withstand a
violent assault are also to be understood as implying that a piece of clothing had not
been finished and consisted mare or less of weavings.
Another argument against identifying the unfinished textiles in the inscriptions
with the garments that Euripides claims were dedicated to Iphigeneia is the fact that
the offering of unfinished ar even new clothes is contral'y to the regular practice in
textile dedications in Greek sanctuaries. The textiles given to Artemis, both at
Brauron and elsewhere, were usually clothes that had been worn and in the
Brauronian inscriptions the one object that was new is explicitly pointed out. 58 A
more plausible explanation of the unfinished items was put f01ward by Tullia Linders
in her commental'y on the inscriptions. 59 Since the unfinished clothes in some cases
specified as unfinished: IG le, 1514, 53-54 Ｈｾ 1516, 30; 1517, 160-161), cbitol1islilos; 1514, 59 (= 1516, 35;
1518, 76; PAAH 1949, p. 85, line 3), cbitollioll; 1514,72 (= 1516, 45; 1518,91), unknown garment and
woof; 1518, 53-54 (= 1524, 162-163), woollen web, wool and woof; 1518, 67-68, bimatioll and wool;
1522, 26, tarmztinoll; 1524, 213, cbitoniskos; 1524, 231, unknown gannent; 1524, 234, pte/]'x.
56 ]OHNSTON, O.c. (n. 55), p. 238.
57 Lines 310-313, esp. 312, ihEpOÇ oÈ 'tOtV Ç,ÉVOIV àcpp6v 't' àrrÉ1j111 ＨｪＨￎｬｾｴ｡ＧｴＶ￧ 't' È'tllJ.1ÉÀEI rrÉrrÀùlV 'tE
rrpOUKaÀurr'tEV ｅ￹ｲｲｾｶｯｵ￧ ucpaç, KCl.pCl.OOKiOv J.lÈv 'tàrrI6V'tCl. ＧｴｐｃｬＮￛｾｉｃｬＮＧｴｃｬＮＬ "But the other foreigner wiped the
foam from his face, protected his body, and shielded him with the thick weave of his garments,
anticipating the blows as they fell"; transI. KOVACS, O.C. (n. 13). See also WOLFF, i.c. (n. 23), p. 319,
n. 30, on ｅ ￹ ｲ ｲ ｾ ｶ ｯ ｵ ￧ ucpaç in the sense "finely woven fabrics".
58 On the dedication of worn clothes, see LINDERS, O.c. (n. 8), p. 13; BRULÉ, o.c. (n. 9), p. 226-236;
KONDIS, I.c. (n. 3), p. 160-161; W.H.D. ROUSE, Greelil votive ojJerings: An essay in tbe bisto/]' of Greek
religion, Cambridge, 1902, p. 252. A newly found relief from Lamia shows the garments being
displayed; see F. DAKORONIA & 1. GOUNAilOPOULOU, "Artemiskult auf einem neuen \Veihrelief aus
Achinos bei Lamia", MDAI(A) 107 (1992), p. 217-227; cf VAN STRATEN, O.C. (n. 47), p. 82-83. See also
Antb. Pal., VI, nos. 200-202, 270-272 and 274; schol. CALL., Hymn. I. In Iovem, 77-78; HIPP., De virg.
morb., 468 (Littré, vol. 8, 1853); W. GÜNTHER, '''Vieux et inutilisable' dans un inventaire inédit de
Milet", in D. KNOEPFLER & N. QUELLET (eds.), Comptes et inventaires dans la cité grecque: Actes du
co/ioque international d'épigrapbie tenu à Neucbâtel du 23 au 26 septembre 1986 en l'bonneur
de Jacques Trébeux, Neuchâtel & Geneva, 1988 (Université de Neucbâtel: Recueil de travaux
publiés par la Faculté des Lettres, 40), p. 215-237, esp. 229-232 (2nd-century-BC inscription l'rom
Miletos listing a number of worn and tattered clothes); H. KNACKFUSS, Milet 1:7: Der Siidmarkt und
die benacbbarten Baual1lagen, mil epigrapbiscbem Beitrag von Albert Rebm, Berlin, 1924, p. 287-
290, no. 202 = F. SOKOLOWSKI, Lois sacrées de l'Asie Mineure, Paris, 1955 (École française d'Atbènes:
Travaux et mémoires, 9), no. 51 (Lex sacra of Artemis Kithone, end of the Ist centUlY BC). On the
epiblema (coverlet) recorded as new in the Brauronian inscriptions, see IG Il2 , 1514, 30-32.
59 LINDERS, D.C. (n. 8), p. 17-19; cf KONDIS, l.c. (n. 3), p. 189. Cf the epinetra recovered l'rom
Brauron (KAHIL [1963], l.c. [no 6], p. 12-13, ·nos. 21-24 and pl. 5), as weil as the listing of weaving
implements in the inscriptions, see KONDIS, l.c. (n. 3), p. 189-190. For dedications of woof and wool,
see supra, n. 55.
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occur together with woof and wool, she suggested they are to be seen as symbolic
dedications to Artemis in her aspect as a protector of handicraft and weaving.
Seconelly, apart from Iphigeneia's name not occurring in the material connecteel
with Brauron, there seem to be no indisputable representations of her from the
sanctuary.60 As Lily Kahil comments, on aimerait retrouver Ipbigénie sur les images
de Brauron. 61 The site has yielded a number of high-quality votive reliefs, some of
which show ｷ ｯ ｲ ｳ ｨ ｾ ｰ ･ ｲ ｳ approaching the divinity, which in all cases can be
ielentified as Artemis. 2 There are also a few examples of stone sculptures representing
Artemis. 63 The best candidate for a elepiction of Iphigeneia is a relief from c. 400-350
Be showing a series of elivinities (usually calleel the "Relief of the gods").64 Seen from
the left are a seated male, a standing female, a standing male anel a running female.
The right-hand part of the relief is missing, but to the left of the break are preserved
the hoofs of two deer most likely pulling a chariot. A female head, presumably
belonging to the figure riding the chariot, was also recovered.
The seated male is probably Zeus and the next two figures are usually ielentified
as Leto and Apollon.65 Kahil, who published the relief, suggesteel that the missing
character in the right-hanel part of the relief riding the chariot elrawn by deer was to
be identified with Artemis, while the running figure just to the left of the break was
Iphigeneia. 66 Since there are no inscriptions naming the elivinities shown, other
candidates can also be argueel for. In fact, Kahil eloes not exclude the possibility that
the running figure is Hekate, with whom Iphigeneia was closely connected and even
transformed into, according to one litera1Y tradition.67
60 Iphigeneia's iconography at large is fairly restricted and concentrated in two types, neither
of which is cultic nor relates to Brauron: (l) the Greeks' departure from Aulis (mainly Greek
representations) and (2) Iphigeneia as a priestess at Tauris (mainly South Italian renderings, more
or less inspired by Euripides' In, see KAHIL, f.c. (n. 27), p. 708-718, esp. 717-718; Bad., "Le sacrifice
d'Iphigénie", M.EFRA 103 (1991), p. 183-196; Bad., f.c. (n. 22), p. 809-812.
61 KAHIL, f.c. (n. 22), p. 809.
62 Brgan 1958, p. 34-35, figs. 36-37; Brgan 1959, p. 17, fig. 18; VAN STRATEN, a.c. (n. 47), nos. R73-74;
KAHIL (984), f.c. (n. 6), nos, 234, 459, 463, 621, 673, 724, 974, 1036 a and 1127, dating from the late
5th to the late 4th centuIY Be.
63 KAHIL (984), f.c. (n. 6), no. 140 (Hellenistic) and no. 361 (late 4th to late 3rd century); cf no.
118, a statue of a young man holding an archaizing representation of Artemis (c. 330 BC). See also
the bronze spbyrefatan figure, presumably of Artemis (late 7th to early 6th century BC), ibid., no.
80.
61 On the relief, see Brgan 1958, p. 35 and fig. 35; PAPADIMITRIOU, f.c. (n. 4), p. 120; KAHIL (1990),
f.c. (n. 6), p. 113-117; Bad., f.c. (n, 46), p. 79; Bad., f.c. (n. 27), no. 1225.
65 PAPADIMITRIOU, f.c. (n. 4), p. 120; KAHIL (990), f.c. (n. 6), p. 113-114; THEMELIS (974), a.c.
(n. 49), p. 58. As a less likely identification, Papadimitriou also suggested that the figures were
Poseidon, Athena, Orestes and Iphigeneia; see Brgan 1958, p. 35.
66 KAHIL (1990), f.c, (n.6), p. 114-117; Bad., f.c. (n. 27), p. 716, no. 33, and p. 719; Bad" f.c.
(n. 22), p. 809-812; Bad. (984), f.c. (n. 6), no. 1225; Bad., f.c. (n. 49), p. 235. THEMELIS ([1974], a.c.
ln. 49], p. 58) has proposed that the woman in the chariot was Iphigeneia and that the running
female figure next to Apollon was Artemis. This seems improbable, since Iphigeneia would in this
case be given a more prominent position than Artemis, who was undoubtedly the main divinity of
Brauron.
67 KAHIL (990), f.c. (n. 6), p. 116-117; Bad., f.c. (n. 27), p. 716, no. 33, and p, 719; H. SARIAN
("I-:Iekate", LIMe 6:1 [1992], p. 993, no. 49) interprets the figure as I-:lekate, suggested to be
Iphigeneia. The figure was probably holding a torch, a common attribute of Hekate. The
Iphigeneia-I-:Iekate merger, which was effectuated by Artemis, is mentioned in a fragment of
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The lack of clear iconographieal evidence for Iphigeneia's presence is the more
surprising considering the fact that representations of a number of other divinities
have been found at Brauron.68 Zeus, Apollon, Leto ancl Hekate are most likely shown
on the relief mentioned above. Apollon and Leto are also clepictecl, together with
Artemis, on another votive relief. 69 Hekate is present in the shape of a small,
archaizing, trimorphous statue ancl the lower part of a small statue of Kybele has also
been discoverecl at the site.7° Finally, several fragments of a large, cylinclrical aItar,
cliscovered north of the temple, bear a relief showing Dionysos, Hermes, Eirene and
Leto approaching Ariaclne seatecl on a rock. 71 It is, of course, possible that some of
the female terracotta figurines ancl terracotta plaques and pinakes founcl at many
places in the sanctuary may represent Iphigeneia, but they may just as well show
Artemis or perhaps even the female cleclicants themselves, since this was a sanctuary
catering for women in particular.72
Altogether, Iphigeneia is curiously absent from Brauron. This fact has alreacly
been remarked upon ancl the most common remedy has been ta view Iphigeneia as
more or less united with Artemis ancl therefore not velY visible in any sense. The
connection between Iphigeneia and Artemis is not unique ta Brauron but is
Slesichoros (fI'. 215 PMG) and in Hesiod's Catalogue of women quoled by Pausanias (I, 43, 1); see
also discussion bY]OHNSTON, O.c. (n. 55), p. 241-249; HOLLINSHEAD, I.c. (n. 9), p. 421-422.
68 Still, lhe iconography of Brauron, as compared with other sanctuaries, is unusually centred
on Artemis, according to 1. KAHIL, "Artémis en relation avec d'autres divinités à Athènes et en
Attique", in Texte et image: Actes du colloque imernafional de Cbamilly (13 au 15 octobre 1982),
Paris, 1984 (Centre de recbercbes de l'université de Paris X), p. 53-60.
69 Relief dedicated by Peisis, see VAN STRATEN, o.c. (n. 47), no. R74; Ergon 1958, p. 36. A large,
painted, terracotta kouros previously suggested to represent Apollon (Ergon 1961, p. 33 and 29, fig.
29) has recently been identified as a kore figure; see V. Mitsopoulos-Leon, "Tonstatuetten im
Heiligtum der Artemis von Brauron", in V.Ch. PETRAKOS (ed.), Ena{voç Imavvov K. IIanaOI7Jll7rp{ov,
Athens, 1997 (Blf3ÂI08T/K:17 r1iÇ El' A8T/l'azç ApXaIOÂoYIK:T/Ç EWlpdaç, 168), p. 360-361, A 4. See also supra,
n. 53, for the epigraphical evidence for Apollon at Brauron.
70 Hekate: PAAH 1945-48, p. 88-89, fig. 6; BCH 73 (1949), p. 527, fig. 10; SARrAN, I.e. (n. 67), p. 998,
no. 114 Ord century BC). Kybele: the statue is already mentioned by Ross, I.c. (n. 2), p. 255; Ergon
1960, p. 28-29, fig. 39; BCH 85 (1961), p. 639 and 643, fig. 10.
71 See PAAH 1945-48, p. 89, fig. 7; Ergon 1962, p. 32 and fig. 43; E. VIKELAS & W. FUCHS, "Zum
Rundaltar mit archaistischen Gêitterzug für Dionysos in Brauron", Boreas 8 (1985), p. 41-48, dating
the altar to c. 420-410. KAHIL ([1984], I.e. ln. 6], no. 1185) suggests that the seated female figure is
Artemis and dates the altar to c. 500-450 Be. A coverlet mentioned in the inventories of offerings,
which incidentally is the only object listed as being new, is said to depict Dionysos and a woman
pouring libations, see lG n2 , 1514, 30-32; 1515, 22-24; 1516, 10-11; LINDERS, O.C. (n. 8), p. 13. On the
possibility of the performance of rural Dionysia at Brauron, mentioned in a scholion to AR., Pac.,
874b (Holwerda), see DEUBNER, o.c. (n. 20), p. 138 and 208, n. 6; WHITEHEAD, o.c. (n. 2), p. 212-213;
BRULÉ, O.c. (n. 9), p. 310-313; PEPPAs-DELMousou, I.c. (n. 7), p. 327.
72 For the terracotta reliefs, pinakes and figurines, see L1Jl1C, Indices, vol. 1, S.v. Brauron; KAHIL,
I.e. (n. 49), p. 233-234 and figs. 15.3 and 15.4; MITSOPOULOS-LEON, I.e. (n. 69), p. 357-378. A relief
plaque with two enthroned females has been suggested to represent Artemis and Iphigeneia (Ead.,
I.e. [no 69], p. 368 and fig. 5). The bulk of the Brauron figurines have no attributes or characteristics
but many represent distinct types of Artemis, such as the goddess seated on a bull (Tauropolos),
playing the kithara, carrying a deer, lion or other quadruped, holding a torch and accompanied by
a dog, shooting her bow, holding a small girl or being enthroned holding a flower. Some of the
terracottas show Artemis as a kourotrophos, an aspect of the goddess particularly strong at
Brauron (see KAHIL, I.e. [no 22], p. 802; Ead., I.e. [n. 68], p. 53-60; Ead. [1984], I.e. ln. 6], p. 676, no.
721; Ead., I.e. [n. 49], p. 233, fig. 15.3). Such a role is not characteristic of Iphigeneia (see KEARNS,
O.C. [n. 31], p. 27).
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documented also at other sanctuaries and she was even said to have had a grave at
Megara. This information, however, is only reported in late sources. 73 At Brauron,
some have seen Iphigeneia as an older, perhaps even a prehistoric, goddess gradually
taken over by Artemis. 74 Others have recognized in Iphigeneia an aspect of the
character of Artemis or simply an epithet of the goddess, which in time developed
into a separate divinity.75 Whatever her original relation to Artemis, this earlier
Iphigeneia has also been viewed as being overshadowed or supplanted by the epic
Iphigeneia, daughter of Agamemnon. 76
In any case, the existence of a cult of Iphigeneia at Brauron rests to a large extent
on the archaeological evidence, in particular, the structures considered as being her
tomb or beroon, but also on the interpretation of the northern section of the stoa and
the adyton of the temple as connected with her cult. These archaeological remains
have then been used to back up the validity of literal'y evidence, Euripides in
particular. It has even been claimed that Iphigeneia's role at Brauron may have been a
literal'y invention by Euripides, had it not been confirmed by the excavations.77 This is
clearly a circular argument, since it is on the basis of Euripides that these structures
were identified as belonging to Iphigeneia in the first place. Since Iphigeneia's
presence at Brauron, as known from the literary sources, seems to be supported
neither by the epigraphical nor by the iconographical evidence, it is of interest to take
a closer look at the archaeological material interpreted as connected with her cult.
The tomb and herooll of Iphigeneia
The area chiefly connected with Iphigeneia at Brauron and identified as her tomb
and beroon lies to the south-east of the temple of Artemis at the foot of the acropolis
which makes up the southern extension of the sanctuary (Fig. 1, nos. 6-7, and Figs.
2-3),78 This part of the sanctualY can be divided into three entities: (1) a cave or cleft-
73 According to Pausanias, there was a sanctuary of the Iphigeneian Artemis at Hermione (II,
35, 2), an andent statue of Iphigeneia in the temple of Artemis at Aigeira (VII, 26, 5) and a burial
tumulus belonging to Iphigeneia at Megara (I, 43, 1); see also HOLLINSHEAD, l.c. (n. 9), p. 428; BRULÉ,
o.c. (n. 9), p. 186-200, esp. 199, fig. 27 and table 5; DOWDEN, o.c. (n. 9), p. 9-24, esp. 19-20. Since the
name Iphigeneia occurs elsewhere than in Attica, she cannot have been a purely local deity; see
KEARNS, o.c. (n. 31), p. 32.
74 L.R. FARNELL, Greela hem cuIts alld ideas of immortalit)', Oxford, 1921, p. 18 and 55-58;
PAPADIMITRIOU, I.c. (n. 4), p. 113; KONDIS, I.c. (n. 3), p. 160-162; SALE, I.c. (n. 14), p. 274; HENRICHS, I.c.
(n. 17), p. 202; KAHIL, I.c. (n. 49), p. 233; LLOYD-JONES, l.c. (n. 17), p. 95; JOUAN, o.c. (n. 9), p. 10-11;
HOLLINSHEAD, I.c. (n. 9), p. 425-426; DOWDEN, o.c. (n. 9), p. 45-46; MYLONOPOULOS & BUBENHEIMER,
I.c. (n. 50), p. 16. An ｉ Ｍ ｰ ･ Ｍ ､ ･ Ｍ ｭ ･ ｾ ｩ ｡ is known from the Linear B texts; see M. RocCHI, "Osservazioni
a proposito de I-pe-me-de-ja", in E. DE MIRO, 1. GODART & A. SACCONI (edsJ, Aiti e memorie del
secolldo collgresso illtel'l1aziollale di micellologie, Roma-Napoli, 14-20 ottobre 1991, Rome, 1996
(Illcullabula graeca, 98:2), p. 861-867; cf ARETZ, o.c. (n. 9), p. 33-36, esp. 35. On her name referring
to "birth", see below, n. 183.
75 SOURVINOU, l.c. (n. 17), p. 340; M. PLATNAUER (ed.), Euripides, Iphigelleia ill Ta uris: With
illtroductioll alld commelltCII)', Oxford, 1938, p. IX; KEARNS, o.c. (n. 31), p. 32; BODSON, I.c. (n. 20),
p.306.
76 KAHIL, I.c. (n. 49), p. 233; JOUAN, o.c. (n. 9), p. 10-11; HOLLINSHEAD, l.c. (n. 9), p. 426; DOWDEN,
o.c. (n. 9), p. 5 and 47; MYLONOPOULOS & BUBENHEIMER, l.c. (n. 50), p. 16; KEARNS, O.c. (n. 31), p. 27.
77 KAHIL, I.c. (n. 27), p. 719; see also OSBORNE, o.c. (n. 2), p. 164.
78 PAAH 1956, p. 75-77; PAAH 1957, p. 42-45, fig. 1; Ergoll 1956, p. 25-28; Ergoll 1957, p. 20-22; see
also PAAH 1949, p. 79-83, PAAH 1950, p. 175-177, and PAAH 1955, p. 118-119.
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like area housing a series of rooms, (2) a building at the north-western entrance of the
cave, the "Small Temple", and (3) a building outside the cave to the south-east, the
"Sacred House". The designations of the three parts vary considerably among
scholars, as is clear from Table 1, but to facilitate the discussion of these remains, the
designations proposed by Papadimitriou have been adopted here, though l do not
necessarily agree with the functions they imply (see further below).79
Table 1. Suggested designations of structures connected \Vith Iphigeneia
to the south-east of the temple of Artemis.
Schola1' Cave "Small Temple" "Sac1'ed Honse"
Papaclimitriou, PAAH 1955, Tomb-kenerion of the Mikron bieron Hiera oikia
p. 119; PAAH1956, p. 76 heroine Iphigeneia;
kenerion of Iphigeneia
Papadimitriou (n. 4), p. 114 - Tomb of Iphigeneia -
Kahil (1963), (n. 6), p. 5-6 with - Heroon of 1pbigeileia -
n. 5
Kondis (n. 3), p. 166 Tomb of1pbigeneia Mikron hieron OHms
Boersma (n. 135), p. 38, no. 132 - Tomb of Iphigeneia -
Hollinshead (n. 9), p. 433, fig. 5 - Mikl'On hieron -
Themelis (n. 7), tlg. 2 So-called beroon of Iphigeneia and Sacrecl House
Brulé (n. 9), p. 239 ancl 243, Hieron Heroon or cenotaph Sacred House
fig. 28 of Iphigeneia
Travlos (n. 3), p. 55 - Tomb of Iphigeneia -
Antoniou (n. 7), p. 146-147 Tomb or cenotaph of Hieron of Iphigeneia Sacrecl House
Iphigeneia (oikia)
Eustratiou (n. 87), p. 80 Tomb of Iphigeneia, Heroon of Iphigeneia -
the kenerion
Mylonopoulos & Structures within cave So-callecl Mikroil So-called Hiera
Bubenheimer (n. 50), p. 9, area bieron or beroon of oikia
fig. 1 Iphigeneia
Fig, 2, The cave area to the south-east of the temple of Artemis. From PAAH 1957, p. 43, fig. 1.
79 Papaclimitriou namecl buildings nos. (2) and (3) MIKpOV 'IEpov ancl 'IEpà OiKla; see, e.g., PAAH
1955, p. 119,
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Fig. 3. The cave area to the south-east of the temple of Artemis.
From THEMELIS, 1976, a.c. (n. 49), fig. 11: 1. "Small Temple"; 2. "Sacred House".
T7Je cave
The cave itself, which in antiquity was perhaps more like a cleft, was originally c.
25 m long and c. 5 m wide. It was entered from the north-west, Le. from the direction
of the temple of Artemis. Initially, there seem to have been four roOlns within the
cave, connected by a corridor (Z-H) to the south-west along the edge of the cliff
(Figs. 2-3), The constructions were of a simple kind with walls built of small stones
and clay.8o The layout of the two rooms which were constructed first, A and r, is not
entirely clear.81 Room A was entered from the south-west and must originally have
continued further to the north-west, later to be covered by the eastern part of the
"Small Temple". The length of room A was at least 4 m and it was divided by a large
opening into two sections. The entire floor of this room was found covered by ashy
80 PAAH 1956, p. 75.
81 See especially PAAH 1957, p. 42-44; El'gal/ 1957, p. 21.
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soil, which continued to the north-west, in uncler the "Small Temple".82 Spread ail
over the room were a number of small pits, filled with ash and black soil and covered
by sea-pebbles.83 From these pits were recovered a quantity of sherds of good-
quality, 6th- and 5th-century pottery, parts of marble vessels, many terracotta
figurines and more than ten simple, bronze mirrors.
Facing room A to the south-east lay room r, which was c. 3 m long and c. 2 m
wide and was entered from the north-west. In the centre of this room, there seems to
have been a hearth or pyre. At a later stage, the layout of this part of the cave was
transformed. New walls were built and room A seems to have been divided into two
smaller sections, A and E, by the construction of two short, transversal walls. Room r
was separated from room A by a transversal wall, which was constructed on top of
the hearth or pyre in room r (see Fig. 2). The construction of this wall created a room
of smaller size, 2.05 x 1.98 m, and it is not clear from which direction this room was
accessible. 84
Further to the south-east lay two more roOlliS, ｾＬ c. 5 x 3.5 m, and E, c. 3 x 3 m,
which seem to have had a higher floor level than the rooms to the north-west.85 Also
here were found spots of ash and ashy soil with a number of sherds and figurines. In
the southern part of room ｾ was discovered a pit surrounded by stones and filled
with dark soil (not indicated on any plans). In the corridor to the south-west of room
ｾ was found a channel full of black soil and 6th-5th-century pottery, leading up to a
small pit, filled with sea-sand and gravel.86 This channel was probably connected also
to the pit within room ｾ Ｌ since the south-western wall of this room had an opening
close to this pit, presumably serving as an outlet. The easternmost room E, finally, lay
at the end of the corridor and the cave, but nothing is known of the interior
arrangements. This room seems to have been accessible only from the south-west by
the corridor H and there was apparently no communication between this room and
the "Sacred House" situated further to the south-east (Fig. 3).
The earliest pottelY reported from within the cave is said to date from the 8th
century Be and these finds are probably to be associated with the rooms A, E and
ｾ Ｎ Ｘ Ｗ No material found is reported to be later than the 5th centUlY Be. The excavator
suggested that the cave must have gone out of use sometime during this century
when its roof collapsed and covered the structures within.88 No attempt seems to
have been made to cieal' the area in antiquity.
Papadimitriou suggested that the cave had two functions corresponding to
Euripides' statements, namely being both the beroon or burial place of Iphigeneia and
82 PAAH, 1957, p. 42.
83 Ergol1 1957, p. 21, "flIKPOt ÀUKKOI flêtà tê<PP(ÔV ÈK 1tUpaç Kat flêÀav&v ÈK 8uO'l&v xroflunov". On the
plan in PAAH 1957, p. 43, fig. 1 Ｈｾ my Fig. 2), a spot of ash borclerecl by stones on its southern sicle
is inclicatecl in 1'Oom A.
84 Ergol1 1957, p. 20.
85 PAAH 1957, p. 44.
86 Ergol1 1957, p. 21.
87 For the Sth-century material, see K. EUSTRATIOU, "To lêPÔ t1lÇ ａｰｴ￉ｾｬｉｯｯ￧ (Hll Bpauprova",
APXalOÀoy{a 39 (1991), p. SO. However, THEMELIS ([1974], o.c., [no 49], p. 24) states that the structures
within the cave are no earlier than C. 700 BC. The earliest pottery publishecl from this area by
KAHIL ([1963], I.e. [no 6], p. 6, no. 1) is a fragment of a Protoattic amphora datecl to arouncl 700 Be.
88 PAAH 1955, p. 119; PAAH 1956, p. 75-76; PAAH 1957, p. 45; PAPADIMITRIOU, I.e. (n. 4), p. 115; cf
THEMELIS (1974), o.c., (n. 49), p. 26; EUSTRATIOU, I.e. (n. S7), p. SO.
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a storage space for offerings made to her. 89 The excavatOI' supported his assertation
that the cave area was the site of Iphigeneia's tomb with the fact that four
inhumations were actually found in this area. 90 He suggested that these were the
graves of later priestesses of Artemis-Iphigeneia, who had been buried here just as
their predecessor in office, Iphigeneia, was. This Interpretation is unlikely for several
reasons. First of ail, burial within a sacred area in the historical period, even of
religious office-holders, seems highly implausible. 91 Secondly, as far as it is possible to
date these tombs, it seems clear that they belong to the Roman period. While two of
these burials yielded no finds at ail, a coin dated to AD 104 was found in the third
tomb and the fourth burial was covered by large roof-tiles, a kinel of tomb
construction common in later periods. 92 Thus, one burial was definitely Roman, the
tile grave probably so and the remaining two are also plausibly assigned to the same
period, presumably the 2nd century AD, when the site had been long abandoned as a
functioning sanctuary. The graves are therefore best taken to be of no relevance to
the cult of Iphigeneia.
The absence of any prehistoric remains within the cave area is also to be notedY3
There are no traces of Bronze Age burials or habitation, which in the historical period
may have been identified as the "tomb of Iphigeneia" or inspired the idea of her being
buried there and triggered a cult directed to her at this location. 94 Any argument for
89 PAAH 1956, p. 76.
90 PAAH 1955, p. 118-119; PAAH 1956, p. 76-77; PAAH 1957, p. 44-45.
91 On the relation sanctuaries and death, see R. PARKER, Miasma: Pol1utioll alld puri/katioll ill
early Greek religioll, Oxford, 1983, p. 32-48, esp. 33-34. There is no information as to whether any
osteological examination of the bones has been undertaken in order to decide the sex of the
deceased persons.
92 The dated grave, having walls of poros stones, was located just outside the south-western
corner of the "Sacrecl House" close to its wall. Next to the outstretched skeleton was found a small
glass phiale with a long neck, while two bronze coins, both worn, had been placed in the mouth
of the dead person; see PAAH 1955, p. 118-119, pl. 38 a; Ergoll 1956, p. 28. Of the two graves lacking
finds, one was found behind the back wall of the "Small Temple" (PAAH 1955, p. 119; Ergoll 1956,
p. 28) and the other one in the south-western section of the "Sacred House", between this building
and the rock of the acropolis (PAAH 1956, p. 76-77). The tile grave was also located in the area
between the "Sacred House" and the rock of the acropolis; see PAAH 1956, p. 76-77, pl. 19 g.
93 The sanctuary of Brauron has yielcled traces of human activity from as early as the Neolithic
periocl. On the crescent-shaped hill delimiting the sanctuary to the south, substantial MH and LH
remains have been found, in the form both of a settlement with a defence wall and of burials, and
further LH burials are known from the region; see PAAH 1950, p. 187; PAAH 1955, p. 119-120; PAAH
1956, p. 77-89; Ergoll 1956, p. 28-31. A few MH and LH sherds have come to light in the excavation
of the sanctuary; see Ergoll 1960, p. 23. Two Mycenaean, female, terracotta figurines are reported
ii'om later cult deposits within the site, but there is no information as to their exact find-spots CE.
FRENCH, "The development of Mycenaean terracotta figurines", ABSA 66 [1971], p. 179; French,
personal communication). These prehistoric finds probably stem from the acropolis and there is
no trace of the site being used in the BA period either as a settlement or for religious purposes.
94 Though the earliest hero-cults do not seem to be locatecl in connection with Bronze Age
tombs, there are in several cases other prehistoric remains nearby which may have inspired the
cult or been decisive for its location. The Menelaion at Sparta, for example, was located near the
ruins of a Mycenaean mansion (see H. CATLING, "Excavations at the Menelaion", AR 1976-77, p. 25-
42), while the Agamemnoneion at Mycenae is situated next to a Mycenaean bridge or clam across
the Chaos ravine (see ].M. COOK, "Mycenae, 1939-1952. Part III. The Agamemnoneion", ABSA 48
[1953], p. 30-66; ]. KNAUSS, "'Agamemn6neion phréar': Der Stausee der IVlykener", AlltlF 28 [1997],
p. 381-395). See also, see C.!vI. ANTONACCIO, Ali arcbaeoiogy ｾ ｬ ｡ ｬ ｬ ｣ ･ ｳ ｴ ｯ ｲ ｳ Ｚ Tomb cult alld bero cult ill
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Iphigeneia being worshipped at this site as the continuation of a cult of a Bronze
Age, cave-dwelling goddess is based solely on inference and has no support in the
archaeological evidence. 95
In all, there is no part of the cave and its structures which sticks out as a suitable
candidate for the tomb of Iphigeneia, corroborating Euripides' statement that she
was to be buried at Brauron after serving there as the first priestess of Artemis. 96
Tbe finds
Considering the richness and variety of the material found in the cave area, the
second function proposed by Papadimitriou, as a space for storing offerings, seems
more plausible. In the cave itself, as well as in the open space in front of it to the east,
were recovered fragments of inventory inscriptions and it is likely that these were
displayed close to the locations where the offerings were kept. 97 If this was the case,
the cave may also have housed textile offerings.
In order to evaluate the current interpretation of this area as connected with
Iphigeneia, it is of interest to take a closer look at the finds recovered here and
compare them with the finds made elsewhere in the sanctua1Y (see Table 2). 98 Within
the cave itself was found pottery dating from the 8th to the 5th centuries Bc. 99 It is of
high quality and included good pieces of Protoattic, black-figure, red-figure and
white ground, as well as a considerable number of krateriskoi of the kind usually
connected with the arkteia. lOO Many of the potte1Y shapes are related to eating and
drinking, such as amphorai, kraters, cups and plates, but there are also several
examples of "female" vessels, pyxides and epinetra, for example. 101 A substantial
number of terracotta figurines was also found. 1oz No information as to their
appearance is given, but it is said that the date seems to be mainly the 6th and 5th
Ear/y Greece, Lanham, 1995 (Greek stlldies: fnterdisciplil1a1Y appl'Oac!Jes), p. 146-152, 155-166 and
245-252.
95 A prehistoric origin of Iphigeneia was suggested by PAPADIMITRIOU, I.e. (n.4), p. 113; cf.
BODSON, I.e. (n. 20), p. 306.
96 The argument that Iphigeneia may have lacked a tomb, since she was originally a goddess, is
not of importance in this context, considering the fact that Euripides states that she was to die and
be buried. Furthennore, the distinctions between gods and heroes seem to have been more blurred
in antiquity than most modern scholars have been willing to admit, in particuiar, as regards the
sacrificia! practices; see EKROTH, O.C. (n. 1), passim.
97 LINDERS, O.C, (n. 8), p. 72; HOLLINSHEAD, I.e. (n. 9), p. 434. MYLONOPOULOS & BUBENHEIMER (I.e.
ln. 501, p. 21) suggest that bronzes were stored in the "Small Temple". On the problems concerning
the chronology of these inscriptions, see infra, n. 107.
98 The difficulties of establishing a divinity's identity from the finds and votive material alone
have been pointed out by a number of scholars; see, for example, B. ALROTH, "Visiting gods - who
and why?", in T. LINDERS & G. NORDQUIST (eds.), GUis to t!Je gods: Proceedings of t!Je Uppsala
symposillm 1985, Uppsala, 1987 (Boreas, 15), p. 9-19; D.B. THOMPSON, Troy: The terracotta figllrines
of t!Je Hellenistic period, Princeton, 1963 (Troy slipplementalY monograp!J, 3), p. 56; DEOUDI, o.c.
(n. 1), p. 49. Still, a discussion of the finds from a certain site in a wider context can surely supply
important insights as to the use and function of a structure or a building.
99 8th-century material from this area is reported only by EUSTRATIOU, I.e. (n. 87), p. 80.
100 On the krateriskoi, see KAHIL (1965), I.e. (n. 6), p. 20-32, esp, 20.
101 For the pottel)', see KAHIL (1963), I.e. (n. 6), p. 5-29; PAAH 1949, p. 87-90; PAAH 1956, p. 75-76;
PAAH 1957, p. 44-45; Ergoll 1955, p. 33; Ergon 1956, p. 27; Eigon 1957, p. 21.
IOZ PAAH 1956, p. 75; PAAH 1957, p. 45; Eigon 1957, p. 21.
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centuries. Fragments of mat'ble vessels were also recovered, 103 as weIl as bronze
mirrors,104 bronze rings, gold ornaments, gems and other pieces of jeweIleryl0S and
fragments of reliefs and sculptures. 106 The site is also said ta have yielded inscriptions,
some of which were catalogues of votive offerings and identical with those
originating from the sanctuary of Artemis Brauronia at Athens. 107
The material fi'01n the cave area at Brauron can no doubt be considered as being
suitable gifts for a heroine who, according to Euripides, was ta receive the clothes of
women who clied in childbirth and therefore had a particular interest in the female
sphere. On the other hand, the finds are just as appropriate as dedications ta Artemis
and do, in fact, correspond closely with the offerings mentioned in the inventories.
Furthennore, the find assemblage from the cave area shows many similarities ta the
material recovered at two other locations within the sanctuaty, both usually viewed
as connected with the cult of Artemis: the spring ta the north-west of the temple and
a building ta the east of the late-5th-century stoa (see Fig. 1) nos. 2 and 9).
At the spring, the material dates back ta before 700 Be, but the bulk dates ta the
7th, 6th and early 5th centuries BC. lOS The excavator suggested that the area west of
the temple at the spring must have been the main focus of the sanctuary and the
holiest of holies, sa ta speak, particularly in the period prior ta the sacking by the
Persians. 109 The importance of this location would account for the abundance and
quality of the material recovered, but, in general, the composition of the spring
assemblage is in many aspects similar ta that of the cave area (see Table 2). Abundant
pottery was found, including krateriskoi, as weIl as terracotta figurines and painted
terracotta relief plaques. llo Bronze mirrors and other bronze abjects were among the
finds, as weIl as pieces of jeweIlelY, rings, seal stones and fragments of gold. lll Glass
103 PAAH 1956, p. 76; Ergol1 1957, p. 21.
104 PAAH 1956, p. 75; PAAH 1956, p. 76; PAAH 1957, p. 45; Ergol1 1957, p. 21.
lOS PAAH 1957, p. 45; PAPADIMITRIOU, I.c. (n. 4), p. 115.
106 PAAH 1957, p. 45; Ergol1 1957, p. 21.
107 PAAH 1956, p. 75-76; the inscriptions found are said ta be identical with JG Il2 , 1517, 1524,
1529; cf PAAH 1957, p. 45; Ergol1 1956, p. 27-28; Ergol1 1957, p. 21-22. This would mean that these
Brauronian texlS also date l'rom the 4th century BC. This is problematic, since Papadimitriou states
that no material later than the 5th centlllY was recovered l'rom the cave area (PAAH 1955, p. 77).
However, inscriptions or catalogues were also recovered in front of the cave, an area where votives
and stelai were displayed and which was not affected by the collapse of the cave in the 5th
century. Is it possible that some of the 4th-century inscriptions saiel ta derive l'rom the cave mal'
have come l'rom the area in front of it? Perhaps broken inscriptions mal' have been dumped on
top of the rubble where the cave used ta be.
lOS Ergol1 1961, p. 30-34; PAAH 1959, p. 19; Ergol1 1959, p. 16; cf Ergol1 1962, p. 27-28. Parts of the
material must have been intentionally deposited, since it is said ta have been stratigraphically
recovered. However, the top levels mal' derive l'rom the destruction and plundering of the first
temple by the Persians and the cleaning up that taok place aftelwards in the mid-5th centlllY Be.
Along the northern terrace wall supporting the platform of the temple, a layer of ash mixed with
small fragments of pottery and other finds was found under the 4th-centllly-BC, stele bases (PAAH
1950, p. 177). Papadimitriou suggested that material l'rom an aider altar area had been used ta level
the ground. However, it is possible that this ashy sail mal' be the destruction debris of the first
temple, razed by the Persians.
109 Ergol/ 1961, p. 31-32.
110 PAAH 1959, p. 19; Brgol1 1961, p. 32-33 and figs. 33 and 36-37; KAHIL (1963), I.c. (n. 6), nos. 12,
22, 28, 29, 36, 44, 53 and 58; Bad. (1965), I.c. (n. 6), p. 20.
111 PAAH 1959, p. 19; Elgol1 1961, p. 32-33 and figs. 28 and 30-32.
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objects were recovered and, owing to the wet conditions in the area, wooden boxes
and vases and bone implements, such as a flute. 112 Parts of sculptures, such as heacls
of arktoi, and reliefs were also founcl, together with inscriptions, many of which
seem to have been catalogues of votive offerings,u3 The c1eposit may also have
yielclecl mat'ble vessels. 114
Table 2
Comparison of the find assemblages from the cave area, the spring north-west of the temple
and the building to the east of the 5th-century stoa. It should be noted that heads of arktoi and
the marble reliefs found at the spring may originally have been placed on top of the terrace to
the north of the temple and arrived in the spring area as a result of the plundering and
destruction of the temple rather than being intentionally deposited there (see further, n. 108).
Find category Cave at'ea Spdng Eastet'n building
8th-century pottery x x
7th-century pottery x x x
6tb-centul)' pottel)' x x x
5th-centUlY pottelY x x
Kra terisko i x x x?
Terracotta figurines x x x
Terracotta plaques x
Marble vessels x x? x?
Heads of arktoi x
MarNe reliefs x
Fragm. of sculpture x x
Bronze mirrors x x
Bronze objects X x
Jewellery x x x
Seal stones X x x
Gold x x x
Wooden objects X x
Bone objects x
Glass objects x x
Inscriptions x x x
The seconcl area of interest lies east of the 5th-century stoa, where the remains of
an earlier building were c1iscovered, probably dating to the Archaic periocl (Fig. 1, no.
9).115 Pottery of 7th- and 6th-centmy c1ate, some of which was of Corinthian origin,
112 Ergon 1961, p. 32-33, and figs. 26-26 and 34-35. Certain material categories, such as wood and
bone, probably had a better chance of survival in the moist layers at the spring than elsewhere in
the sanctuary.
113 PAAH 1959, p. 19 and pl. 12 b-d and 13 a; Ergol! 1959, p. 16-17, figs. 15-17. These objects seem
mainly to have been recovered in the upper levels of the area and may belong to the post-Persian
period (see above, n. 108).
114 Cf Ergon 1962, p. 32 and fig. 41.
115 Ergon 1960, p. 21-22; Ergon 1962, p. 28-32 and fig. 36. For the layout and function of this
building, see below, p. 107-108.
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and terracotta figurines were recovered from the building, but also jeweHery,
decorated gold abjects, seal stones and glass vessels (see Table 2).116 No marble
sculpture or reliefs are reported, but two terracotta, female heads with gilded hail'
were found, as weH as the upper part of the body of a large, wooden, female
statuette. 117 Fragments of inscriptions were recovered and maJ'ble vessels may also
have been found in connection with this building. 1I8
In aH, there is nothing in the votive material recovered from the cave that
indicates that this location housed the worship of a particular divinity distinct from
Artemis, the principal recipient of worship at the sanctuary. As stated above, there
seems to be no mention of Iphigeneia on any of the artefacts recovered from the cave
and the material cannot be said to offer any independent support for Iphigeneia
being worshipped here, although the area may certainly have been used for the
storage of dedications. ll9 The similarity between the finds from the cave and the finds
from the spring area and the eastern building rather points in the direction of ail three
areas being connected with the same divinity.
17.7e function of the cave, the "Sacred House" and the "Small Temple"
Thus, there seems to be no trace of any burial within the cave which may have
been identified as Iphigeneia's tomb in antiquity and the find assemblage from this
area offers no independent support for her cult being housed there. The conclusion
that this part of the sanctuary was reserved for Iphigeneia seems rather to be the
result of the search for suitable evidence to match Euripides' statements in the IT, in
combination with the general assumptions on what characterizes a hero-shrine, for
example, a location within a cave. If, on the other hand, the cave area was used for
storing offerings, which seems Iikely, it may just as weil have been the dedications to
Artemis.
However, a storage function has to be correlated to the l'est of the archaeological
evidence from this area, in particular, the ash and the ash-filled pits. The storing of
dedications, especially of textiles, is haJ'dly compatible with the use of fire within
rooms of fairly Iimited sizes, such as those in the cave.
The features discovered within the cave, such as the ash-filled pits and the drain,
suggestecl to be an offering trench, are installations which have often been
considered as typical of hero-cults and chthonian cuits in general. 120 As stated above,
the understanding of what is meant by a chthonian cult and how it is to be
116 Ergol1 1961, p. 21-22; Ergol1 1962, p. 31-32 ancl fig. 37; KAHII. (1965), I.e. (n. 6), p. 20.
KraterislJOi mal' also have been founcl in this part of the sanctuary; see Ead. (1965), I.e. (n. 6), p. 20.
117 Ergol1 1962, p. 30-31, figs. 38-39.
118 El'gol1 1961, p. 21; Ergon 1962, p. 32.
119 Some of the pottelY bearing c1eclications ta Artemis mal' have come from the cave area; see
PAAH 1949, p. 90. MYLONOPOULOS & BUBENHElMER (l.c. [no SOl, p. 16) daim that this area yielclecl
material typical of a chthonian c1ivinity, such as alyballoi ancl lekythoi. As far as it is possible ta tell
from the preliminary reports, no aryballoi have been recoverecl from the cave, only from the
builcling ta the east of the stoa (Ergon 1961, p. 21) ancl from c1eep levels ta the east of the great stoa,
probably brought there by erosion (Ergon 1961, p. 28-29).
120 MYLONOPOULOS & BUBENHElMER, l.c. (n. 50), p. 16; cf supra, n. 119. PAPADlMlTRIOU (l.c. [no 41,
p. 116) consiclerecl caves as particularly connectecl with hero-cults (see further supra, n. 42). Cf
KONDlS, l.c. (n. 3), p. 166, arguing that the "Small Temple" having an entrance faCÎng west confirms
the chthonian character of the heroine worshippecl there.
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recognized in the archaeological record are questions which have recently been
under debate. 121 It seems increasingly clear that our modern detinitions of the
installations usually considered as typically chthonian arrangements for cultic actions
are based more on the armchair speculations of late antiquity than on the cultic
reality of the Archaic and Classical periods.122 Alternative explanations of t11e use and
function of the structures within the cave are therefore be considered, by analogy
with the practical, cultic installations known from other Greek sanctuaries.
One of the principal activities in a Greek sanctualY was ritual dining and there is
an increasing amount of evidence showing that dining facilities may have been
among the earliest or even tbe earliest constructions at a sacred site, perhaps even
earlier than the temple itself.123 Ash-filled pits are features commonly found where
dining took place, the pits being used for cooking, either as in a proper kitchen or for
simpler grilling or roasting in connection with the actual dining. 124 In some cases, pits
were filled with the debris from dining, as well as with cooking ware and votive gifts,
and the deposit was sealed after the ceremony was concluded. 125 The pits in rooms
A, r and Li may have served as hearths (in particular, the pit bordered by stones in
room Li) or constitute deposits left behind after ritual meals. The ash was particularly
abundant in room A and was concentrated to a large spot bordered by stones, which
may suggest a kitchen function.
The identification of the channel under the south-western wall in room Li as an
Opferrinne is also doubtful. Neither its construction nor its location tits what is
known of offering trenches at other locations. 126 On the other hand, drains are
commonly found in dining-rooms as a means of facilitating the cleaning of the floor
from dinner debris and this may have been the function of this channel as wel1.127
The ash, the ash-filled pits and the drain can therefore be taken as indications of the
structures within the cave having been used for the preparation and consumption of
meals, an activity concluding most sacrifices. However, archaeological evidence of
this ldnd may also constitute the remains of a domestic use, i.e. by somebody living at
this location. Admittedly, no cooking ware is reported from the Brauron cave, but the
121 See above, n. 47.
122 For references, see above, n. 48.
123 See B. BERGQUIST, "Feasting of worshippers or temple and sacrifice? The case of the
Herakleion on Thasos", in HAGG, O.C. (n.48), p. 57-72; Ead., "A particular, Western Greek cult
practice? The significance of stele-crowned, sacrificial deposits", OAlh 19 (992), p. 41-47; c.
MORGAN, ISlhmia VIII: The Late Bronze Age settlemellt and Early Iron Age sanctuCllY, Princeton,
1999, p. 374-375. Several "hearth temples" often considered as earlier, chthonian predecessors of
later, propel', Olympian temples have now been re-interpreted as hesfiatoria.
124 On cooking pits, see, for example, the ones found near the Tholos in the Athenian Agora
(H.A. THOMPSON, 17Je Tholos ofAthens and ils predecessors, Athens, 1940 [Hesperia, suppl. 4], p. 25-
27 and figs. 13 and 42). For barbecue sites located directly on the ground, see B. BERGQUIST, "The
archaeology of sacrifice: Minoan-Mycenaean versus Greek. A brief query into two sites with
contr,IlY evidence", in R. HAGG, N. MARINATOS & G.c. NORDQUIST (eds.), Early Greek eull praetice:
Proceedings 0/ Ihe Fijrb IlItel'llational Symposium at Ihe Swedish Inslilute al Albens, 26-29 June,
1986, Stockholm, 1988 (AclaAtb-4°, 38), p. 30-31, and Ead. (1992), I.e. (n. 123), p. 46.
125 On this particular practice, see BERGQUIST (992), I.c. (n. 123), p. 41-47.
126 On the use and appearanceof offeringtrenches, see E. KISTLER, DieOpferrinne-'Zeremonie':
Bankettenideologie am Grab, Orienlalisierung und Formiel'llllg einer Adelsgesellschaft in Alben,
Stuttgart, 1998, p. 20-50 and 177-180.
127 The sand and grave! in the pit in the corridor to the south-west of room il may perhaps be
the result of repeated outpourings of water, draining away the soil.
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pottery assemblage included a number of shapes used for eating and drinking, such
as amphorai, kraters, cups and piatesY8 Dining in caves is known from other
sanctuaries, the best-known case being the Theatre and North-eastern caves at the
sanctuary of Poseidon at Isthmia, to which can be added examples from Thera and
Crete. 129 These caves housed both the actual dining-rooms, the kitchen and storage
space for the utensils.
Thus, the cave at Brauron may have had two functions, on the one hand, to
house various kinds of offerings made to Artemis and, on the other, to selve as a
dining space or residential quarter. Bearing in mind the scarcity of the information
available and the fact that the structures in the cave were severely damaged when the
roof collapsed, it may tentatively be suggested that the cave may have had two
phases of use and that both functions occurred in each phase.
In the first phase, the cave consisted of the rooms A, r, il and E (Figs. 2-3). The
finding of ash in small pits all over room A and in more central pits in rooms r and il
may be taken as an indication of these areas being used for ritual dining or residential
use. 130 Room E seems to have no traces of ash and may have been reserved for the
storing of offerings.
In the second phase, room A was divided by a transversal wall into two smaller
sections, A and B, while r was separated from A by an additional, transversal wall.
The latter wall l'uns across the ash-spot in the centre of room r, indicating that the
area may now have been given a different function, since the hearth could no longer
be used. Perhaps this entire section (A, Band n was now reserved for the storing of
offerings, such as pottery, jewelle1Y, bronzes, mal'ble vessels and perishable goods,
textiles, for example. Dining or living may still have continued in room il, while room
E was perhaps still also used for storage.
Of interest as regards the function of the cave is also the so-called "Sacred
House", which occupied the space to the south-east of the cave. This rectangular
building was partly eut out of the rock at the foot of the acropolis and had walls with
128 No findings of animal bones are mentioned either. Whether this is due to an absence of this
kind of material or is simply a result of the preliminary state of publication cannot be decided at
present.
129 For dining-rooms in caves, see O. BRoNEER, Istbmia II: Topograpby and arcbitecture,
Princeton, 1973, p. 33-46. For animal sacrifice and cult meals at the Psychro and Idean caves on
Crete, see L.V. \'V'ATROUS, The cave sanctumy of Zeus at Psycbro: A study of extra-urban sanctuaries
in Minoan and ｅ ｡ ｲ ｾ Ｉ ｉ Iron Age Crete, Liège & Austin, 1996 (Aegaeum, 15), p. 54, 59 and 104; MORGAN,
a.c. (n. 123), p. 319. See also the evidence from the Pilarou cave on Thera and the rock-cut
chamber on the same site, probably used for seated meals and published by A. KOSE, "Die Hahle
Pilarou beim Felsheiligtum Christos", in W. HOEPFNER (ed.), Das dariscbe Tbera V: Stadtgescbicbte
und J(ultstatten {lm nordlicben Stadtrand, Berlin, 1997, p. 73-149, esp. 92-95; C. BECKER,
"Knochenfunde aus der Hahle Pilarou - Reste von Tieropfern oder profane Schlacht- und
Speiseabfalle?", in ibid., p. 151-183, esp. 165-170; N. GIALLELIS & M. ANTKOWIAK, "Die Kultstatte im
Bezirk Christos", in ibid., p. 47-67, esp. 60-61.
130 Admittedly, the space for the diners is rather limited. However, in Early Archaic times, the
participants may have been seated rather than reclining; see B. BERGQUIsT, "PrimalY or secondary
temple function: The case of Halieis" , OAtb 18 (1990), p. 36, and cf the rock-cut chamber at Thera,
2.82 m wide and 2.88 m deep, with a bench carved out of the rock on three sides, suggested to
accommodate nil1e to eleven seated diners (see GIALLELIS & ANTKOWIAK, l.c. [n. 129], p. 48-49 and
59-61).
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poros foundations (Fig. 1, no. 8, and Fig. 3, no. 2).131 The northern part of the
"Sacred Bouse" consisted of an apparently square room, c. 6.35 m wide, probably
only accessible from the north and not communicating with the cave. The southern
part of the building, the back wall of which was made up by the acropolis rock,
measuree! c. 6 X 2.5 m ane! has not been fully excavatee!. There is no sign of an
entrance ane! perhaps this section was not a room but more of a buttress towards the
rock. The "Sacree! Bouse" yiele!ed material from the 6th ane! 5th centuries (pottery
and terracotta figurines) and must have been contemporalY in use with the cave. 132
The function of the "Sacred Bouse" is difficult to ascertain and Papae!imitriou
suggested that it may have been a house for the priestesses, hence the denomination
Hienl oikia. 133 Bowever, if the cave to the north-west was gradually and to a greater
extent used for the storing of votives, as was suggestee! above, this buile!ing may have
taken over the dining functions of the cave. Since only pottelY and figurines are said
to have been foune! here, the difference in material recoveree!, as comparee! with the
cave, may indicate a different function. The main argument for this buile!ing being
usee! as a e!ining-room, however, is its proportions. The northern room of the "Sacred
Bouse", if reconstructee! as being square in plan, has the e!imensions that would fit
eleven ktinai of the size usee! in the e!ining-rooms in the stoa constructee! to the north
aroune! 420 Be. 134 If this interpretation of its function is correct, the meals for certain
persons, perhaps important worshippers and religious office-hole!ers, which
previously took place within the cave, coule! at a later perioe! have been transferree! to
the "Sacree! Bouse".
The construction of the "Small Temple" at the north-western entrance of the cave
has been linked to the collapse of the roof of the cave, an event which has been
datee! to the mid-5th centUlY Be (Fig. 1, no. 6, ane! Fig. 3, no. 1).135 This building
must have been constructee! after the structures in the cave went out of use, since
the "Small Temple" partly covers the western part of room A ane! also spans the
whole width of the cave, blocking any access into it. The inner dimensions of this
building were 7.75 X 4.45 m and the interior space was e!ivie!ed into a square back
room, 4.65 X 4.65 m, and a rectangular front room, 4.65 m wie!e ane! 2.60 m e!eep.136
The foundations of the walls were built of poros blocks ane! the upper walls were
apparently of muel-brick, since the interior space was found to be filled with soft,
ree!dish sail. In the inner room was discovered a spot of black soil, 2.35 X 1.25 m,
taken to be the remains of a hearth. Among the few finds reported from this structure
is the head of a terracotta figurine of a young girl, e!ated to the first half of the 4th
centUlY Be. 137
131 PAAH 1950, p. 175-177; PAAH 1955, p. 118. On the possibility of a dOO1way in the southern
palt of the west wall, see PAAH 1950, p. 177.
132 PAAH 1950, p. 177; PAAH 1955, p. 118.
133 PAAH 1950, p. 175.
134 On the sizes of the stoa dining-rooms and its kiinai, see BOURAS, O.e. (n. 5), p. 71-78 and 92-
94.
135 PAPADlMITRlOU, i.e. (n. 4), p. 116; J.S. BOERSMA (Atbenian building polie)' ji'OlII 561/0 to 405/4
Be, Groningen, 1970, p. 62 and 238, no. 132) suggests a construction date around 450 Be.
136 PAAH 1949, p. 83.
137 PAAH 1949, p. 90 and fig. 19, suggested to represent an ar/dos.
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This building has commonly been regarded as the bieron, beroon or tomb of
Iphigeneia. 138 Ir has also been suggested that it housed dedications, perhaps the
bronzes mentioned in some of the inventories. 139 The spot of ash found in the centre
of this building raises obstacles ta the latter function, though. If this ash was the
remains of a hearth, the "Small Temple" may in fact have been used as a bestiatorion,
having room for seven couches of the same size as those apparently used in the large
stoa ta the north. 140 This small dining-room may have been used for a select group of
diners and perhaps replaced one of the rooms within the cave. Ir is also possible that
the "Sacred House" ta the east was no longer in use in the late 5th centUlY, perhaps
having been damaged in the collapse of the cave, and the ritual meals suggested ta
have taken place there were now staged in the "Small Temple".141
The chronological relations between the structures in the cave and the "Small
Temple" are not without complications, since the information in the preliminary
reports is conflicting. The terminus post quem for the construction of the "Small
Temple" has been the collapse of the cave, which has been set in the mid-5th
centUlY, since no abjects recovered here are said ta date later than the 5th centUly.
However, the situation is complicated by the findings within the cave of inscriptions
reported ta be identical with the Artemis Brauronia texts from the Athenian
Acropolis, which are dated ta the mid-4th century Bc. 142 Furthermore, the "Small
Temple" was apparently aIsa covered by a heavy rockfall and if this is ta be taken as
the same disaster as that which destroyed the structures within the cave, the "Small
Temple" must have been built before the mid-5th century.143 Such an early date is
supported by the recove1Y of 6th- and 5th-centUlY material from the cleaning of this
building the season after it had been excavated. 144 On the other hand, since a 4th-
century, terracotta head was apparently recovered from within the "Small Temple",
the building seems ta have been in use as late as that. 145
Ir seems impossible ta reconcHe all this conflicting information on the basis of the
present evidence. However, a partial solution would be ta connect the destruction of
the structures within the cave with the plundering of the sanctua1Y by the Persians in
480 Be. At this period, the roof of the cave may still have been intact, but the
structures within were damaged by the Persians. After this event, it was decided ta
abandon the cave and ta replace it with the "Small Temple", which was erected in
the second half of the 5th centUly. The 6th- and 5th-centUlY material recovered from
within the "Small Temple" then needs ta be accounted for, but it may derive from the
decayed, mud-brick walls of this building. The "Small Temple" was in use into the 4th
138 For the various proposais, see Table 1.
139 MVLONOPOULOS & BUBENHEIMER, l.c. (n. 50), p. 21, arguing for a similarity in plan and
proportions between this building and some of the treasuries at Olympia and Delphi.
140 The "Small Temple" is close in scale and layout to the small building at the West Gate
herooll at Eretria, often suggested to have been a dining-room; see P. AUBERSON & K. SCHEFOLD,
Führer durch Ere/ria, Berne, 1972, p, 78-80, and C. BÉRARD, "Note sur la fouille au sud de l'Hérôon",
AI( 12 (1969), p.75-76.
141 For the "Sacred House", see above, p. 85. Only 6th- and 5th-century material is reported
from this building. In the late 5th centUlY, the diners may also have been moved to the new stoa.
142 See above, n. 8.
143 PAAH 1949, p. 81-83.
144 Ergol1 1955, p. 33.
145 .PAAH 1949, p. 90 and fig. 19.
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century, when there was a major rockfall from the acropalis, destroying the "Small
Temple" and causing the cave ta callapse and bUlying the whole area under a layer of
boulders. AlI of this is, of course, ve1Y hypothetical and the final publication of the
area will clarify these matters.
To conclude this section, the identification of the cave area and the "Small
Temple" at its north-western entrance as the tomb and cult place of Iphigeneia on
the basis of Euripides' statement in the fT cannot be said to be substantiated by the
archaeological evidence, as known at present. Instead, an analysis of the
archaeological remains leads to the suggestion that the area was used for the storage
of offerings to Artemis and for ritual dining for a certain group of participants or
perhaps as accommodation, for example, of the religious office-holders or some of
the arktoi (see below, p. 104).
The nOl1:he1"n section of the stoa
The second area which has been connected with the cult of Iphigeneia is located
in the late-5th-centl11Y stoa, framing the northern section of the sanctuary (Fig. 1, no.
11). The northern part of this building consisted of an open, narrow courtyard or
corridor, c. 39.80 m long and c. 6 m wide, oriented in an east-west direction and
entered by a propylon at each end. Its northern side was formed by a shallow stoa or
one-aisled portico facing south, c. 48.35 m long and 4.35 m wide (Fig. 1, no. 12, and
Figs. 4_5).146 Within this stoa was found a row of 37 poros slabs with a central cutting
(c. 0.80 X 0.17 m), most likely for some kind of stelai (Fig. 4).147 No stone stelai or
slabs, whole or fragmenta l'y, seem to have been recovered in the stele bases or in
their vicinity.148 Furthermore, within the central cuttings of the poros slabs, there
seem to have been no traces of lead for fastening stone stelai, as was observed in
many of the stele bases along the northern side of the temple terrace and along the
west wall of the western wing of the stoa.
Since these bases do not seem to have been regular stele bases for stone stelai,
Papadimitriou suggested that wooden boards were inserted into the bases and that
the clothes of women who had died when giving birth were displayed on these
boards as dedications to Iphigeneia. 149 Moreover, Kondis remarked that, owing to the
width of the boards, the only garments that could have been shown here were
pepIai, thus constituting a further corroboration of Euripides. lso The comparative
146 For the architecture, see BOURAS, O.C, (n. 5), p. 127-140, pIs. 11 a-b and 12 g, figs. 96-97;
TRAVLOS, O.C. (n. 3), p. 55-56; J.J. COULTON, T!Je arc!Jitectllral development QI' t!Je Greek stoa, Oxford,
1976 (Oxford monographs 0/1 Classical arcbaeology), p. 42-43 and 226-227. Excavation reports:
PAAH 1949, p. 83-84; PAAH 1959, p. 18-19; Ergo/11956, p. 28; Ergo/11958, p. 31-38; Ergo/11959, p. 13-15;
Ergo/1 1960, p. 21-25; Ergo/1 1961, p. 20-29; Ergo/1 1962, p. 37-39.
147 Ergo/1 1960, p. 25; Ergo/1 1961, p. 29; BOURAS, o.c. (n. 5), p. 124; KONDIS, I.e. (n. 3), p. 124.
148 BOURAS, o.c. (n. 5), p. 124; MYLONOPOULOS & BUBENHEIMER, I.e. (n. 50), p. 21. However,
HOLLINSHEAD (I.e. [no 9], p. 434) daims that this part of the stoa is one of the areas of the sanctualY
that has yielded many inscriptions.
149 Ergo/1 1961, p. 29; BOURAS, O.c. (n. 5), p. 124; COLE, I.e. (n. 22), p. 239; BRULÉ, O.C. (n. 9), p. 236-
237; TRAVLOS, O.C. (n. 3), p. 55. Others have arglled that the bases were for reglliar stone stelai (e.g.
HOLLINSHEAD, I.e. ln. 9], p. 434), although this area is curiously e!evoie! of such fragments,
particlliarly comparee! with the nllmber of stelai fragments recoverd near the bases to the north of
the temple terrace ane! west of the cave area, where poros bases were found and the bedrock has a
nllmber of cuttings sllitable for the placing of stone stelai.
ISO KONDIS, I.e. (n. 3), p. 173-175.
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isolation of this area from the rest of the sanctualY would also argue in favour of its
connection with Iphigeneia, since these offerings had an apotropaic function
different from the textile offerings to Artemis, given to the divinity dealing with the
positive side of childbirth.
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Fig. 4. The northern section of the late-5th-century stoa at Brauron.
From BOURAS, a.c. (n. 5), figs. 96-97.
Several objections can be raised against this interpretation. First of aIl, there is no·
evidence for clothes being displayed on wooden boards in Greek sanctuaries in this
manner. Secondly, to exhibit the garments purportedly dedicated to Iphigeneia in this
part of the stoa would, in a way, have given the offerings to the heroine a more
prominent position than those made to the goddess. Of the clothes given to Artemis,
some were displayed on the cult statues standing within the cella of the temple,
while other textile gifts also seem to have been housed in the temple, some kept in
wooden boxes or trays.151 Although storage within the temple must be considered as
a prestigious location for votive gifts, the dedications to Iphigeneia would have been
far more accessible and noted than those to Artemis, which were perhaps only seen
by the religious office-holders. Furthermore, to display the clothes in the open stoa
would have exposed them to wind and weather in a manner hardly suitable for
textile offerings.
The use of the northern section of the stoa as an exhibition hall for the dead
women's clothes has been connected with the parastas and toicbos mentioned in
151 LINDERS, D.C. (n. 8), p. 10-11 ancl 72; MYLONOPOULOS & BUBENHEIMER, I.c. (n. 50), p. 21. On the
number of cult statues, two or three, see LINDERS, a.c. (n. 8), p. 14-16; LB. ROMANO, "Early Greek cult
images ancl cult practices", in HAGG, MARlNATOS & NORDQUIST, a.c. (n. 124), p. 131-132; J. TRÉHEux,
"Sur le nombre cles statues cultuelles clu Brauronion et la date cie l'Artémis Brauronia cie
Praxitèle", RA 1964, p. 1-6.
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some of the inscriptions recording dedications. 152 The identification of the northem
section of the stoa as the parastas and the ta/chas as its back wall is dubious on
both epigraphical and practical grounds. 153 If the contents of the offerings mentioned
in the relevant inscriptions are considered, it is clear that they were of a valuable
kind. The shallow stoa was an open area, which could not be locked and was thus
highly unsuitable for the storing of such dedications. 154 Furthermore, if the pm'astas
and the ta/chas are to be located in this part of the stoa, offerings to Artemis must
also have been displayed here, since the same inscriptions also list dedications to the
goddess. 155
Fig. 5. Isometric reconstruction of the stoa at Brauron.
From BOURAS, O.c. (n. 5), fig. 76 b.
On the whole, the interpretation of the northem stoa as an exhibition hall for
garments dedicated to Iphigeneia seems implausible, and other possible funcrions are
therefore to be examined. 156 Considering the coherent layout of the building and the
152 Ergon 1960, p. 25; Ergon 1961, p. 29; BOURAS, O.C. (n. 5), p. 122 and 182. For parastas in the
epigraphical evidence, see JG Il2 , 1517, 52-53; 1524, 118 and 123; for the toicbos, see JG Il2 , 1517, 43;
1514,23-24 (= 1515, 15-16; 1516, 3-5).
153 L1NDERS (o,c. [no 8], p. 37 and 57) points out that the inscriptions speak of offerings being on
or againsl the door-post pilaster, as weil as being on the wall. Parastas can therefore not be a
1'00m or a building in these cases.
154 L1NDEHS, O.C. (n. 8), p. 72, n. 33.
155 IG Ilz, 1514, 22-24: "clothes [displayeclJ on the Old Statue, a mirror on the wall, clothes on the
Marble Statue". Ali the offerings recordecl in this part of the inscription come from one locality,
probably one building; see L1NDEHS, o.c. (n. 8), p. 14-15 and 17.
156 A less likely interpretation of this structure is to iclentify it with the stable known From two
inscriptions recovered at Brauron; see THEMELlS (1974), o,c. (n. 49), p. 20; Id., I.c. (n. 7), p. 230 and
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fact that it must have been constructed to house the entire row of rectangular bases
and what was placed in them, a function is to be sought explaining the whole
complex. Moreover, ail the bases in the stoa seem to have been put into place on one
occasion, as a deliberate installation, while the l'est of the stele bases found in the
sanctumy seem to have been erected there when required. 157
The suggestion that the bases once held wooden boards is attractive. The use of
whitened wooden boards, leukomata or peteura, is known from other sanctuaries,
where they were used to record cult regulations, announcements and lists of names
and priests, for example. 158 A further argument for wooden boards is the fact that
these bases are placed under a roof, unlike the other stele bases recovered from the
sanctuary, most of which are located in the open. 159 Wooden boards covered with
gypsum and with painted or scratched text had, of course, to be protected from the
rain. 160
The courtyard is set off from the central part of the sanctumy and can only be
reached from this area by a narrow passage in the centre of the north wing of the
stoa. It is easily accessible ti'om the outside, however, having two entrances, one
facing west and the main route to Athens and one facing east and the road to the
coast and the sanctuary of Artemis Tauropolos at Halai (see Fig. 4). Therefore,
whatever was displayed here was meant to be seen and to be easily accessible,
though perhaps not directly part of the ritual actions, such as sacrifices and other
ritual performances, which presumably took place in front of the temple and in the
open area framed by the stoa.
Instead of linking the northern section of the stoa with Iphigeneia, my suggestion
is to connect the use of this building with the arkteia, a ritual constituting one of the
main features of the religious activity at Brauron and the performance of which is
supported by both the literalY and the archaeological evidence. l would propose that
a possible function of the stele bases in the northern section of the stoa could have
236, n. 36; SEG 37 (987), no. 35; H. LAUTER, Die Ar/dte/Jtur des Hel1enismus, Darmstadt, 1985, p. 45.
See also MYLONOPOULOS & BuBENHElMER, /.e. (n. 50), p. 19.
157 See, for example, the placing of the stele bases along the northern side of the temple terrace
and the west wing of the stoa (BOURAS, O.C. ln. 5], p. 95, fig. 69).
158 F. SOKOLOWSKI, Lois sacrées des cités grecques, Paris, 1969 (École française d'Athènes:
Travaux et mémoires, 18), no. 69, Hnes 42-43; A. PETROPOULOU, "The eparche documents and the
early oracle at Oropus", GRES 22 (981), p. 49, Hnes 42-43 (4th centUlY BC), Amphiareion at
Oropos, for recording the names of incubants; IG XII:5, 647, 40 (3rd centUlY BC), Keos, a regulation
for sacrifices and athletic festivals; SOKOLOWSKI, LSAk! (n. 58), no. 53, Hnes 35-36 Ost century AD),
Miletos, regulations concerning the Molpoi and Prophetes; cf MYLONOPOULos & BUBENHEIMER, I.c.
(n. 50), p. 19-21. On wooden boards, see also E.G. TURNER, Greek papyri: An introduction, Oxford,
1968, p. 6; R. THOMAS, Liferacy and oralify in ancient Greece, Cambridge, 1992 (Key themes in
ancient histoIY), p. 83. In the Sacred Spring temenos at Corinth was found a series of rectangular
holes apparently for wooden stelai (two examples measuring 0.09/0.13 x 0.23/0.24 m), erected in
the 5th centUlY, see ch.K. WILLIAMS, II & J.E. FISCHER, "Corinth, 1970: Forum area", Hesperia 40
(1971), p. 15 and pl. 4.
159 Stele bases or cuttings for stelai are found along the northern sicle of the temple terrace,
along the south-western wall of the stoa and in front of the cave.
160 Scratching on the surface may be impHed by the expression ypa<povtu FoV 1tEtEÛP01, used in the
inscription from the Amphiareion; SOKOLOWSKI, LSCG (n. 158), no. 69, Hne 42; PETROPOULOU, I.c.
(n. 158), p. 49, Hne 42, and p. 56 (commentaIY). The more common expression is ùvuypa<pElv Eiç
f..EÛKCOIlU (the same verb is used also for stone stelai); see IG XII:5, 647, 40; SOKOLOWSKI, LSAM (n. 58),
no. 53, Hnes 35-36; DEM., ContI'. Timocr., 23.
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been ta house wooden boarcls on which were recorded the names of aIl the girls
embraced by the arkteia cluring a certain periocl of time.
The number of girls actually participating in the ritual at Brauron is not clefinitely
known and estimates have varied between aIl Athenian girls of the relevant age ta
only a few privileged ones from rich and prominent Athenian families. 161 Christiane
Sourvinou-Inwood's detailed discussion of the eviclence has demonstratecl the
logistic impossibility of having more than a small number of girls present at the
sanctuaJY for a long period of time. Since the literalY sources speaking of the ark:teia
suggest some kind of tithe, it has been argued that a representative cross-section was
macle on tribal bases, perhaps one girl from each pbyle, selectecl by clrawing lots.162 At
the same time, the importance of the arkteia as marking an essential stage of
maturation in the clevelopment of al! young, Athenian girls into marriageable women
seems ta be beyoncl cloubt, whether or not they were actually present at BraUl·on. 163
The select number of girls performing the ritual at the sanctualY may therefore have
been perceived as being representative of their whole age-group, i.e. four year-crops.
Seen in this perspective, one way of inclucling aIl Athenian girls of the right age in
the arkteia would have been ta recorcl aIl their names on wooclen boarcls each
fourth year, when the ritual taok place, ancl ta display these in the northern section
of the stoa. Even though only a few girls actually stayed at the sanctualY cluring a
certain periocl of time, the listing of al! the names wouIci have been a way ta make al!
the girls participate in a sense ancl further clemonstrate that the arkteia was of
concern ta them aIl, whether or not they hacl been selected ta be physically present
at Brauron. That names of visitors ancl worshippers were listecl ancl clisplayecl in
Greek sanctuaries with the explicit intention of their being seen by others is clear
from a number of cases. A sacred law from the Amphiareion at Oropos, for example,
states that the neokoros was ta write clown the full name of each incubant, as saon
as he hacl paid the fee, ancl ta clisplay the board bearing this information in the
sanctuaq, sa that anyone who sa clesired was free ta inspect the name. 164
161 SIMON (a.c. [no 20], p.86) concluclecl that, owing to the frequency ancl quality of the
krateriskai connectecl with the ar!,,/eia, the whole Athenian population must have participatecl.
B,W. PARKE (Festiua!s of t!Je At!Jenians, London, 1977 [Aspects of Gree!" and ROll/an ltle], p. 140) saw
the arkteia as the c1uty ancl privilege of a limited number of aristocrats; cf also COLE, I.e, (n. 22),
p. 242. BONNECHERE (a.c, ln. 17], p, 29) suggests that only a few girls from privileged families took
part in the arkteia at Brauron and Mounychia, while the general public celebrated the ritual in
local sanctuaries.
162 SOURVINOU-INWOOD (1988), a.c, (n, 17), p, 114-116; cf BRULÉ, a,c, (n. 9), p. 206-207; DOWDEN,
a,c, (n. 9), p, 26-28; HARP., S,U. oEKaTEûEIv. p, BRULÉ ("Retour à Brauron: Repentirs, avancées, mise au
point", DHA 16:2 [1990], p, 71) also suggests that the number of couches in the stoa (99) \Vas not
coinciclental but was relatecl to the number of tribes (ten) ancl therefore proviclecl sufficient space
for the fathers of the ar/"tai at the dining taking place in connection with the ritua!.
163 SouRvINou-INwooD (1988), a.c, (n. 17), p, 22 with n. 61; OSBORNE, a,c, (n. 2), p, 165; DOWDEN,
a,c, (n. 9), p, 29; BONNECHERE, a,C, (n. 17), p. 36-37. The aifia of the arkteia insist that it was
necessary for each Athenian girl to have been a "bear" before getting marriecl; cf HARP" S.U.
àPKTEUO'C(l; Anecdata Graeca, l, 444-445, S,U, àPKTEUO'C(l; SI/da, s,u, àpKTEuO'm; scho!. AR., Lys" 645c
(Hangarcl),
164 SOKOLOWSKI, LSCG (n. 158), no, 69, lines 39-43; PETROPOULOU, l,c, (n, 158), p. 49, lines 39-43:
ro ovo/la wu 8YKaSEûOovwS chav 8/lPU.ÀÀEI TO àpyûplOv ypu.cpEcrSm TOV VEWKOPOV Kat aùwu Kat ｔ ｾ ｓ rroÀEOS
Kat 8KTISEIV 8V TOI tEpOl ypu.cpOVTa 8V rrETEûpOI O'Korr1Elv (T)OI pouÀO/lÉVOI. See also SOKOLOWSKI, a,c,
(n, 158), no. 93, lines 8-14, Eretria, 4th or 3rcl century BC, to note the names of the children
participating in the procession at the Asklepieia ancl display the leI/kali/a in the sanctuary;
SOKOLOWSKI, LSCG (n. 158), no. 83, lines 30-37, Korope, c, 100 BC, write clown the names of those
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According ta Sourvinou-Inwood's calculations, the total number of girls from one
year-crop wouId amount ta around 600-700, which adds up ta a considerable
number of names each fourth year, when the arkteia was performed. 165 The
recording of such a quantity of text must have been a laborious work, even though it
took place only each fourth year. Since the display of the names was probably only
of relevance for a certain period of time (three or four years), the painting or
scratching of the names on the boards wouId have been bath cheaper and less time-
consuming than inscribing them on stone slabs. 166 The same boards could later have
been whitewashed and re_used. 167 Even though the display of these documents was
set off from the main part of the sanctuary, unlike the stone inscriptions recording
the inventories of the offerings, which have mainly been found close ta the temple,
the wooden boards were still highly accessible and visible ta those visiting Brauron in
connection with festivals, for private religious errands or just passing by.168 Moreover,
the location of the stele bases in the stoa facing the narrow, open courtyard would
have provided the boards with enough light ta make them easy ta see and read. 169
Sourvinou-Inwood has stressed the importance of the arkteia as a ritual
embracing the whole polis and, in a way, functioning as a female counterpart ta the
ephebeia for the young men. l7O She has further suggested that the arkteia was of
high, ideological concern and, in the context of Kleisthenes' reforms, that the ritual
was shaped ta express and validate the new articulation of the polis as a democracy
and its cohesion. Bearing this in mind, what would have been more democratic than
ta name in public ail the girls undergoing the transformation into future wives and
mothers of new citizens? Furthermore, that fact that the arkteia marked the girls as
entering the age when they could be married is also of interest here and the listing of
the names may have been one way of presenting ail the girls eligible for marriage in
who are to consult the oracle and display the lellkom(f in front of the temple; cf ibid., no. 154 A,
!ines 12-18, Kos, c. 300-250 BC; no. 166, !ines 32-35, Kos, 2nd or lst century BC; no. 173, lines 65-102,
Halasarna, c. 200 BC.
165 SOURVINOU-INWOOD (1988), o.c. (n. 17), p. 116. For other attempts to calculate the number of
arktoi, see DOWDEN, o.c. (n. 9), p. 27-28; cf BRULÉ, o.c. (n. 9), p. 370-376. Since the arkteia was
celebrated also at Mounychia, it is possible that only half the number of girls were connected with
Brauron.
166 The same reasoning must have Iain behind the use of wooden boards for proposais for
decrees to go before the Athenian assembly, only some of which were later eut in stone; see
THOMAS, o.c. (n. 158), p. 83; cf IGXII:5, 647, 40-43 (= SOKOLOWSKI, LSCG [no 158], no. 98).
167 PETROPOULOU (I.c. [no 158], p. 56) suggests that the boards used at the Amphiareion were
coated with a new layer of white substance when the surface had been filled with writing.
168 The stone inventories seem to have been put up at the locations where the actual offerings
were kept; see LINDERS, O.C. (n. 8), p. 72; HOLLINSHEAD, i.c. (n. 9), p. 434.
169 The limitecl extent of literacy in antiquity is an argument against the assumption that Greek
inscriptions were put up with the intention of providing the public with information. Still, !iteracy
allowing the clecoding of names seems to have been more widespread; see THOMAS, O.C. (n. 158),
p.8-12.
170 SOURVINOU-INWOOD (1988), O.C. (n. 17), p. 111-113; cf COLE, I.c. (n. 22), p. 233-244, comparing
the arl?teia to the kali reioll for the boys. Incidentally, in the Classical period, the names of the
ephebes seem to have been written on lellkomata, which were then displayed; see Ch. PÉLÉKIDIS,
Histoire de l'ép!Jébie attiqlle des origilles à 31 avallt ]éslls-Cbrist, Paris, 1962 (École ,/i'ançaise
d'Atbènes: Travallx et mémoires, 13), p. 73 and 100-101.
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the near future. l7l The lists with the names perhaps also functioned as a means of
demonstrating their proper Athenian ancestlY. This aspect may have been particularly
important as a result of Perikles' citizenship laws of 451/0 Be, according ta which an
Athenian citizen had ta be of citizen descent on his mother's sicle as weil as his
father's.l72
The adytoll of the temple of Ademis
The third part of the sanctualY at Brauron suggested to be related ta Iphigeneia is
the adyton of the temple of Artemis (Fig. 1, no. 1). In an article comparing the
layouts of the three temples of Artemis at Brauron, Halai/Loutsa and Aulis, John
Travlos argued that, since ail these temples had adyta, taken ta be a characteristic
feature of shrines of chthonian divinities, there must have existed a chthonian aspect
of the cult at each of these three locations. 173 At ail three sites, Iphigeneia wouId have
been the chthonian sicle of Artemis, having her cult housed in the adyton of the
temples of the goddess.
In a re-study of these three temples, Mary Hollinshead refuted the hypothesis of
the adyta housing any fonn of ritual activity or being connected with Iphigeneia. 174
At Halai/Loutsa and Aulis, there is, in fact, no evidence to support a cult of Iphigeneia
and an analysis of the archaeological material suggests that the presence of adyta at
these sites may be explained as a result of particular local traditions or as later
additions ta the original layout of the temple.175 In the case of Brauron, Hollinshead
suggests that the adyton served as a storage facility for valuable goods rather than
any cultic purposeY6 This interpretation of the adyton at Brauron is supported by the
number of offerings found to the north and north-west of the temple terrace. 177
Though most of these abjects seem ta have been intentionally deposited at the
spring, some of this material may be taken to represent the remains of the dedications
once kept in the adyton, which ended up north and north-west of the temple terrace
171 On the arkteia being part of a Iarger festival aiming at the reunion of the sexes, as weil as
showing off the girls for marriage, see DOWDEN, O.C. (n. 9), p. 40-41 ancl 200; Id., I.e. (n. 40), p. 39. Cf
c. CALAME, Les c!Joeurs de jeunes filles en Grèce arc!Jaïque. 1. MOlp!Jologie, fonction religieuse et
sociale, Rome, 1977 (Filologia e critica, 20), esp. p. 445-447, on religious festivals, chorllSes ancl
clancing in particular, functioning as a means of presenting the young girls to the community ancl
as a preparation for their subsequent marriage.
172 On Perikles' law, see C.B. PATTERSON, Pericles' cifizens!Jip lal/! of 451/0 BC, ph.D. Diss.,
University of Pennsylvania, 1976, passim ancl esp. p. 79-80, 176-179 ancl 221-229; WHITEHEAD, o.c.
(n. 2), 71-72 ancl 98-99; P.J. RHODES, A commentCII)' on t!Je Aristotelian Athenaion Politeia, Oxforcl,
1981, p. 331-335 ancl 496-497; C.B. PATTERSON, The fami/y in Greek !JiStol)', Cambriclge & Lonclon,
1998, p. 109-110. It cannot be shown that the law was revokecl or moclifjecl between its enactment
in 451/0 ancl its re-enactment in 403; see Ead. (976), supra, p. 221-229. That the law was still in
force late in the century is eviclent from AR., Au., 1649-1661, the play being performecl in 414 BC.
173 TRAvLOs, l.c. (n. 38), p. 197-205, esp. 197-198 ancl 204, fig. 8; cf KAHIL (977), l.c. (n. 6), p. 86-
98; Ead., l.c. (n. 46), p. 77; BRULÉ, o.c. (n. 9), p. 193-195; DOWDEN, o.c. (n. 9), p. 38. For the remains of
the adyton of the temple at Brauron, see TRAvLOs, o.c. (n. 3), p. 53 ancl 61, tlg. 58; PAAH 1945-1947.
1948, p. 86; PAAH 1949, p. 75-77; PAAH 1955, p. 118; PAAH 1956, p. 74, fig. 1; Ergon 1955, p. 33.
174 HOLLINSHEAD, l.c. (n. 9), p. 419-440.
175 HOLLINSHEAD, l.c. (n. 9), p. 423-424, 427-428, 430-432 and 435-439.
176 HOLLINSHEAD, l.c. (n. 9), p. 432-435 and 438-439.
177 Ergon 1961, p. 30-34; PAAH 1959, p. 19; Ergon 1959, p. 16; cf Ergon 1962, p. 27-28; see also the
discussion above, p. 79-82.
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when the temple was plundered and destroyed by the Persians in 480 Be or were
dumped there during the subsequent cleaning up of the temple site. 178
Travlos' interpretation of the adyton as linked with Iphigeneia was based on the
assumption that a chthonian divinity demanded particular kinds of cultic
installations, adyta being one of these. In a second study, Hollinshead has
demonstrated the unsuitability of the tenn adyton for the inner room of a Greek
temple, in particular, since the application of the term easily carries with it
assumptions of particular divine recipients and rituals, especially secret rites, which
are not supported by the archaeological evidence. 179 Furthennore, temples with an
inner room cannot be connected with any particular divinity nor be taken as a sign of
"chthonian" activity. Instead, such rooms were in general used for storage and
safekeeping, apart from a few cases in which an oracular function can be
demonstrated. 180 The location of Iphigeneia's cult in the adyton of the temple at
Brauron has therefore no factual support and is based only on the supposition of the
existence of particular chthonian traits and rituals. 181
To sum up, the archaeological evidence at Brauron, as known at present, cannot
be said to corroborate the assumptions of a cult of Iphigeneia, made on the basis of
the literalY sources. There is no archaeological support for identifying the cave area
and the adjacent buildings as the tomb or beroon of Iphigeneia. The find material
from this part of the sanctucllY cannot be said to demonstrate her presence at this
particular location but rather indicates that the cave was connected with the same
divinity as the l'est of the sanctuary. More specifically, certain sections of the cave
may have been used as storage space for votive offerings made to Artemis, while
other parts functioned as a dining facility and could perhaps also be used as
accommodation, perhaps for religious office-holders. The northern section of the
stoa, suggested to house the clothes dedicated to Iphigeneia, is better explained as
having been used for sheltering wooden boards listing the names of all the girls
embraced by the arkteia during a certain period of time. Finally, a particular
connection between the inner room or adyton within the temple of Artemis and a
chthonian cult of Iphigeneia is not supported by the comparative evidence, either the
archaeological or the written, and this part of the temple was rather used for the safe-
keeping of valuable offerings.
De-constructing 1phigeneia
The analysis of the evidence from Brauron presented above points in the
direction of a re-evaluation of Iphigeneia's presence and cult at the site and of the
literary sources supporting them. Bearing in mind that the site is mainly known from
prelimimllY reports, it still seems clear that Iphigeneia is remarkably absent from the
epigraphical and iconographical, as well as the archaeological material. Furthermore,
178 In particlllar, the material fOllnd in the ashy layer jllst to the north of the tenace wall; see
supra, n. 108; cf Ergo/l 1961, p. 31-32. There is no mention of Iphigeneia on any of the objects
recovered here, while at least one bronze mirror had an inscribed dedication to Artemis; see supra,
n.52.
179 M.B. HOLLINSHEAD, "'Adyto/l', 'opistbodolllos' and the inner room of the Greek temple",
Hesperia 68 (1999), p. 189-218.
180 HOLLINSHEAD, t.e. (n. 179), p. 189-218, esp. 195-199 and 214.
181 Cf. HOLLINSHEAD, t.e. (n. 179), p. 198. On the difficulties in applying the concept of
"chthonian" to Greek religion, in particular, the archaeological evidence, see above, p. 82-83.
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the buildings and structures usually connectee! with Iphigeneia can be interpreted as
having e!ifferent functions than those traditionally proposee! and these functions can
be integratee! in the development of the sanctuary both synchronically ane!
diachronically (see further the Appel1dix).
Altogether, there is at present no evie!ence which supports or confirms Euripides'
statements, nor are there any ine!ications of a pre-Euripie!ean presence of the heroine
at the sanctua1Y. At the end of d1is inquiry, Iphigeneia still remains an evasive literal'y
figure more than an actual recipient of cult. Where e!oes ail this leave Euripie!es and
the other literaty sources connecting Iphigeneia ane! Brauron? The crux of the matter
is, in fact, Euripie!es, since the information in scholia on Aristophanes' Lysistrata
(645) cannot be e!emonstratee! to pre-e!ate him. In any case, the scholia, inclue!ing the
quotation from Euphorion, do not provie!e any ine!epene!ent evie!ence, since it cannot
be exclue!ee! that their information may be a result of influences from Euripie!es. We
shoule! therefore consie!er the possibility that Iphigeneia's presence at Brauron, her
tomb, cult ane! particular votive practices are an Euripie!ean invention. Though such a
conclusion may at first seem too bole! to be accepted, it may be arguee! that we are
here dealing with an aition which is a litera1Y construct rather than an account of the
actual ritual practices of an Athenian cult.
Ir is, of course, still possible that Iphigeneia was present at or connectee! with
Brauron in a way which has left no traces either in the previous literaty recore! or in
the archaeological remains so far known from the site. 182 She may have been a
pree!ecessor of Artemis or an aspect or epithet of the goddess or a mythical figure
linkee! to Brauron, perhaps not even callee! Iphigeneia to begin with, to whom
Euripie!es ascribee! cultic functions as wel1. 183 This may have been the case, but it has
to be rememberee! that the antiquity of Iphigeneia still remains an inference not
supportee! by any e!irect evie!ence. Euripides is the earliest source to connect
Iphigeneia with Brauron in any sense ane! also the source that provides the most
explicit evie!ence for her cult at the sanctua1Y.
The StOlY of Iphigeneia was lmown in various versions, but the variant presented
by Euripie!es in the IT differs in certain respects from the other known accounts.
According to the other versions, inclue!ing Euripie!es' own IpfJigeneia at Aulis,
Iphigeneia was either savee! by Artemis, transportee! to Tauris ane! mae!e immortal or
simply e!iee! at Aulis. 184 In the IT, Euripides is reshaping the stOlY, so that his version is
the only one in which Iphigeneia survives without being given any immortal qualities
ane! is insteae! said to e!ie a peaceful death. 185
182 WOLFF (I.e. ln. 23], p. 323, n. 39) suggests that PHANODEMOS, FC/Hist, 325, F 14, the scholia on
AR., Lys., 645a-b (Hangard) and EUPHORION, ail connecting Iphigeneia and Brauron, may reflect such
earlier elements.
183 The suggestion that Iphigeneia was an older, even prehistoric, birth goddess, has been based
on the Interpretation of her name, alleged to mean "strong in birth"; see BRULÉ, o.c. (n. 9), p. 267, n.
89; cf WOLPF, I.e. (n. 23), p.320, n. 34; ARETZ, o.c (n. 9), p. 33-36. DOWDEN (o.c. [n. 9], p. 46),
however, argues that "Iphigeneia" is rather to be understood as "born beautiful".
184 Made divine or given an immortal quality: STAS1NOS (ap. PROKLOS, Cbrestolllatbia [Allen,
p. 104, 12-20D, HES., fr. 23a, 17-26 and 23b (Merkelbach & West), STEsrcHoRos, fr. 215 (PMG), EUR., lA,
1607-1608, 1614 and 1622. Died at Aulis: PIND., Pytb., XI, 22-23, AEscH., Ag., 114-138, SOPH., El., 566. On
the conflicting versions, see also A.O. HULTON, "Euripides and the Iphigenia legend" , Mnelllosyne
15 (1962), p. 364-368.
185 II is interesting to note that, at the end of the lA, produced posthumously in 405-c. 400 Be,
Euripides makes no mention of Iphigeneia's return to Brauron and only states that she was
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Furthermore, Euripicles is the first author who clescribes Iphigeneia's return to
Greece ti'Oll1 Tauris ancl it may also have been he who brought Orestes into the
story.186 Bearing this in minci, it is tempting to suggest that her particular connection
with Brauron is a further Euripiclean elaboration or invention ancl that it may, in fact,
have been Euripicles who locatecl Iphigeneia in Brauron in the first place. It may not
be coinciclental that, in the IT, Iphigeneia is clescribecl as coming to a sanctuary of
Artemis which was alreacly in existence, contra1Y to Orestes, who was to builcl a new
temple at Halai ancl there set up the statue of Artemis Tauropolos.187 Hel' arriving at a
cult place alreacly in use can perhaps be taken as an inclication that Iphigeneia was
actually aclclecl to Brauron at a late stage.
Since Euripicles elaboratecl on the Iphigeneia StOlY as regarclecl her whereabouts
after coming to Tauris, it is also of interest to take a closel' look at what kincl of rituals
he outlinecl for Iphigeneia at Brauron ancl to see how they compare with Greek cult
at large. 188 In the case of Brauron, Euripicles states that Iphigeneia was to be given the
clothes from women who hacl (liecl in chilclbirth. One further reason for cloubting
that Euripicles is clescribing an actual, practisecl cult of Iphigeneia at Brauron is
relatecl to this particular ritual. There seem, in fact, to be no known parallels to this
kincl of ritual practice anywhere else in the Greek worlcl. 189 As far as we can tell, aIl
other cleclications of clothes macle in connection with chilclbirth were macle by
women who hacl survivecl the clelivery.
Moreover, if the clothes of those who perishecl in giving birth were cleclicatecl in a
sanctuary, what were they supposecl to achieve?190 For a pregnant woman to clie
while giving birth was a clisaster, not only for the woman herseIf, the chilcl ancl her
family, but also because she clicl not fulfil her role as a woman. If this coulcl be
avoiclecl in the future by cleclicating the cleacl woman's clothes to a certain clivinity,
one woulcl expect that cleclications of this kincl wouIci be common in sanctuaries
clealing with women ancl chilclbirth. To prevent the cleath of other mothers-to-be
woulcl have been of prime concern for the families.
Not only the lack of parallels to the offering of cleacl women's clothes ought to
l'aise our awareness but also the fact that the wicler content of this ritual is highly
unusual, if seen within the context of Greek votive practices at large. Declications in
sanctuaries were macle in orcier to get protection ancl help from the gocls in the future
sacrificed and savecl ancl is now to be founcl among the gocls (lA, 1607-1608, 1614 and 1622). On the
difficulties about the authenticity of the exoclus of this play, see above, n. 12. It seems clear,
however, that the contents are those of the original version; see also EUR., fI'. 587 (Nauck2 ).
186 Cf ARETZ, O.C. (n. 9), p. 37. Accorcling to PAUSANIAS (I, 33, 1), Iphigeneia returned to Argos
after having brought Artemis' image back to Brauron. On Orestes, see HULTON, l.c. (n. 184), p. 368.
187 On Iphigeneia going to a pre-existing place of worship, see WOLFF, l.c. (n. 23), p. 319-320.
Athena cloes not orcier Iphigeneia to found the cult at Brauron in the same sense that she
commancls Orestes to found Halai, as has been c1aimed by, for example, Ch. SOURVINOU-INWOOD,
"Tragecly ancl religion: Constructs and readings", in Ch. PEDLEY (ed.), Creek tragedy and tbe
bistorian, Oxford, 1997, p. 174-175.
188 Cf F.M. DUNN, Tragedy's end. Closlire and innouation in Eliripidean drama, New York &
Oxford, 1996, p. 63.
189 q: WOLFF, l.c. (n. 23), p. 320 ancl 323. Platnauer in his commentary on the IT (o.c. ln. 75],
p. 178, line 1465) is mistaken.
190 ]OHNSTON (o.c. [no 55], p. 239-240) suggests that the offerings may have been macle for the
goocl of the rest of the family, especially the infant, if it had sUlvived, or any future chilclren the
husband may have, as weil as his future wife.
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or as thank-offerings when this help and assistance had been forthcoming. 191 To
commemorate, in a sanctuary, the dreadful misfortune of a woman dying when
giving birth seems to have been contrary to the basic principle of Greek votive
religion. It is true that the dedication of war spoils to the gods also involved
someone's misfortune and death, but the objective behind such offerings was
gratitude to the gods who had contributed to the victory rather than the
commemoration of the enemies who had (lied. Therefore, this particular ritual at
Brauron may also be taken as an Euripidean creation.
Bearing all of this in mind, the suggestion that Iphigeneia's presence and cult at
Brauron is an invention by Euripides may still seem too daring to be accepted. One
reason for this can definitely be found in our scholarly tradition of having great
confidence in what the literaIT sources tell us about antiquity. In accordance with
our Christian tradition, in which we have the text of the Bible as a guideline, we
subconsciously tend to regard any explicit \vritten information on religion and cult
practice as definite and correct. Greek religion, however, was flexible and
multifaceted, with no written rules or dogma and no institutionalized priesthood.
Thus, Euripides could very well speak of rituals that did not have an equivalent in
actual, practised religion, without this being seen as committing sacrilege or as being
a nuisance to his audience. The nature of Euripides as a source for Greek religion has
to be kept in mind here: the text in question was a tragedy, not a handbook by a
Kultscbrijtsteller. 192 Furthermore, recent work on Euripides has demonstrated his
flexible use of myth, reshaping the familial' stories, adding new details or episodes
and emphasizing new aspects of the legends. 193 The aetiologies dealing with religion,
frequently used in particular as endings of his plays, can in several cases be
demonstrated to be inventions. 194 The case of EUlTstheus, outlined in Heracles 0030-
1036), who is to be buried in Athens and to protect the city but explicitly demands
not to be given a cult, is one such example, and the institution of a cult to the
children of Medea by theil' mother, who in fact killed them, has also been suggested
to be a literary construct. 195
It is therefore possible that Euripides located Iphigeneia in Brauron and supplied
her with a cult there. This scenario, however, was only feasible since the
191 See F.T. VAN STRATEN, "Gifts for the gods", in H.S. VERSNEL (ed.), Failb, hope and lUorship:
Aspecls of religious menlaiily in Ihe ancienl lUorld, Leiden, 1981 (Sludies in Greek and Roman
religion, 2), p. 88-104.
192 For the distinctions between paganism and monotheism and how they affect the source
material and our modern attitudes to it, see SCULLION, I.e. (n. 16), p. 217-233, esp. 218.
193 DUNN, O.C. (n. 188), p. 56-57 and 152-153; SCULLION, I.c. (n. 16), p. 217-233; HULTON, i.c.
(n. 184); cf J.D. MIKALSON, Honour Iby gods: Popular religion in Greek /l'(fgedy, Chapel Hill &
London, 1991, p. 235. On Euripides' intellectual relation to myth, see F. JOUAN, Euripide el les
légendes des chanis cypriens: Des origines de la guerre de Troie à l'Iliade, Paris, 1966 (Collections
d'éludes anciennes), p. 440-459. On 1phigeneia and the fT, see BRELICH, o.c. (n. 17), p. 243, who
comments that Euripides is not likely to have invented a myth but couId very weIl have intraduced
new elements. KAHIL (I.c. [no 27], p. 719) comments that 1phigeneia's raIe at Brauron might have
been a litera l'y invention by Euripides, had it not been confirmed by excavation. Also the new
epithet for Artemis in the fT, Taurapolos, has been suggested to be an Euripidean invention; see
WOLFF, i.c. (n. 23), p. 313, n. 11.
194 DUNN, D.C. (n. 188), p. 56-57, 60-63 and 94-95; SCULLION, I.c. (n. 16), p. 217-233.
195 Medea, 1378-1383. See SCULLION, I.e. (n. 16), p. 217-233, who also discusses the burial of the
knife and the anachranistic treary between Athens and Argos in Suppl., 1205-1212, and the rituals at
Halai and Brauran outlined in the fT.
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contemporary cuItic situation at this site offered bath rituals and divinities from
which he could create a cultic persona for Iphigeneia. Hel' close link with Artemis
was, of course, already self-evident. Geographically, she had been previously
connected in the epic tradition with Aulis, a coastal sanctuary of Artemis in many
respects similar ta Brauron. One important reason, however, for placing her at
Brauron and not at another sanctuary of Artemis may have been that the arkiteia was
perfol1ned here. The story of Iphigeneia could be correlated ta the myths serving as
the aifia for the arkiteia, since bath concerned an animal sacred ta Artemis and a
young girl or girls having ta be sacrificed ta placate the anger of the goddess.
Moreover, the context of Iphigeneia's sacrifice was marriage, an event which was
central also ta the arkiteia, since the purpose of the ritual was ta prepare the young
girls for this future event. Still, and it is important ta note this, there are many
distinctions between, on the one hand, the myths behind the arkiteia and what the
arkitoi did at Brauron and, on the other, what happened ta Iphigeneia at Aulis and
her future functions at Brauron. The ritual and the myths of the arkteia could very
well have existed and functioned without Iphigeneia, i.e. it is not necessalY ta have
her present at Brauron in arder ta explain the arkiteia. 196 And, as far as we can tell,
Euripides makes no reference ta the arkteia. The connections between Iphigeneia
and this ritual are found only in the post-Euripidean sources.
That Iphigeneia was ta be the priestess of the goddess also at Brauron is not
surprising, since this was her relation ta Artemis at Tauris. Furthermore, if Iphigeneia
was ta be transferred back ta Greece, she must be given a function and, since
marriage was excluded, a continued service as the goddess's virgin priestess seems ta
be the only option. Ta have a priestess of a god or goddess buried in the sanctuary is
a pattern lmown from other cuits and sanctuaries. 197
The most interesting part of Euripides' text concerns the dedication ta Iphigeneia
of the clothes belonging ta women who had died when giving birth. This statement
has led some scholars ta suggest that Iphigeneia and Artemis at Brauron were two
distinct divinities, the former being the negative counterpart of the goddess and
dealing with the ill outcome of childbirth. 198 This role ascribed ta Iphigeneia seems ta
be more a result of a tao strong belief in Greek religion being divided inta an
Olympian and a chthonian sphere, each being the other's opposite, than a reflection
of the cultic reality.199 The particular and unique, votive ritual consisting of the
dedication of dead women's clothes may, in fact, have been constructed from
196 Even SOURVINOU-INWOOD (1990), I.e. (n. 17), p. 52-54, a finn believer in Iphigeneia's intimate
connection with the a l'!<teia , admits that the transformation Iphigeneia underwent (saved from
sacrifice and turned into the goddess's virgin priestess) is completely different from that of the
al'!<tai Oosing their wild element in order to be able to many eventually). See also KEARNS, I.e. (30),
p. 101, pointing to the gap between \Vhat the al'!<tai clicl ancl what they presumably heard about
Iphigeneia.
197 See FARNELL, a.c. (n. 74), p. 53-70, for references. If the priestesses of Artemis lIseci the cave
for ritual meals or even stayed there, as \Vas sliggested above, the rllbble from the collapsecl cave
mal' perhaps have constituted a source of inspiration for the daim that the sanctllarl' hOllsecl
Iphigeneia's tomb.
198 KONDIS, I.e. (n. 3), p. 161; BRULÉ, a.c. (n.9), p. 233; cf WOLFF, I.e. (n. 23), p. 320. On
Iphigeneia's particlliar connection with chilclbirth, as indicated by the etl'mologl' of her name, see
above, n. 183.
199 On the lack of distinct evidence for sllch a separation between Artemis and Iphigeneia, see
KEARNS, a.c. (n. 31), p. 29. On the difficllities of applying the Olympian-chthonian distinction to
Greek hero-clllts, see EKROTH, a.c. (n. 1).
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various aspects of the cult of Artemis. The declication to Artemis of clothes afrer
chilclbirth is a practice well documented in the cult of this goddess and at Brauron
she also shows a strong, kourotrophic aspect. 200 Artemis was, however, not only
concerned with the positive sicles of motherhood but was also regarded as terrifying
for women giving birth, striking them with a sudden death. 201 The clark, dangerous
and death-related traits ascribed to Iphigeneia can therefore be found in Artemis as
weil. Since there seems to be no evidence that Artemis (or any other divinity) receivecl
the clothes of cleacl women, either at Brauron or elsewhere, it is possible that these
clifferent sicles of the goclcless, both as a protector ancl a clestroyer of pregnant
women, were moclifiecl by Euripicles ancl assignecl to Iphigeneia. 202
When evaluating the ritual centring on the commemoration of women clying in
chilclbirth, it is also of interest to consicler this practice within the wicler context of
the other rituals mentionecl in the IT. This is indeecl a tragecly full of unusual ancl
uncanny, ritual behaviour. First of all, there are the explicit human sacrifices to
Artemis Taurica (fT, 38-41, 380-390 and 609-635) ancl the fact that the v"hole starting-
point of the Iphigeneia St01Y is herself being sacrificecl at Aulis. Two-thircls of the way
through the play, Euripicles also gives an aition for the Choes in Athens, focusing on
the establishment of this ritual as a response to Orestes' pollutecl state. 203 Finally, in
the cult of Artemis Tauropolos at Halai, human bloocl is to be clrawn from the neck of
a man with the help of a sworcl. 204 Some of the ritual practices outlinecl here are
clepictecl as having a clear, foreign ancl barbarian origin ancl it is cloubtful to what
extent, if any, they formecl part of contemporary Athenian religion. 205 This concerns
in particular the human sacrifice, a kincl of ritual not practisecl by the Greeks of the
historical periocl, ancl the clrawing of human bloocl at Halai, an action which has no
parallel in other Greek cults. 206 Seen against this setting, it is possible that the ritual
outlinecl for Iphigeneia at Brauron was just one among several poetic elaborations of
the Athenian cultic practices by Euripicles in creating this play.
A final reason for locating Iphigeneia in Brauron may have been the presence of
another clivinity at this site, Hekate. Sarah Johnston (who believes that there was a
cult of Iphigeneia at Brauron) has suggestecl that Iphigeneia belongs to the categOlY
of "the clying virgin", a female who (liecl because of the wrath of a certain goclcless
200 On Artemis as kourotrophos, see KAHIL, I.e. (n. 22), p. 802.
201 CALI.. , Hymll. III. III Dial/am, 126-127; cf E. CAHEN, Les bymlles de Callimaque: Commel/laire
e;\plical(/ el critique, Paris, 1930 (BEFAR, 134bisl, p. 123, line 127, for commentary and further
references. See also AI/I. Pal., VI, no. 348; a woman has c1iecl in chilclbirth ancl the poet asks Artemis
if she cares only for c10gs and hunting; cf KEARNS, o.c. (n. 31), p. 29. On Artemis' association \Vith
cruel ancl bloocly rituals, see also \\(1. BURKERT, Greek religioll: Arcbaic alld Classical, London, 1985,
p. 152.
202 The etymology of iphigeneia's name mal' also have influencecl Euripicles ta connect her
\Vith chilclbirth; see SCULL/ON, I.e. (n. 16), p. 227; on iphigeneia and childbirth, see also KEARNS, O.C.
(n. 31), p, 27-29. For the possible meanings of the name Iphigeneia, see above, n. 183,
203 IT, 947-960; cf WOLFF, I.e. (n. 23), p. 325-326.
204 IT, 1441-1460, esp. 1458-1460.
205 On this theme, see SCULLION, I.e. (n. 16), p. 225-226 ancl 229; SOURVINOU-INWOOD, I.e. (n, 187),
p, 171-175; cf HUGHES, O.C, (n. 26), p. 135-136. On the violent contents of the cuIts c1escribecl in the
IT, see WOLFF, I.e. (n. 23), p. 318-324.
206 On human sacrifices, see BONNECHERE, o,c. (n. 17), passim, esp. p. 311-318; HUGHES, o.c.
(n. 26), passim, esp. p. 185-193. On Halai, see DUNN, o.c, (n. 188), p. 63; WOLFF, I.e. (n. 23), p. 323,
n.40.
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and who may come back after death ta harm virgins, mothers and babies and
therefore needs to be placated with a cult. 201 Johnston further argues that, when
Hekate entered Greece in the Archaic period, she was both a protector of women
and children and a leader of the restless dead. As such, she partly overlapped with
Artemis and continued to have the same functions as this goddess in cult, while in
myth she was linked to the dying virgins often connected with the cult of Artemis.
If there existed an earlier cult of Iphigeneia .at Brauron, of which we have no
trace, Hekate may have been linked to her as weIl as to Artemis. However, it may be
that the presence of Hekate at Brauron actuaIly made it possible for Euripides to
place Iphigeneia here. Admittedly, the evidence for Hekate at Brauron is not velY
extensive, but she is represented in the form of a smaIl, HeIlenistic statue and
probably also in the late-5th-centUlY "Relief of the gods", which seems to depict the
main divinities of the sanctualy. 208 Hekate may have existed at Brauron in connection
with Artemis, perhaps dealing with the negative sides of delivery.209 In myth, a
connection between Iphigeneia and Hekate is found as from the early Archaic period
and Iphigeneia is after her death even transformed into Hekate. 210 These links
between Hekate, Artemis and Iphigeneia may have been further exploited by
Euripides.
Altogether, after considering the evidence for Iphigeneia's presence at Brauron -
literalY, epigraphical, iconographical and archaeological - l would conclude that
Euripides elaborated on the story of Iphigeneia by locating her in Brauron, letting ber
die and be buried there and, most of aIl, making her a figure of cult. From the
divinities already present at the sanctuary and the important rituals connected with
Brauron, he constructed a new role for Iphigeneia. This Euripidean treatment of a
weIl-lmown myth, resulting in a different outcome of the StOlY, is far from unique
and this literary construction of Iphigeneia is probably what lies behind the tradition
of a cult of Iphigeneia at Brauron which we see reflected in the later literary sources.
Why Euripides chose to present this version of Iphigeneia in this tragedy, we can only
speculate. The general popularity of the Iphigeneia StOlY may have led him to want to
create his own version, particularly so, since his interest in variations on familiar
myths is weIl documented. The importance of Brauron in the 5th centUlY, not least as
a seat for the arkteia , may also have triggered his interest in this particular sanctualy.
The reconstruction work at the site, as weIl as the construction of the great stoa,
which was finished around 420 Be, must also have put the sanctuary in focus and
may have constituted a further source of inspiration in writing the Jp!Jigeneia among
t!Je Taurians, which was probably perfonned in 413.
In the end, we are faced with different sets of sources which are hard, if not
impossible, to reconcile: the explicit, literalY evidence and the incomplete, silent,
207 ]OHNSTON, O.C. (n. 55), p. 238-249.
208 For references, selO above, p. 73, with n. 70: cf BRULÉ, o.c. (n. 9), p. 196. 50me of the terracotta
relief plaques found at Brauron show a female figure carrying a torch and accompanied by a dog
and are perhaps also to be selOn as references to I-lekate: selO MITSOPOULOS-LEON, l.c. (n. 69), p. 364.
On the connection between Artemis and I-lekate in the Artemision at Peiraieus, see BRULÉ, o.c.
(n. 9), p. 188.
209 ]OHNSTON (o.c. [no 55J, p. 203-215 and 241-249) has argued that I-lekate gradually came to be
seen as associated with the restless dead and with vengeful ghosts, particularly those of young
women who died prematurely and did not fulfill their roles as wives and mothers.
210 For I-lekate-Iphigeneia in myth, selO supra, n. 67. Cf ]OHNsrON, O.C. (n. 55), p. 247.
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archaeological material. How we choose to proceed is partly a question of
methodology. Is the written ward to be taken as the more reliable one, as has usually
been done in the study of Greek religion? Or is our interpretation to be guided by the
accumulated and comparative evidence which has emerged over the years from the
study of the archaeological material from a number of sites connected with Greek
religion? The fact remains that, if we are to take Euripides to be describing an actual,
practised cult of Iphigeneia at Brauron, complete with her chthonian character,
having a burial and cult place located in a cave and the adyton of the temple and a
gallelY far the display of the dead women's clothes offered to her, we have to treat
the archaeological evidence as mute and adaptable, ready to be fitted into whatever
frame the literal'y sources provide us with. On the other hand, if the archaeological
material is approached outside the framewark of our preconceived notions of Greek
religion, which to a large extent are based on the literalY sources, it is possible to
reach different conclusions and even challenge the written word.
Gunnel EKROTH
Department of classical archaeology
ancl ancient history
Stockholm University
SE - 106 91 STOCKHOLM
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Appendix
The developmellt of the sallctuar)' at Brauroll
In this Appendix, a proposed development of the sanctuary, both synchronically and
diachronically, will be presented, in order to clemonstrate the plausibility of the suggested
re-interpretations of the builclings usually connectecl with Iphigeneia and her cult. The
clevelopment of the sanctuary may be diviclecl into five phases, from its foundation in the
Geometrie periocl to its abandonment in antiquity and re-use as a Christian site.
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Fig. 6. Brallron, 8th-7th centuries BC.
The stippling indicates approximate areas where 8th- and 7th-century material has been reeovered.
Phase 1: The 8th -7th centuries Be (Fig. 6)
The earliest eviclence of post-Bronze-Age activity at Brauron consists of pottery
recoverecl to the east of the stoa and reporteclly going back to the 9th century or the late
PG period. 211 This material may very weil derive from some kincl of cultic activity in the
area, the nature of which cannot be further clefinecl, since the finds cio not seem to be
connected with any kincl of architecture ancl the material was most likely not even found
in situ. Z12 In the 8th century, the use of the site was intensified ancl the rise of an important
211 THEM ELIS (974), a.c. (n. 49), p. 10; EUSTRATIOU, I.c. (n. 87), p. 79. The material was recoverecl
l'rom cleep layers cluring the building of a pump-hollse. On the pre-historie aetivity in the area, see
supra, n. 93.
212 Some 8th- and 7th-eentury material, including Corinthian lekythoi and aryballoi, has also
been found east of the eastern propylon of the stoa, probabll' brought there bl' erosion l'rom the
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sanctuary can be observed, already having particular areas accommodating the various
functions needed. The basic structural organization which the sanctuary was to keep
throughout its life span was established already at this stage, centring on the spring, the
temple site, the area to the east of the temple and the cave.
The spring to the north-west of the temple may have been the feature which attracted
the worshippers to the site in the first place. It certainly constituted an important cultic
spot as early as the 8th century, as weil as being the main area for the deposition of
offerings. Potteq and other kinds of material found at this site date back to before 700 Be
but occur in abundant quantities in the 7th century. 213 The question whether in this
period this area was already connected with some architectural feature, such as a terrace,
is difficult to answer. The material was found at the foot of the bedrock on top of which
the later temple was constructed and it is possible that the votives were deposited by
worshippers standing on the rock.
Some kind of shrine or simple structure is likely to have existed at this date, housing a
cult statue or statues, as weil as dedications, perhaps those of a more valuable kind, in
particular. 214 The most probable location for such a building is the site where the later
temple was built. 215 In the open space to the east of the temple site, 7th-century pottery
and figurines were recovered, deriving from what seems to have been the site of the
altar. 216 Sacrifices are like1y to have taken place here and probably also dining, perhaps
under tempormy shelters or tents. The open area to the east and north, stretching towards
the Erasinos, provided additional space for the diners, as weil as easy access to the water
of the river, and may have been used as a Festwiese. 217
Erasinos river; see Ergon 1961, p. 28-29. Pottery of the 8th century was also recovered from deeper
levels under the central section of the stoa; see Ergon 1960, p. 23. On the Kapsala hill, to the south-
east of the sanctuary, Geometric tombs were excavated and a settlement of this period is likely to
have been located somewhere in the vicinity; see PAAH 1957, p. 45; Ergon 1957, p. 23.
213 For the material recovered in this area, see above, p. 79-81.
214 The cult statue is likely to have been old, judging from the literary tradition. See also the
later inscriptions mentioning the "old statue"; cf LINDERS, o.c. (n. 8), p. 14-15; ROMANO, I.c. (n. 151),
p. 130, n. 23 and 131, n. 43. A dump of votive material next to the southern foundations of the later
temple contained 8th- and 7th-century pottery and small metal objects, the oldest material dating
to c. 775-750, but the bulk being c. 750-700; see KAHIL, I.c. (n. 49), p. 232 and figs. 15.1 & 15.2; PAAH
1945-48, p. 86; PAAH 1949, p. 79 and figs. 7-8; PAAH 1955, p. U8.
215 Here, 8th- and 7th-century material was recovered, as well as traces of a paving and a
transversal wall, interpreted by Papadimitriou as the remains of an earlier temple or an altar; see
PAAH 1955, p. 118. lt has been suggested that already in the 8th century a small, wooden chapel
may have existed on the rock-cut tenace to the south of the temple; see EUSTRATIOU, I.c. (n. 87),
p. 79; A. MAZARAKIS AINIAN, From mlers' dwellings to temples: Arcbitectllre, religion and socieO' in
Early Iron Age Greece (1100-700 BC), Jonsered, 1997 (SIMA, 121), p. 317. This seems unlikely for
various reasons. No potteIY of this early date has been recovered here, but this may be due to the
exposed nature of the site. On the other hand, a structure on this tenace presupposes that the
tenace was already levelled in the 8th centUlY. Such a major undertaking seems implausible at this
date, considering the still modest size of the sanctuary, and should more likely be ascribed to a
later phase when the building activity at Brauron was more substantial.
216 PAAH 1956, p. 73-75; PAAH 1959, p. 20; Ergon 1956, p. 25; Ergon 1959, p. 19-20. The area to the
east of the temple has been heavily disturbed by later activity in the sanctuary, mainly in the
Christian period.
217 Hundreds of simple pottery mugs, dating from Sub-Geometrie to later times but mainly
from the early Archaic period, were found in a small area in the field to the east of the stoa, as if
they had been thrown together there after local use, presumably at meals, see Th. HADZISTELIOU-
PRICE, KOlll'Otl'Opbos: Clilts anc/ representations of tbe Greek nllrsing deities, Leiden, 1978 (Stllc/ies of
tbe DlItcb Arcbaeological and Historical Society, 8), p. 122 with n. 113 and p. 207. On the
Festwiesen as important components of Greek sanctuaries, see U. SINN, "Sunion. Das befestigte
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While the majority of the worshippers dined out in the open at the festivals, the
religious office-holders and other prominent participants could have taken their meals in
the cave, enjoying its seclusion and shade. The cave may also have been used as
accommodation for the priestesses or other officiaIs staying at the sanctuary for long
periods. If the number of girls performing the arkteia at Brauron was velY limited, as was
argued above (see p. 91-92), the cave was perhaps used as living quarters for these
arktoi .218 The material recovered from the cave suggested that it had a second function as
weil, namely as a storage space for dedications, perhaps supplementing the temple in this
respect.
Phase 2: 17Je 6th centUiJI down to the fil'St ha(f of the 5th centulJ! Be (Figs. 7-8)
The second phase of the sanctuary witnessed a great surge of building activity,
resulting in the elaboration of the areas used in the previous period, as weil as the
erection of new buildings to accommodate certain functions that were in need of more
space. 219
ｄ
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Fig. 7. Brauron, 6th centlllY BC. The stippling indicates approximate areas where 6th-century
material not directly associated with any architecture has been recovered.
Heiligtul11 der Athena und des Poseidon an der 'Heiligen Landspitze Attikas''', AW' 23 (1992), p. 183,
figs. 11 and 13-14.
218 The link between caves and bears has been stressed by Paula PERLMAN ("Acting the she-bear
for Artel11is", Aretbusa 22 0989J, p. 122-124), who proposed that the cave at Brauron was connected
with the festival of the arktoi, by analogy with how the she-bear withdraws into a cave to hibernate,
give birth to the cubs and later re-appear as a 1110ther. It is not known when the arkteia was
introduced at Brauron. On the ritual being old, see above, n. 40.
219 This flourishing has been connected with Peisistratos originating from Brauron, see PHOT.,
S.U., Bpauprovia (Theodoridis, B 264); S. ANGIOLILLO, "Pisistrato e Artemide Brauronia", pp 38 (1983),
p.351-354; PEPPAS-DELMOUSOU, i.e. (n.7), p. 323-329. On Peisistrastos and the cult of Artemis
Brauronia on the Acropolis, see below, n. 260.
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The Archaic period saw the construction of the first stone temple, clatecl ta the encl of
the 6th or the beginning of the 5th centur)' BC. 22o Onl)' a few traces of this temple have
been preserved, but it is likel)' that it was Doric and hacl an inner arrangement similar ta
that of the later, Classical temple, Le. an inner room at the back ane! a cella with two rows
of columns between \vhich the cult statues were presumabl)' placecl. 221 The erection of a
stone temple must have callee! for the expansion on a substantial scale of its Immediate
surroune!ings. The present terrace wall ta the north of the temple, rising five steps ta a
total height of 1.5 m, probabl)' belongs ta the late 6th centur)', covering an)' possible
preclecessor. 222
A further reason for extencling the temple area ma)' have been the intensification of
the votive practices ancl cleclications of offerings made b)' the worshippers, apparent from
the particularly rich ancl abundant material e!ating from this perioe! and found at the
spring. 223 The great terrace ta the west of the temple is also likely ta have been
constructed in this perioe!.224 Though the purpose of this structure is undear, it may also
ta be connectee! with the cleclication of offerings. The terrace may have functionecl as a
platform on which e!edications were displa)'ecl or on which the worshippers ma)' have
stoocl when clepositing votives in the spring or it may have constitutee! the foundation for
a stoa in which e!ee!ications were housecl. 225 The inner room of the temple was probably
aisa used for the storing of votives, while larger dedications, such as reliefs ancl sculptures,
were placee! on top of the terrace wall ta the north. 226
220 El'gan 1955, p. 33; cf PAAH 1945-48, p. 86; PAAH 1949, p. 75-76 and 89-90, fig. 20; cf BOERSMA,
a.c. (n. 135), p. 35 and 176, no. 42. The paving and the transversal wall discovered under the later
cella may belong to the earl)' part of this phase. Pottery of 6th-centur)' clate was recovered in the
area of the cella and 6th- and 5th-century sherds and tenacotta figurines also came from the dump
along the southern side of the foundations for the temple.
221 The remains of the Archaic temple consist of a few architectural parts ancl cuttings in the
rock; see PAAH 1945-48, p. 86; PAAH 1949, p. 75-76; El'gan 1955, p. 33. On the cult statues, their age
and numbers, see LINDERS, a.c. (n. 8), p. 14-15; ROMANO, f.c. (n. 151), p. 131-132, esp. n. 43; TRÉHEux,
l.c. (n. 151), p. 1-6.
222 PAAH 1945-48, p. 84; PAAH 1949, p. 77. Indications of the date of this tenace consist of a
deposit of ashy soil mixed with potter)' of early-5th-century date discovered along the western
section of the northern side of the tenace. On top of this layer, a row of stele bases was placed in
the late 5th or early 4th centmy.
223 See above, p. 79-82. Some of the 5th-centUlY material had been transported further north by
the flow of water from the spring and was found embedded in the mud; see El'gal1 1962, p. 27-28
and figs. 33-35.
224 PAAH 1949, p. 77-79, fig. 6; PAAH 1956, p. 75; PAAH 1959, p. 19; THEMELIS, l.c. (n. 7), fig. 2, no.
4; 5th-centUlY material is reported from on top of this structure. At the south-western corner of the
terrace, a staircase leads up to the level of the temple (see PAAH 1956, p. 74, fig. 1).
225 It is not clear whether the whole tenace was level with the top of the rock where the temple
is situated. Perhaps the tenace consisted of several steps or levels from which worshippers may
have watched the activities at the spring or where votives were displayecl. What looks like a block
from an exedra is visible at the northern end of the tenace; see PAAH 1956, p. 75, fig. 1. To the
north-west of the western tenace was found a paving and an enclosure ·forming a sacred lake
(El'gal1 1961, p. 30-31). These two features are probably to be connectecl with the Archaic phase of
the sanctuary, when the increasecl votive activity at the spring mal' have called for more permanent
arrangements than just the bare, living rock.
226 On the adytan and possible material deriving from it, see above, p. 80-82. Fragments of a
cylindrical altar bearing a relief of Dionysos and a number of other divinities mal' have stoocl on
top of the northern terrace wall (see supra, n. 71).
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Fig. 8. Brauron, first haif of the 5th centUlY Be. The stippling inclicates approxil11ate areas where
5th-century material not c1irectly associatecl with an)' architecture has been recoverecl.
To this phase may also be assignecl the creation of the tenace or platform cut out of
the bedrock to the south of the temple, where the 15th-century-AD church of Ag.
Georgios stands today. The principal argument for dating the execution of this terrace to
the Archaic period and not earlier is the fact that this was a major undertaking more
compatible with the monumentalization of the sanctuary in this period than the more
modest activities of the previous centuries. The rock-cut platform is accessible from the
lower-lying temple by five steps carved out of the cliff in the north-eastern corner. No
finds are reported from the terrace itself, but the face of the rock on the higher levels at its
eastern and southern sides shows a number of cuttings for votives and ste/ai, while, insicle
the church, cuttings for some kind of structure are also visible. 227 Consiclering the
laborious work involved in creating this terrace and its closeness to the main temple, it is
likely to have housed some kind of structure or installation central to the cult, such as an
altar or a small shrine. 228
227 PAAH 1945-48, p. 86; PAPA DIMlTRiOU , I.e. (n. 4), p. 113.
228 PAPADIMITRIOU (I.e. ln. 4], p. 113) suggests an altar; KONDIS (I.e. ln. 3], p. 168-169) the main
altar of Artel11is. That the main altar woulcl have been locatecl here seel11S unlikely, however. First
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The monumentalization of the sanctuary in this period is also visible to the east of the
temple, where the altar was probably located. 229 Here, a terrace of polygonal poros blocks
topped with cut Iimestone blocks was constructed, running from west to east, with a
north-south extension at each end (Fig. 8). 230 The fill within this wall contained 6th- and
5th-century pottelY, terracotta figurines, two black-figure, terracotta clice, some fragments
of sculpture and some fragments of gold, parts of an early-5th-century inscription, as weil
as ash. It is clear that the wall supported only a terrace and not a building, such as a stoa,
and that its purpose was probably to extend and formallze the altar area. 231 The terrace
may have been used for the display of votives but also provided space for the
worshippers to observe and participate in the sacrifices and the rituals. An important
element of the al'kteia, which is depicted on the 6th- and 5th-century kmtel'iskoi, seems to
have been races for the al'ktoi, running around or to the altar, perhaps in connection with
the shedding of the kro/aotos. 232 The construction of the terrace may have provided more
room for this particular ritua1.
The importance of the altar area is underlined by the construction of a building
further to the east, formalizing the extension of the sanctuary in that direction. 233 This
building, constructed of poros blocks, was at least 20 m long. Since the structure was
partly obliterated by the construction of the later stoa, its layout is not clear, but it seems
to have been divided into rooms or sections, the northernmost one perhaps functioning
as a propylon. 234 The southern section was e. 15 m long and may have been a stoa facing
of ail, the altar area to the east of the temple shows activity already in the 7th century (see above, n.
216). Secondly, an important feature of the arkteia seems to have been a race to and around the
altar, a motif which is depicted on the krateriskoi; see KAHIL (1965), /.c. (n. 6), p. 20-33; Ead. (1977),
I.c. (n. 6), p. 88; Ead., I.e. (n. 22), p. 804-805; THEMELIS (974), o.c. (n. 49), p. 16. This ritual must have
been hard to perform, if the altar had been located at this elevated and off-centre position.
THEMELIS (I.c. [no 7], p. 231) proposes that the older temple of Artemis was located here (which
leaves the early pottel'y and traces of walls under the main temple unexplained). On the presence
of an earlier shrine here, see also supra, n. 215.
229 1t has been suggested that the altar is shown on a fragment of a late, black-figure krateris/Jos;
see KAHIL (1977), I.c. (n. 6), p. 87 and pl. 21:1; Ead., I.c. (n. 22), p. 806. On this sherd, to the right of
the depicted altar, are two columns which may represent the temple, since the stoa with its
colonnade had not yet been constructed when this vessel was manufactured.
230 PAAH 1959, p. 20; Ergol1 1959, p. 19-20 and fig. 20; BOURAS, o.c. (n. 5), p. 9-13; BOERSMA, O.C.
(n. 135), p. 35 and 160, no. 17. At the western end, the north-south extension of the polygonal
terrace wall abuts on the temple ten'ace and can therefore be dated to c, 500-450 BC. Further to the
south \Vere found the remains of a paving and a wall, as weil as 6th- and 5th-century pottel)' and
terracotta figurines and ash; see PAAH 1956, p. 75 and pl. 18 b; Ergol1 1956, p. 25. This materialmay
perhaps represent an earlier extension of the altar area.
231 BOURAS, O.C. (n. 5), p. 9-13. On the remains being those of a stoa, see LAUTER, O.C. (n. 156),
p.44.
232 SOURVINOU-INWOOD (988), O.C. (n. 17), p. 39-64; KAHIL (965), I.e. (n. 6), p. 20-33; THEMELIS
(974), O.C. (n. 49), p. 16.
233 Ergol1 1962, p. 29-32; cf Ergol1 1961, p. 21; Ergol1 1962, p. 28-29; THEMELIS, I.c. (n. 7), p. 239, fig.
1, no. 4.
234 Ergol1 1962, p. 29-30. A poros paving with wheel ruts was found to the north. The suggestion
that the northern section was a propylon is not entirely convincing, since the visitors entering here
would immediately have stumbled on the terrace supporting the altar area (see my Figs. 1 and 8).
It is more likely that the entrance from the east was situated further to the south, between the
eastern building and the acropolis. Furthermore, if this building partly functioned as a propylon, it
is strange that this function could be completely erased in the late 5th centUl)', when the back wall
of the eastern wing of the new stoa was constructed (see further below, p. 108-109). The wheel ruts
may perhaps derive from the period when the sanctwll)' had been abandoned.
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west or a larger room wilh internal supportS. 235 The finds included rich find material (see
above, p. 81-82, and Table 2) but also ash. üwing to the similarity of the material
recovered here to the finds from the spring ancl the cave, the eastern building may have
been used for the storage and display of offerings. Hs location facing the altar area,
however, is also important. The building may have been used as a dining-room for the
meals following the sacrifices ancl, if il had a colonnade facing west, worshippers could
have watchecl the rituals taking place at the altar from here. 236 An increase in the number
of visilors and worshippers may have called for the construction of this building. The
open field to the north of the polygonal terrace and the altar area was presumably still
used for dining and a more extensive use of this area may have called for more elaborate
arrangements for dealing with the water flow from the spring and the Erasinos, such as
the construction of a fiat, poros bridge to the west in the mid-5th century (Fig. 8).237
Rilual meals and storage of offerings may also have been the two main functions of
the cave area in this period. There is abundant, 6th- ancl 5th-century material which can
be connected wilh the rooms A, B, r, A and E, stretching the whole length of the cave (Fig.
2).238 The layout of the structures wilhin the cave seems to have undergone certain
changes, presumably in this period, and il was suggested above that the area was now
principally used for the keeping of dedications, although a function as a dining-room or
perhaps living quarters may be proposed for one of the rooms. This change in use can be
connected with the erection of the building to the south-east of the cave, the so-called
"Sacrecl House", which could have been used as a dining-room, accommodating eleven
klinai (Fig. 3, no. 2).239 If this interpretation of its function is correct, dining for some
worshippers and religious office-holders, which previously took place within the cave,
could in this period have been moved to the "Sacred House".
At the end of this phase, the sanctuary was equipped wilh a stone temple, storage
space for votive offerings in the inner room of the temple, the eastern building and the
cave, and formaI dining facilities in the "Sacred House" and the eastern building. The
cave may still, though to a lesser extent, have been used for ritual meals or perhaps for the
accommodation of the religious office-holders or the selected arktoi. This second phase in
the hist01Y of the sanctuaJY was terminated by two events, the sack by the Persians in 480
BC and the destruction of the temple, and the collapse of the roof of the cave, probably
around 450 BC. 24o
p/Jase 3: T7Je second /Ja!l of t/Je 5t/J GentlllJ! to t/Je late 4t/J GentillY Be (Fig. 9)
The greatest undertaking of the third phase was the construction of the large, pi-
shaped stoa to the north, framing ancl extending the area in front of the temple on ils
235 See Ergol1 1962, p. 29, fig. 36; one internai support was excavated to the south. A large,
battered, Doric poros capital incorporated in the eastern wall of the 5th-century stoa may have
originated from the front or inner colonnade of this building (see Ergol1 1961, p. 21).
236 On stoas being used for these kinds of activities, see G. KUHN, "Untersllchungen zur
Funktion der Saulenhalle in archaischer und klassischer Zeit", JDA! 100 (1985), p. 169-317. THEMELIS
(I.e. [n. 7], p. 239, fig. 1) reconstructs the building as one large room with four internaI supports
and suggests a function as a dining-hall. For Archaic, broad-room bestiatoria of a similar shape and
proportions, see BERGQUIST, I.e. (n. 130), p. 29-36.
237 Ergol1 1961, p. 29-30; Ergol1 1962, p. 25-27; BOERSMA, O.C. (n. 135), p. 62 and 225, no. 107. Two
walls, probably of Classical date, since they incorporate parts of the Archaic temple, were also built
between the western ten'ace and the site of the later stoa to prevent flooding of this part of the
sanctuary.
238 For the evidence, see above, p. 74-80.
239 See above, p. 85.
240 For a different chronological scenario at the cave, see above, p. 86-87.
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western, northern and eastern sides. 241 The construction of the stoa meant the desertion
and levelling of the eastern building, but its functions seem to have been transferred to
the new stoa. The stoa seems to have been meant to have a colonnade on ail three sides,
but only the northern one was completed (Fig. 5). A formai entrance was located in the
western wing. On the western and northern sides, the building had a series of rooms
equipped with couches and tables and thus functioning as dining-rooms. 242
The stoa can, on stylistic grounds, be c1atec1 to around 420 Be, a date confirmed by the
finding in the eastern wing of an inscription from the year of the archon Arimnestos in
416/15.243 The main function of the building must have been to serve as a dining facility
but from the colonnade the worshippers could also have watched the sacrifices and other
rituals taking place in the open area at or near the altar. 2·f.! The northern colonnade was
also used for the display of prestigious votive offerings and here were found several high-
quality reliefs (inc1uding the so-called "Relief of the gods"), fragments of more than 50
statues of arktoi, statues of small boys, fragments of two Panathenaic amphorai and a great
number of bases for various kinds of objects. 245 In the centre of the northern wing, a
narrow passage led to the courtyard with the shallow stoa with its row of stele bases,
suggested above to have housed wooden boards bearing the names of ail the girls eligible
for the arkteia during a certain period of time.
In the 5th centUlY, some time after 480, a new stone temple was erectec1, probably with
the same plan as its predecessor and replacing the building destroyed by the Persians. 246
241 BOURAS, O.C. (n. 5), passim; PAAH 1949, p. 83-84; PAAH 1950, p. 177-187; PAAH 1959, p. 18-19;
Ergon 1958, p. 31-39; Ergon 1959, p. 13-15; Ergon 1960, p. 21-26; Ergon 1961, p. 21-29; Ergon 1962,
p. 37-39; M.S. GOLDSTE1N, Tbe setting of tbe rilliai meal in Greek sanctllaries: 600-300 Be, Ph.D.
Diss., University of California, Berkeley, 1978, p. 114-125; BORKER, I.c. (n. 5), p. 802-806; COULTON, o.c.
(n. 146), p. 42-43 and 226-227; BOERSl\1A, o.c. (n. 135), p. 91, 95 and 214, no. 90.
242 The traces of hearths or fires found in the centres of several of the rooms, suggested by
BOURAS (o.c. [no 5], p. 78 and 170) to be signs of later re-use of the abandoned building by
shepherds, may just as weil be taken as indications of the rooms being used for ritual meals. An
optaion tile (Id., O.c. [no 5], p. 79, fig. 58) may also have belonged to this building and was perhaps
used for letting the smoke out.
243 BOURAS, O.C. (n. 5), p. 149-159; PAAH 1959, p. 18; Ergon 1958, p. 37; Ergon 1959, p. 13; BOERSMA,
O.C. (n. 135), p. 91, 130-131, no. XIII, and 214, no. 90. For the potte1Y from the stoa, see KAHIL (1963),
I.c. (n. 6), p. 27. Nine of the rooms of the stoa have the same square plan and proportions, housing
eleven couches and seven tables. Two smaller rooms, iocated at the southern end of the western
wing and entered from the east and at the western end of the northern wing and entered from the
open courtyard to the north, have been explained as roOlTIS for the guards (Ergon 1961, p. 26), a
dining-room and a storage facility for valuable offerings, respectively (TRAVLOS, O.C. ln. 3], p. 55) or
as housing wooden staircases for a presumed upper floor (MYLONOPOULOS & BUBENHEIl\1ER, I.c.
ln. 50], p. 18).
244 On the llse of stoa for such purposes, see KUHN, I.c. (n. 236), p. 169-317, esp. 259-260 for
Brauron.
245 BOURAS, O.c. (n. 5), p. 141-148; Ergon 1958, p. 35-38, figs. 35-37; Ergon 1960, p. 22-23, figs. 30 and
32.
246 Papadimitriou dated the temple to the first haIf of the 5th century BC (see Eigon 1959, p. 19-
20); cf PAAH 1945-48, p. 86-89 and PAAH 1949, p. 75. Other dates have also been proposed, see
BOERSl\1A, o.c. (n. 135), p. 51 and 175, no. 42 (c. 500-450 BC); HOLLINSHEAD, I.c. (n. 9), p. 432 with n.
63 (c. 475-450 BC); TRAVLOS, O.C. (n. 3), p. 55 (early 5th centUlY); MYLONOPOULOS & BUBENHEIMER, I.c.
(n. 50), p. 12-14 (c. 425-400). A deposit of votives found near the southern foundations of the
temple must have been laid down after its construction, since the deposit contained material from
the 8th to the 4th century BC (the latest material being hand-made, terracotta figurines); see PAAH
1949, p. 79 and 90. There are only scanty remains of the Classical temple. John Camp, at a lecture
given in Athens in 1991, suggested that this temple, or parts of it, may have been moved to Athens
in the Augustan period. For such "wandering" temples and monuments, see H.A. THOMPSON & R.E.
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Apart from this construction, the area around the temple seems to have undergone few
changes. Even though the spring area has yielded predominantly pre-Persian material,
there is also a fair number of late-5th-century finds, showing that this part of the sanctuary
was still of interest in this period. 247 Here were also found several fragments of reliefs,
sculptures and inscriptions, some of which may originally have been placed along or on
top of the northern temple tenace. 2'18 To the south of the western tenace was found a rich
deposit of 5th-centU1Y material Cincluding high-quality, terracotta figurines and red-figure
pottery) which the excavator suggested had derived from a small shrine higher up,
perhaps located on the rock-cut tenace where the small church stands today.249
The cave area was apparently abancloned in the mid-5th century, presumably after the
collapse of the roof of the cave, which led to the rooms within all being covered by
stones. The "Small Temple", erected at the north-western entrance of the cave, may have
taken over some of the functions of the now deserted structures inside the cave (Fig. 3,
/10. 1).250 Owing to the size of this building and the spot of ash found in its centre, it was
suggested above that the "Small Temple" may have been used as a bestiatorio/1, perhaps
for a select group of diners distinct from those dining in the stoa to the north. It is also
possible that the "Sacred House", to the south-east of the cave, was no longer in use in
this period and the ritual meals suggested to have taken place there were now staged in
the "Small Temple".251 The storage of votives, which previously may have been the main
function of the cave, was probably transfened to the temple and, in particular, to its inner
room. 252
If the religious office-holders or the arktoi also used the rooms in the cave when
staying at the sanctuary, they must now have been accommodated elsewhere. The
excavator suggested that the arktoi in fact lived in the rooms with the couches in the stoa,
an Interpretation which has few adherents today.253 If the stoa had a second floor, which
is disputed, the arktoi, as well as the religious office-holders, may have been housed
there. 251 Another possible candidate is a small building with two rooms, probably of
WYCHERLEY, Tbe Atbenian Agora XIV. Tbe Agora of Atbens: Tbe bistOlJ', sbape and uses of an
ancient city centre, Princeton, 1972, p. 160-168; w.n. DINSMOOR, Jr., "Anchoring two floating
temples", Hesperia 51 (982), p. 411-452.
247 PAAH 1959, p. 19; Brgon1959, p. 15-16.
248 For example, marble heads of arktoi (PAAH 1950, p. 177, figs. 6-11; PAAH 1959, pl. 12 b-d) and
a late-5th-centUlY relief sho\Ving Artemis and a goat with three kids (Ergon 1959, p. 17, pl. 18).
249 PAAH 1959, p. 19; Brgon 1959, p. 15 and figs. 12-14.
250 For the evidence, see above, p. 85-86.
251 For the "Sacred House", see above, p. 85. Only 6th- and 5th-centurl' material is reported
from this building. The diners mal', of course, also have been moved to the new stoa.
252 On the temple being used for the storage of the dedications mentioned in the 4th-centUlY
inventories, see LiNDERS, a.c. (n. 8), p. 71-72. Possibly the small room at the south end of the
\vestern \Ving of the stoa closest to the temple (see supra, n. 243) was also used for the keeping of
votives.
253 PAAH 1958, p. 36-37; PAPADIMITRIOU, I.c. (n. 4), p. 118-119. On the rooms being hestiataria,
see BORKER, I.c. (n. 5), p. 805-806, and GOLDSTEIN, a.c. (n. 241), p. 114-125.
254 No architectural members of a second floor have been recovered. MYLONOPOULOS &
BUBENHEIMER (I.c. [no SOl, p. 18) suggest that the t\Vo small rooms at the southern end of the east
wing and the eastern end of the north wing respectivell' mal' have housed wooden staircases to the
upper floor and that the Jack of blocks from this storel' is simpll' due to the site being plundered
in later periods.
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Classical clate, excavatecl to the east of the sanctuary, on the slope of the acropolis. 255
Among the pottery recoverecl within were krateriskoi of the kincl typical of the arkteia.2'h
\
Fig. 9. Brauron, second half of the 5th centUlY BC to the late 4th century Be. The stippling
indicates approximate areas where late-5th- to late-4th-century material not directly associated
with any architecture has been recovered.
255 Ergoll 1961, p. 35-36, fig. 40. The interior of the building was 3.25 m wide and was excavated
to an interior length of 5.14 m.
256 El'goll 1961, p. 36, tlg. 41. For the kratel'iskoi, see KAHIL (1963), I.e. (n. 6), p. 13-14, nos. 25-26,
pl. 6:1-2, dating them to the first half of the 5th century BC; cf Ead. (1965), I.e. (n. 6), p. 20-22, nos.
2-3, pl. 7:3 and 5. A large number of kratel'iskoi were also recovered in the cave area. At the recent
excavations at Halai, c. 200 m to the south of the temple, was discovered a small building with an
interior hearth and among the finds were a number of kralel'iskoi; see EUSTRATIOU, I.e. (n. 35), p. 73;
KAHIL (1977), I.e. (n. 6), p. 88 with n. 23 and 96; BRULÉ, o.c. (n. 9), p. 193. Perhaps this building may
have had a similar function to that of the structure found at Brauron.
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Ta sum up, the importance of Brauron during the seconcl half of the 5th centUlY, as
\vell as c1uring the 4th century, is clear from the builcling activity, but also from the reliefs
and sculptures declieated and from the epigraphieal material. 257 This was an important
rural sanctualY of interest ta the Athenian state, not just the local c1eme Philaïclai. 258 Those
of the women c1eclicating c10thes in the sanctuary who are identifiecl by family ancl
c1emotie names c1icl not for the most part come from the local deme or the neighbouring
c1emes, but from quite far away.259 Brauron was also one of the few Attie sanctuaries, if
not the only one, outsicle Athens ta have a branch inside the city, in this case even on the
Acropolis itself, ancl a procession apparently took place from this precinct of Artemis
Brauronia ta the sanctualY at Brauron. 26o
In this periocl, the sanctualY at Brauron must be expected ta have caterecl for various
religious neecls: ta house the religious office-holclers and the selectecl arktoi for long
periocls of time, ta accommoclate larger numbers of visitors more temporarily in
connection with the Brauronia and other festivals, ta receive private visitors making
dedieations, as weil as the storing of a great number of offerings of variaus kinds, such as
clothes, jewellery, pottery, sculptures ancl reliefs. The dedieation of votives, such as clothes
ancl sculptures of children, may have taken place at any time c1uring the year ancl not
necessarily in connectian with a particular festival. 261 The extensive use of the sanctuary
on the private level is perhaps best illustratecl by the fact that the majority of the child
statues are boys.262 The declication of statues of girls can be seen as having been
engendered by the arkteia but, as no corresponding festival for boys is known, these
dedieations must have been made on a private basis ta Artemis as a protector of familles,
mathers ancl their offspring. 263
257 Most of the arktai heads and sculptures seem to be 4th century; see, for example,
PAPADIMITRIOU, I.c. (n.4), p. 116; cf. J. FREL, "Deux têtes d"arktoi' et deux rectifications
supplémentaires", Bulletin du Musée Hangrois des Beaux-arts 24 (1964), p. 3-4, and S. PAPASPYRlDl-
KAROUZOU, '''H 1UqJÎcn "ApK10Ç", Arcb1JjJb 1957, p. 68-83. The copies of the Brauronian inscriptions
found in Athens date to the micl-4th century; see LINDERS, a.c. (n. 8), p. 5. For some of the
exceptional lebetes gam ikai from the micl-4th centuIY, see L. KAHlL, "Quelques examples cie vases
cie mariage à Brauron", in PETRAKOS, a.c. (n. 69), p. 379-404.
258 The absence of any deme recorcls also sho\Vs that the sanctuary \Vas aclministered by the
state rather than by the cleme; see OSBORNE, a.c. (n. 2), p. 170. On Brauron not being macle into an
inclepenclent deme ancl perhaps being omitted from the Cleisthenic system, since it \Vas the home
to\Vn of Peisistratos, see \'\lHlTEHEAD, a.c. (n. 2), p. 11, n. 30, 24, n. 83 ancl 177, n. 6. The remains of
the cleme-centre of Philaïdai have been tentatively iclentifiecl c. 1.5 km to the east of the sanctualY;
see OSBORNE, a.c. (n. 2), p. 193, s.v., Philaïdai ancl pl. 12.
259 For the prosopography, see OSBORNE, a.c. (n. 2), p. 158-160; ANTONIOU, a.c. (n. 7), p. 79-124.
260 The Athenian Brauronion \Vas perhaps founclecl by Peisistratos, stemming from Brauron; see
KAHIL, I.c. (n. 34), p. 253-263; ANGIOLILLO, I.c. (n. 219), p. 351-354; PEPPAs-DELMousou, I.c. (n. 7),
p. 323-329; BOERsMA, a.c. (n. 135), p. 15; cf. PHOT., S.V. BPO:UP<OVlO: (Theodoriclis, B 264). On the
Athenian Brauronion, see J.M. HURWIT, The Atbenian Acropalis, Cambriclge, 1999, p. 197-198; R.F.
RHODES & J.J. DOBBINS, "The sanctuary of Artemis Brauronia on the Athenian Acropolis", Hesperia
48 (1979), p. 325-341; OSBORNE, a.c. (n. 2), p. 154-156 ancl 172-173. The only comparable case is
Eleusis ancl the Athenian Eleusinion locatecl just east of the Panathenaic roacl on the outskirts of
the Agora. For the procession, see DEUBNER, a.c. (n. 20), p. 208; KONDlS, I.e. (n. 3), p. 184.
261 This is plausible, since the clothes seem to have been declicated as thank-offerings after
successful births. On rural Dionysia being performecl at Brauron, see above, n. 71.
262 KONDlS, I.c. (n. 3), p. 180 ancl 190; COLE, I.c. (n. 22), p. 238; BRULÉ, a.c. (n. 9), p. 24-25; cf Th.
HADZISTELIOU-PRlCE, "The type of the crouching chilcl ancl the 'temple boys"', ABSA 64 (1969), p. 97.
On the "male" presence at Brauron, see THEMELlS, I.c. (n. 7), p. 226-227.
263 BRULÉ (a.c. [no 9], p. 259) suggests that male initiation ceremonies similar to those for the
girls at Brauron may have been performecl at nearby Halai.
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Ail this activity and, in particular, the construction of the stoa can be taken as signs of
the cult flourishing and attracting greater interest. Euripides' tragedy IpIJigeneia among
tIJe Taurians, which was probably produced around 413 Be, can also be seen as an
indication of the importance of Brauron. This increase in the use of the sanctualY may
have been the result of a general concern for the principal sanctuaries of Attica in the late
5th century, a pattern which can be observed also elsewhere. 2M In the particular case of
Brauron, however, the performance of the arkteia, a ritual of concern for the whole polis,
may also have contributed to the flourishing of the sanctuary.
pIJase 4: 17Je 3rd centulJ! Be
Very little is known of the sanctuary in the 3rd century and hardly any finds are
reported from the area. The flourishing in the 4th centUlY was probably followed by a
period of decay, most likely due to political disturbances in Attica and by the flooding of
parts of the sanctualY by the Erasinos. 265 Some dedications of child sculpture were made
and a small statue of Hekate also dates from this perioc!. 266 When the contemporary writer
Euphorion speaks of Brauron as the cenotaph of Iphigeneia, he may therefore only be
echoing Euripides rather than being inspired by a thriving sanctuary.267
The major source of information for this period is an Athenian state decree, issued by
the nomotlJetai and dated to the 3rd centUlY Be. This inscription was recovered in the
western wing of the stoa. 268 Here it is commanded that the buildings in the sanctuary at
Brauron are to be inspected and put into order, the works to be paid for by the Athenian
state. This wording indicates that a period of decay must have occurred, even though a
complete desertion of the sanctualY and disintegration of the buildings do not have to be
assumed. The restoration is in line with the general trend ail over Attica in this period,
when olel, traditional, ancestral cuits were being revitalized.269
The section of the inscription mentioning the buildings mns as follows: 270
6 VEroÇ 0 'tE a[- - na]p8EVcOV [- - - - - - -] Kat Ot 01KOI 'to 'tE ŒI-HplnoÀElov EV cP [- - - - - - -]
Otat'troV'tat Kat 't& 1JnEproa 't& Ent 'tOÛ ŒIlCjlmoÀEÎou, Kat ['t0 YUIlV]&cnov Kati, naÀal(l"'tpa Kat
Ot tnnrovEç Kat 't&ÀÀa ｾＦｖＧｴ｡ [ocra il] noÀlç OiKooolli]cracra ŒVÉ811KE 't11 Ｘｾｩｰ 1JnÈp crOl'tllPlaç
't[oû o]f]1l0U 'tOÛ 'A811valOlV
264 See BOERsMA, O.c. (n. 135), p. 91.
265 The stoa was apparently in use for only a brief period of time and the excavator suggestee!
that the building was partly flooe!ee! by the Erasinos in the late 4th centUlY ane! therefore e!esertee!;
see PAPADIMITRIOU, I.e. (n. 4), p. 120; PAAH 1959, p. 19; Ergon 1958, p. 38; Ergon 1959, p. 13; BOURAS,
O.C. (n. 5), p. 169.
266 3re!-centlllY sculpture; see KONDIS, I.e. (n. 3), p. 203; KAHIL (1984), l.c. (n. 6), nos. 140-361. For
the Hekate, see supra, n. 70.
267 On Euphorion, see supra, p. 62. 1t is not clear whether he refers to the whole site of Brauron
or only to a monument dedicatee! to 1phigeneia.
268 The inscription is known from a number of excerpts ane! there are slight variations in the
suggestee! datings; see Ergon 1961, p. 24-25; PAPADIMITRIOU, I.e. (n. 4), p. 120 C3re! century); SEC 35
(1985), no. 83; THEMELIS, I.e. (n. 7), p. 230-232 C3re! centUlY); SEC 37 (1987), no. 89 C3re! century?);
PEPPAs-DELMousou, I.e. (n. 7), p. 336-337, esp. n. 49 C3rd centUlY); ANToNIDu, O.C. (n. 7), 280-281, no.
4 (mide!le of the 3re! century); MYLONOPOULOS & BUBENHEIMER, l.c. (n. 50), p. 8-9 with n. 14 (mie!dle
to late 3rd century); T. LINDERS, Tbe treasurers of tbe otber gods in Atbens and tbeir functions,
Meisenheim am Glan, 1975 (Beitriige zur klassiscben Pbilologie, 62), p. 64-65.
269 J.D. MIKALSON, Religion in Hellenistic Atbens, Berkeley, Los Angeles, & London, 1998
(Hellenistic culture and society, 29), p. 53, n. 25 and p. 166.
270 The text follows Ergon 1961, p. 25, LINDERS, O.c. (n. 8), p. 71, ane! ANTONIDU, O.C. (n. 7), p. 281,
no. 4; ç{ SEC 37 (1987), no. 89.
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Depending on how the damaged sections are restored, the number of buildings
referred to and their relations to each other valY considerably. The difficulty concerns the
mutuai relations between the naos, the Parthenon, the oikoi and the ampbipoleion with its
upper floor and to what extent these buildings can be connected with the excavated
remains. The restoration of TIa]peEVÔW seems to be beyond doubt and has been
unanimously agreed upon. The first word to be restored in the lacuna before the
Parthenon begins with an a and Papadimitriou suggested àpXaîoç.271 Apparently there is
space for more letters between this word and the following Parthenon, and Lily Kahil
therefore proposed the restoration aVEroÇ 15 'tE [6nloffi or onWeE(V) TIa]peEVCÔV, while
Themelis has suggested aVEroÇ 15 'tE ['toîxoç Kata TIa]peEVCÔV. 272 These two readings do not
account for the a in front of the lacuna. Recently, Mylonopoulos and Bubenheimer have
proposed aVECÔÇ, 15 'tE à[pXaîoç Kata TIa]peEVCÔV. 273
For the lacuna after Parthenon, TIa]peEVCÔV [- - - - - - -] Kat oi 0(K01, with room for
around eight letters, no suggestions have been offered. For the next lacuna, 'to 'tE
àl-HjllnoAEîov EV qJ [- - - - - - -] 8ta1'twv'tlY.1, said ta encompass around nine letters, Peppas-
Delmousou suggested the restoration 'to 'tE àl-HjlmOAEîov EV qJ [ai apK't01] 8tal'twv'tal. 274
The next problem concerns how this inscription is ta be linked ta the remains found
at Brauron (see Table 3). Most scholars have identified the naos with the main temple at
Brauron, Le. the temple of Artemis. It has also been suggested that naos in this inscription
referred only ta a part of this building, namely the cella. 275 Others have proposed that the
naos was a building distinct from the large temple known from the excavations, either the
so-called "Small Temple" ta the south-east at the entrance to the cave or a building
situated on the rock-cut terrace ta the south, where the church of Ag. Georgios stands
today.276
The Parthenon, in the sense of "the building for the partbenoi", was taken by
Papadimitriou as referring ta the stoa. Owing ta the small sizes of the couches used in the
rooms of the stoa, he suggested that the young arktoi lived here during their stay at
Brauron, while Kondis suggested that the stoa may have functioned as a kind of
orphanage. Most scholars today interpret the rooms of the stoa as dining-rooms of the
regular kind found in many sanctuaries. 277 Such rooms are commonly designated as oikoi
in texts concerning sanctuaries. The oikoi mentioned in the Brauron inscription are
therefore best taken ta referring ta the stoa and, more specifically, the dining-rooms in the
northern and western wings.
271 Cf J. & 1. ROBERT, "Bulletin épigraphique", REG 76 (1963), p. 134-135, no. 91, 0 VE(Oç 0 'tE
à[pXaîoç ila]pSEVWV.
272 KAHIL (1977), I.e. (n. 6), p. 96, n. 61, estimating room for around seven letters. THEMELIS (I.e,
ln. 71, p. 230) quotes the inscription as 0 VEWÇ 0 'tE [- - - e. 10 - - - lla]pSEvwV. Cf KONDIS, I.e. (n. 3),
p. 170, n. 55.
273 MYLONOPOULOS & BUBENHEIMER, I,e. (n. 50), p. 10-12.
274 PEPPAS-DELMOUSOU, I.e. (n, 7), p. 337, n. 49; ROBERT, I,e. (n. 271), p. 135. For the number of
letters, see THEMELIS, I,e. (n. 7), p. 230. MYLONOPOULOS & BUBENHEIMER (I.e. [no 501, p. 16-17) suggest
that this building must have been used by the priests but offer no restoration of the missing letters.
275 MYLONOPOULOS & BUBENHEIMER, I.e, (n. 50), p. 12-18.
276 "Small Temple": HOLLINSHEAD, I.e. (n. 9), p. 434-435. Il seems sU'ange, however, that the
inventOlY of the sanctuary should begin with this rather insignificant building. On the naos being
located on the rock-eut terrace, see THEMELIS, I.e. (n. 7), p. 231.
277 On the klinai being of sufficient size for 5th-century, adult, male Athenians, see GOLDSTEIN,
o.e. (n. 241), p. 121-122.
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Table 3. Suggested identifications of the buildings mentioned in the 3rd-century inscription.
Schola.. b VEroÇ [fla] p8EVroV oi oh:ot 'Co àJ.llPtltoÀEÎov
Papadimitriou (n. 4), Temple of Stoa where the - -
p. 118-120; Eigon 1961, Artemis arktoi lived?
p. 25
Robert]. & L. (n. 271), - Building for the - -
p. 135, no. 91 partbenoi
Bouras (n. 5), p. 75 Temple Stoa where children ? ?
stal'ed
Kondis, (n. 3), p. 170 Temple of Stoa usecl as Not found l'et Not found l'et
and 180-182 Artemis orphanage
Béirker (n. 5), p. 806 Temple Cult building for Dining-rooms -
Iphigeneia? of the stoa
Linders (n. 8), p. 71-72 Temple Separate from the - -
temple but not
iclentical with the
stoa
Kahil 0977, n. 6), p. 96- Temple of Adyton of the Dining-rooms -
97 Artemis temple of the stoa
Hollinshead (n. 9), Temple278 Inner room of the Probabll' the -
p.434-435 temple, though 1'00011S of the
name refers to the stoa
whole building
Themelis (n. 7), p. 231 Old temple, at Post-Persian temple Stoa, used as a Not found l'et
present site of dining-hall
Ag. Georgios
church
Brulé (n. 9), p. 245-248 - Adyton of the Rooms of the -
temple, "Old stoa
Pat·thenon"
Peppas-Delmousou - - - Not the stoa
(n. 7), p. 337, n.49
Dowden (n. 9), p. 26 - Adyton or small - -
temple to Iphigeneia
lVIylonopoulos & Cella of the Inner 1'00m of the Inner 1'00011S of Section of the
Bubenheimer (n. 50), temple temple the stoa stoa, including a
p. 12-18 presumed upper
floor
If the aikai are the 1'00011S of the stoa or a name for the entire building, the Parthenon
has to be sought elsewhere. lts identification is complicated bl' the fact that the relation of
the Parthenon to the naas is particularll' c1ifficult to disentangle. The Parthenon has been
suggestecl to be the inner 1'00m of the temple, in which valuable c1eclications were kept
and, in this sense, the tenl1 mal' have referred to the whole temple. 279 lt has also been
suggestecl that, while the Parthenon was the tenn for the inner 1'00m of the temple, the
cella itself was referrecl to as the arcbaios naas. 281J However, some of the 4th-centurl'
278 HOLLINSHEAD (l.c. [no 9], p. 434-435) makes a distinction between the temple mentioned in
this inscription and the Olel Temple mentioned in the inventories of offerings, which she identifies
with the "Small Temple".
279 Inner 1'00m: KAHIL (1977), I.e. (n. 6), p. 96-97; HOLLINSHEAD, I.e. (n. 9), p. 434-435; BRULÉ, O.C.
(n. 9), p. 247-248; DOWDEN, O.C. (n. 9), p. 26; MYLONOPOULOS & BUBENHEIMER, I.e. (n. 50), p. 12-15.
Whole building: HOLLINSHEAD, I.e. (n. 9), p. 434-435; THEMELIs, I.e. (n. 7), p. 231.
280 MYLONOPOULOS & BUBENHEIMER, I.e. (n. 50), p. 12-15.
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inventories concerning Brauron also mention an Old Temple and a Parthenon and, in
those cases, it seems clear that they constituted two separate entities and presumably also
two separate buildings. 281 It seems plausible that the two terms "Old Temple" and
"Parthenon" would have been used in a similar manner in the 3rd century and therefore
naos or arcbaios naos and Partbenon are best connected with two separate buildings.
Themelis' suggestion that the Old Temple may have stood on the rock-eut terrace, today
housing the small church, while the Parthenon is ta be identifjed with the post-Persian
temple, may be a possible solution. 282 Finally, it has been proposed that the Parthenon
may have been a cult building for Iphigeneia and is ta be identified with the so-called
"Small Temple". 283
The ampbipoleion with its upper fioor is even more campiex and has either been left
without any comment or simply been located outside the excavated area. This building
may have housed the religious office-holders, but it has also been suggested that the arktoi
lived there, perhaps on the upper fioor, while cult equipment was kept downstairs. 284
Since the ampbipoleion is said ta have had an upper fioor, any links with the stoa have
been excluded. Recently, it has been suggested that the stoa is ta be identifjed with the
ampbipoleion, since it may have had an upper fioor after ail, the lack of evidence for
which being simply due ta an accidentai state of preservation. 285
The existence of a gymnasium, a palestra and stables, also mentioned in the
inscription, offers no textual difficulties. Ali of these apparently remain ta be discovered,
most likely ta the west or ta the east of the sanctuary.286 Finally, there are the structures
covered by the phrase concluding the list, "clAÂa mxY'ta [ocra il] nôÂtç ｏｩｋｏｏｏＡＡｾ｣ｲ｡｣ｲ｡Ｎ In the
3rd century, the cave itself had, of course, long since been abandoned and the same
probably aisa went for the "Sacred House". The building at the north-western entrance of
the cave, the "Small Temple", is likely ta have gone out of use by this period, but, if it was
still functioning, it may have been included in this phrase. 287 In any case, the "Small
Temple" was apparently not considered as being of such importance that it merited a
particular mention in the invent01Y of the sanctumy, unlike the stables, for example. 288
281 LINDERS, a.c. (n. 8), p. 71-72, cf 52-53. In lG n2, 1524, 44-47 053/2 Be), objects kept in the Old
Temple are handed over by the priestess to the epistatai and placed in the Parthenon.
282 THEMELIs, i.e. (n. 7), p. 231.
283 BORKER, I.e. (n. 5), p. 806; DOWDEN, a.c. (n. 9), p. 26.
284 BRULÉ, a.c. (n. 9), p. 245-248; DOWDEN, a.c. (n. 9), p. 38; MYLONOPOULOS & BUBENHEIMER, I.e.
(n. 50), p. 16-17; PEPPAS-DELMOUSOU, I.e. (n. 7), p. 336-337. On the ampbipalai referring to older,
former bears assisting in the arkteia, see SOURVINOU-INWOOD (988), a.c. (n. 17), p. 106-108; cf S.
HILLER, "A-pi-qo-ro tXJ.lq>I1tOlcot", in J.T. KILLEN, J.L. MELENA & J.-P. OLIVIER (eds.), Studies in
Mycenaean and Classical Greek presented ta ]abn Cbadwick, Salamanca, 1987 (= Minas 20-22),
demonstrating that the original meaning of ampbipalas was a servant of an earthly or heavenly
mistress.
285 MYLONOPOULOS & BUBENHEIMER, I.e. (n. 50), p. 18.
286 To the east of the late-5th-century stoa, a 30-m-long wall, oriented north-south, was
discovered, perhaps to be connected with one or more of these buildings (see Ergan 1962, p. 31).
For the suggestion that the stables are to be identified with the northern section of the stoa, see
above, n. 156. Apart from the architectural difficulties of such an interpretation, it seems strange
that the stables should not have been mentioned in connection with the stoa, had they been part of
this building. Stables are mentioned also in another inscription from Brauron; see Ergan 1961,
p. 24; SEG 37 (1987), no. 35.
287 MYLONOPOULOS & BUBENHEIMER (I.e. ln. 501, p. 21) suggest that this phrase may refer to the
"Small Temple", the "Sacred House" and the bridge.
288 Unless the "Small Temple" is to be identified with the Parthenon; see above, n.283. Another
structure not mentioned is the mid-5th-century bridge located to the west of the stoa. This may also
have gone out of use in the 3rd century, perhaps covered by soil or mud from the Erasinos.
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Fig. 10. Brauron, Roman and Byzantine periods.
The stippling indicates approximate areas with traces of Roman and Christian activity.
Pbase 5: 17.Je Roman and ByzClntine periods (Fig. la)
By the Roman period, Brauron mal' have been completely deserted and
contemporary sources, such as Pomponius Mela, speak of the sanctllary as not being in
operation. 289 The changes that had taken place are most clearly illustrated by the four
graves which were fOllnd in the cave area and which most likely date from the 2nd
century AD, when the site had long been abandoned as a living sanctllary.290 It is
interesting to note that several fragments of a large relief showing Polydeukion, one of the
289 POMPONIUS MELA, II, 46. For the suggestion that the temple mal' have been moved in
Augustan times, see supra, n. 246.
290 For these graves, see above, p. 77-78.
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favourites of Herodes Atticus, were recovered to the east of the stoa. 291 The young man,
who died around AD 165, was depicted as a reclining banqueter, a scheme commonly
used for funerary monuments in the Hellenistic and Roman periods. Perhaps the whole
area had, by this time, acquired some kind of funerary function. 292
Some time after the 3rd centmy BC, though probably at a considerably later date, a
paved road was constructed over the western wing of the stoa. 293 The paving was made up
by architectural parts from the stoa itself and by reliefs, sculptures and inscriptions. To the
north-west of the former stoa was discovered a deposit of similar material, which
apparently had been accumulated at this spot to facilitate its removal. The road led from
the north-west to the south-east towards the open area in front of the temple and parts of
the northern side of the temple seem to have been removed for il. The date of the road is
hard to ascertain, but it seems unlikely that it predated the desertion of the sanctuary in
Roman times. Perhaps both the plundering of the sanctuary for building stones and the
laying out of the road are to be connected with the construction in the 6th centmy AD of
a large Christian basilica c. 1.5 km to the west, since this structure definitely incorporates
a number of blocks from the sanctU<l1y. 291 In the Christian period, the area of the former
sanctuary mal' have housed some kind of habitation, judging from a series of four large
pithoi excavated in front of the temple, and the road can maybe also be linked to this
activity.295 The latest activity on the site was the construction of the small, post-Byzantine
chapel of Aghios Georgios in the 15th century AD, which also incorporated re-used
blocks from the sanctuaty.296
291 Ergol1 1961, p. 35-36, fig. 39; Ergol1 1962, p. 32-33, fig. 42; found only 0.50 m below the modern
ground surface. Polydeukion was not buried at Brauron, but Herodes Atticus erected a number of
monuments to him in this part of Attica after his death; see \\7. AMELING, Herodes Atticus, vol. 1,
Biograpbie, Hildesheim, 1983 (Subsidia epigrapbica, 11), p. 114-117; Id., Herodes Atticus, vol. 2,
Inscbrijlenkatalog, Hildesheim, 1983 (Subsidia epigrapbica, 11), p. 166-172, nos. 171-176.
292 If the four burials are to be dated to the 2nd century AD and are therefore contemporary
with the Polydeukion monument, they may ail be connected with the plague which swept Greece
in the middle of this centlllY; see J.F. GILLIAM, "The plague under Ivlarcus Aurelius", AfPb 82 (1961),
p. 225-251. The death of Polydeukion, as weil as the sudden deaths of two other young favourites of
Herocles Atticus, have been suggested to be connected with this disease; see AMELING, o.c. (n. 291),
vol. 1, p. 114.
293 Ergol1 1960, p. 23-24, figs. 31 and 36; Ergol1 1961, p. 27-28; BOURAS, O.c. (n. 5), p. 169-170.
294 BOURAS, o.c. (n. 5),p. 169. This basilica was destroyed in the 7th century; see THEMELls (974),
o.c. (n. 49), p. 28-30.
295 PAAH 1956, p. 73-75, pl. 18 g; Ergon 1956, p. 25. The whole area to the east of the temple had
been heavily disturbed in the Christian period.
296 ElgOI1 1960, p. 28-29; THEMELls (974), o.c. (n. 49), p. 28-30.
